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program of Grade VII:
Hemlock Tree,”
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Members of Class
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Four Girls
Planting,”
Love the Trees,”
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n.mer Now is Here,”
School
Do We Plant,”
Geneva Stephenson
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and meaning of Arbor Day,
perintendent A. J. Knowlton
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everyone
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Velma S. Mitchell
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Mary

of

severe

weeks she was able to be taken to her home,
and although tenderly cared for by kind and
loving relatives and friends, she gradually failed until April 24th, when the Angel of Death
called her to a better home.
She was born in
Knox August 17, 1832 and lived there the
She married Daniel
greater part of her life.
Wentworth in 1857 and one son came to gladden their home—D. F. Wentworth, with whom
she had always lived. Her husband passed
away several years ago. A kind and loving
mother, an affectionate sister, a good friend
and neighbor, of her it can be said “She hath
done what she could, and the world is better
and brighter for the good deeds which she has
strewn along life’s pathway.” The funeral services were held at the old heme, April 27th,
Rev. David Brackett of Brooks officiating.
The floral offerings included a beautiful pillow
of roses and pinks with the word “Mother” in
purple from D. F. Wentworth and wife; bouquet of white roses with the word “Sister”
from the sisters, Mrs. Henry Higgins and Mrs.
H. F. Kenney; a bouquet of white roses and
cut flowers from Mr. and Mrs. Harry Higgins
of Waterville.
Interment was in the East

5
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E. Wentworth, after several
suffering, quietly and peacefully passed into the Beautiful Beyond. Last
September while visiting her niece, Mrs. Harry
Bradford of Brooks, she fell in stepping from
the piazza, sustaining severe injuries from
Mrs.

months

lied up and a flower bed made,
ante from every direction with
-=ter of 18 small trees, mostly
placed on the south side of
,:i
ades 4 and 6 the last of the
ven up to readings, songs, and

f
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song.-^-Bangor Commer-

^
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dren, Sadie, young lady who died in 1883, and children; her father and mother by his last
Frank R., who has always lived at home, and
marriage,'the latter not quite her age, between
with his wife has given the mother most ten- whom
there existed a most charming and sisder care. Mrs. Coburn was a charter member
terly affection; a sister, Mrs. James J. Lawler
of North Newport Grange, which was
organ- and a five years’ old brother, Cassius Harlan
ized in 1875, and the Grange members attended
Roberts.
the funeral in a body. In religious preference
Roberts, in speaking to the writer
she was a Methodist. The funeral was held at ofCaptain
the rarely beautiful qualities of his daughher late home May 6th, Rev. Henry Arnold offi“Tn
the forty years that I look backsaid:
ter,
ciating. M rs. Bertha Bennett of Newport sang ward upon the career of this girl, so dear to
several selections. The bearers were four stepme, I am greatly cheered and blessed in the
grandsons. Frank A., Fred J. and Donald Rich- thought that in childhood I never had occasion
ardson of North Newport and J. H. Crowell of to
punish her, or as a girl and young woman to
Wytopitlock. The interment was in the family
her, for which disposition all credit
lot in North Newport. Besides the immediate reprove
must be given to her mother—whose character
to
feel
their
which
family
loss,
consists of Mr. she reflected. In early and tender years she
and Mrs. F. R. Coburn and grandson, John W
became my confidant and supporter, and was
Coburn, she leaves a brother, Samuel Calder- ever reasonable and practical, thoughtful and
wood of Portland, a step daughter, Mrs.
Leroy sympathetic in her valuable assistance to myE. Richardson .of North Newport; seven
step self and younger daughter, when broken in
and
several nieces and nephews. financial fortune, in
grandchildren
poverty and sick in spirit,
I came to this city to commence lifaall anew,
was never disturbed.”
and
that
relation
Judge Albert E. Clary of the East Boston
Warm summer sun shine kindly o’er her,
District Court, who has been in practice in
Boston for the past 35 years, died early
Mild Southern winds blow softly 4tr her.
Sunday
i
Green sod above lie light, lie light;
at his home in East Boston, aged 62 years. He
was born in Troy, Me., and graduated from
Good bye loved form, dear heart, goodnight.
Wilbraham Academy and Boston University
Law school. He leaves a widow.
SECRET SOCIETIES.
a

Mrs. Sarah M. Libby died May 12th at her
home on High street, aged 82 years, 2 months
and 6 days. She was born in Searsmont, the
daughter of the late Samuel and Charlotte
(Bird) Hook and her childhood days were
spent there. In early womanhood she married
Captain David H. Libby of Belfast, the ceremony taking place, March 20, 1849, and since
that date had lived in this city, where she had
a host of friends.
Captain and Mrs. Libby
celebrated their golden wedding at their pleasant home March 20, 1899, and it was one of the
bright spots in their happy life. They were a
popular and fun-loving couple and March 22,
1900, led the grand march at the old folks’
dance given in the Opera House, and were by
common acclaim declared to be the most graceful dancers on the floor. Naturally refined,
and gracious and kindly in her manner, age did
not rob Mrs. Libby of these attractions. She
was a member of the Universalist church and
always interested in its welfare and did her
part in its work. Two daughters were born to
Captain and Mrs. Libby—Nellie May, who died
in early childhood and Millie, the wife of Elijah
S. Shuman, who died May 28, 1901. Two grandchildren, Clarence Shuman and Mrs. H. Fair
Holmes, and three sisters, Mrs. Dora
of Rowley, Mass., Miss Harriet A. Hook of Belfast and Mrs. He|en M. Telfer of Waltham,
Mass., survive. In 1854 Captain Libby built
the house on High street which had since been
their home. In the death of Mrs. Libby the
neighborhood feels ttiat it has lost a true
friend and the many in the city who knew and
esteemed the deceased extend sympathy to the
bereaved relatives. The funeral services were
held at the home last Saturday afternoon, her
pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, officiating. Bos-
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Mrs, Wm. I.

Bennett.

The dark shadows that had for some days
been impending over the home of Captain C. C.
Roberts in Hollywood, gently descended Sunday evening last and bore to the Great Beyond
one who had for many happy years been one of
the choicest treasures of his heart, his oldest
daughter, Parepa Rosa.
Mrs. R*nnett, who had from childhood been
delicat^T was stricken with paralysis of the
her home in Brookfield three
left side
months since, but had made most encouraging
progress towa ds recovery and Mr. Bennett
had purchased property in southern Florida,
where they planned to remove the coming fall
to make a permanent home and escape the
rigors of northern winters, which had long been
trying to Mrs. Bennett. They consequently had
surrendered their lease and arranged to pass
the summer with her father, who also had
planned to take a vacation of three months
each winter to spend with them in the south,
expecting them to spend the month of extreme
heat in Florida with him in Hollywood.
Complications, however, in the meantime arose
that baffled the physicians and the case grew
serious.
Mrs. Bennett had been afflicted for a long
period with a chronic stomach trouble which
w’as diagnosed as confined to the nerves, and
had recovered from a prolonged attack of nervous prostration a year previous to her marriage. The past two weeks had brought to her
! most intense suffering of, as she said, an inof

sleep

At a special meeting of the municipal officers
Monday, May 16th, the mayor presiding and a
full board present, the following orders were
passed: That the committee on sewers be and
hereby is authorized and instructed to proceed
at once to build the proposed sewer on
Bridge
street, beginning at the junction of Bridge and
Washington streets and extending as far as
the junction of Green and Bridge streets. The
! Committee was
authorized to construct this
sewer with abutters and to
carry extensions
therefrom a sufficient distance to enable the
abutt& to make connection without breaking
the macadamized surface of the street over
the proposed sewer on Bridge street.
The contract submitted by Harry A. Bab-

At the last meeting of Aurora Rebekah
Lodge seven candidates wTere initiated. This
; is probably the last degree work of the season.
A special meeting of Primrose Chapter, 0.
j E. S., was lield last Friday evening to initiate
one candidate.
A large delegation is planning
to attend the meeting of the Grand Lodge in
Portland, beginning May 23d.
At the regular meeting of Canton Pallas, P.
M., I. 0. 0. F., it was voted not to turn out in
the parade on Memorial day as customary.
Thanks were extended to the Grand Army for
the invitation and regrets expressed the Canton was not able to accept.
Waldo Lodge No. 12, I. 0. 0. F., has received
an invitation from Canton Bangor, No. 14.
Patriarch Militant, L O. 0. F., to participate
in a Memorial service in City Hall, Sunday,
June 12th. The address will be by Grand

Patriarch Leon S. Merrill of Solon.
The Grand Lodges of the Maine Knights of
and of the Pythian Sisters were in session in Bangor yesterday.
Tuesday evening
there was a reception to the grand officers at the
Penobscot Exchange parlors. Dr. D. A. Robinson delivered an address of welcome and cake
and punch were served.

Pythias

A special conclave of Paiesune Commandcnaiaciei, uepnving ner
finally overcoming her superb ery, No. 14, Knights Templar, was held at the
courage, patience and confidence, until finally,
tne uraer or
Sunday, at 5:30 p. m., after forty hours of asyium yesterday at o p. m., wnen
sleeplessness and never for an instant loss of the Red Cross was conferred. At 6 o’clock a
consciousness, she opened her weary eyes supper, which included lobsters and Islesboro
which took on a remarkable shade of brightness
was served.
The Order of the Temple
and never before looked so delicately blue and clams,
beautiful, asked to be raised in bed, to have the was conferred at 7.30 p. m.
shade raised and bed removed to the window,
Canton Pallas, P. of M., has been notified
where she could see the trees and
uescnuauie

nervuus

and

many ather flowers

in General Orders from the Department Comtractive surroundings, called for
that friends were constantly sending her, re- mander of Maine to join several Massachugained her strength of voice and conversed setts Cantons and members from the Maine
brightly and sweetly to the happy group that orders in a
pilgrimage to include a visit to
so thankfully welcomed the apparently favorable change. Then, soon becoming tired, she Bangor, with degree work by the Malden deasked to be lain down and be treated by her gree staff, a visit to Kineo, then to Halifax*
father, husband and the nurse with soothing where
they will be met by Major Hart, departmassages, she soon sank into a most peaceful
and regular slumber, and at about 6:30 p. m. ment commander of Nova Scotia. The trip
she suddenly and without pain stepped out of will be taken the first week in July.
this life.
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Grand Master of the
Thus has passed a sw'eet young woman of
great intellectuality, most amiable qualities Grand Lodge of Maine, William H. Hall, Dr.
and strong mind, without one enemy.
W. C. Libby and James H. Howes, went to
“None knew her but to love her;
Bangor last Friday afternoon in Mr. Hall's car
None named her but to praise.”
and paid a visit to Bangor chapter of Rose
Parepa Rosa Roberts Bennett was born in Croix.
They attended a banquet before the
Stockton, Maine, August 7, 1869, where her
father was at that>time a shipbuilder and mer- meeting, at which they were joined by Wilmer
Knox cemetery.
chant.
Her mother, who was Miss Pauline J. Dorman and S. M. R. Locke of this city, who
Colcord, died when she was but seven years of went
up on the train. The motor party reDr. Mathew Webber of Fairfield, formerly age, and shortly after the birth of her sister,
turned Saturday night, coming by way of
of Knox, passed away at his home in Fairfield Pauline, leaving the children to the care of I
their Grandmother Colcord, who gave them
where they left Albert M. Ames,
May 9th after an illness of several weeks. He the most tender attention until the removal of Stockton,
had been in poor health for some time.
His Captain Roberts, first to Boston, Mass., and who was in Bangor to attend the meeting.
The 18th annual meeting of the Order of
death was due to dropsy, combined "with other two years later (1884) to Chicago.
In June, 1886, Captain Roberts brought his Eastern Star will be held
in Portland May 23rd,
troubles. Dr. Webber was a well known summotherless children to Lawndale,then a village
mer resident at Temple Heights, where he and
out on the western prairie, which has since j 24th and 25th. Primrose Chapter, No. 152, of
his wife for several seasons have passed the been overtaken and passed by the great on- Belfast, will, by the request of Cora M. Putward march of Chicago’s population and no
summer in
their cottage home.
He w’as a
nam, Grand Matron, work the degree at this
longer retains the features of its former busi- session. This is a
staunch advocate of Spiritualism—to him it ness and social self.
comparatively new chapter
The little family mane
its home with Mrs. Mudgett, recently deceas- and the honor conferred on them is highly
was a knowledge, not a belief—a man who was
ever loyal to what to him was truth.
Funeral ed, a former resident in Maine, of the same lo- complimentary. Primrose Chapter held their
cality, who for many years kept a select board- last rehearsal May 16th and will have a
services wrere held at his home in Fairfield
special
ing house on Millard avenue. She was an ex- |
May 11th, conducted by Mrs. Swift of Haver- cellent woman and gave motherly care and in- meeting tomorrow, Friday, evening for degree
hill, Mass., a well known Spiritualist speaker. struction to her charges, having taught by work. The officers are: Mrs. Abbie C. Doak,
Miss Parepa’s desire the modiste art. Miss
Worthy Matron; George R. Doak, Worthy
Many beautiful floral pieces were silent trib- Parepa at that early age had
developed most j
utes of sympathy and respect from friends. artistic taste in making ail of the clothes for j Patron; Mrs. Jessie S. Pattee, Associate MaHe leaves a wife, formerly Miss Hannah Pres- herself and sister. Here Miss Parepa passed tron; Mrs. Ethel W. Locke, secretary; Miss E.
from childhood to womanhood, the sensible Maude
cott of Knox; one nephew, Roscoe Webber of
Barker, Treasurer; Mrs. Georgia B. Parand pleasant girl, the young woman a model in
Brooks, and many friends to mourn their loss. deportment of quiet but most attractive man- ker, Conductress; Mrs. Hattie S. Ritchie, Asners, the one girl universally loved by her sistant Conductress; Mrs. Lillian B. McDonald,
We publish in another column a tribute to schoolmates, all of whom rejoiced when she Chaplain; Miss Emeroy Ginn, Marshal; Mrs.
graduated at the head of her class at Lawn- Isabel C.
the memory of Mrs. William I.
Howes, Organist; Mrs. Bertha E. Dordale school (now Robert Burns), and was
daughter of Hon. and Mrs. Cassius C. Roberts awarded the Foster medal.
i man, Adah; Mrs. Eleanor J. Woodcock, Ruth;
of Chicago, formerly of Stockton. It was writIn all the years to follow she was a factor in I Mrs. Julia S.
Vickery, Esther; Mrs. Annie B.
ten by the editor of a suburban paper, a for- the social life of the community, the homeFrost, Martha; Mrs. Pearl B. Wilson, Electa;
keeper, helper and confidant of her father, j
mer city editor of the Boston Post, at the sugwho for five years kept the Millard Avenue Mrs. Alvia M. Southworth, W’arder; Clifford J.
gestion of many of the old friends of the fam- Hotel, where she presided as an efficient' hos- Pattee, Sentinel. The members of Primrose
ily in Chicago. Mr. Roberts’ youngest daugh- tess; a mother to her younger sister, to whom Chapter who will go to Portland include Miss
she imparted all of her own fine domestic acter passed through a serious operation last
Lu Mason, Miss Edith M. Southworth, Mrs. E.
quirements. -As the editor is told by those
year, Mrs. Roberts is an invalid, requiring con- few remaining in the Lawndale district who P. Carle, Mrs. Martha and Miss Evelyn
Peavey,
stant care, and his onjy brother died about participated in those brilliant anc happy Mrs. Mary
Bailey, Mrs. Cleora H. Read, Mrs.
so fondly cherished, father and
events,
a
daughthree months ago, so that under
constant
I. S. Hills, Miss Isabel Ginn, Mrs. Jennie E.
ter were always bound 'together as comrades
strain, with loss of sleep and extra business and most congenial companions at the old time Leavitt, Mrs. Ashley A. Smith, Miss Charlotte
social functions at Muscoda, Douglas Park and Tibbetts and Messrs. R. W. Warren, O. E.
cares he is at this time greatly broken and saddened. He will have in his afflictions the sym- Morton Park Clubs.
R. D. Southworth, O. S. Vickery, H. E.
One lady informant says: “I recall a quartet Frost,
pathy of many old friends in Maine.
of young ladies who were well known for their McDonald and Arthur Ritchie.
especial friendship for each other, about the
Charles H. Howard, a well known resident same age, of different temperaments, but all | The La> men’s Conference In Waterville.
of Chicopee, Mass., died suddenly in his home, with especial attractions in a confidential circle
63 Fairview avenue, Sunday night, May 8th, of their own. Now first broken by death.
They
Beginning Friday, May 20th, Waterville will
aged 56 years. He was taken ill with uremia were Miss Mary Newitt, for years a teacher in
late Saturday evening and two physicians the public schools, now the wife of Doctor entertain the second conference in the series
to be held this spring by the Laymen’s Chrisworkfti over him the greater part of Sunday,
VUU..UJ,
icumilllllg
but could do nothing to bring him out of the in the old neighborhood; Miss Pearl Balthis, tian Federation of Maine.
Committees of
in
attacks. Mr. Howard was born
Belfast, long a teacher of kindergarten, now the wife Waterville
taken from all churches,
laymen,
of
and
had
been
a
resident
Cenof
Fred
S.
Me.,
Chicopee
Hunting, manager of the Fort will entertain
visiting delegates. Every church,
ter for 23 years. For 22 years he was proprie- Wayne, Ind.t Electric
Railway; Miss Lida Meytor of the Gates Carriage company and about ers, wife of E. A. Morris, the well known men’s club or society in the central part of
one year ago entered the employ of Smith &
wholesale confectionery merchant, now re- Maine is invited to send
delegates. Reduced
Hubbell as foreman of the paint shop. He was tired, and Miss Parepa Roberts, who married
prominent in several societies of the city. July 23, 1902. William I. Bennett, who was for rates have been granted on the railroads and
He was a 32d degree Mason, past master of some years cashier of the
Those _desiring information
Chicago General at the hotels.
Chicopee Lodge of Masons, past high priest of Electric Railways, and went with him to Pitts- should address H. B. Stewart, Waterville. The
Arch
a
Masons,
Unity Chapter, Royal
Knight : burg, Pa., to reside near the home of Mr. BenTemplar and a Shriner. He was past grand of nett’s parents, whose father is a prominent meetings will open at the Baptist church at
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., of Belfast, past chief physician of that State.”
2:15 Friday afternoon. A banquetwill be held
The married life of Mr. and Mrs. Bennett in the evening, followed
patriarch of Springfield encampment, a memby addresses. Conber of Cabot Chapter, Eastern Star, and of was one of most pronounced happiness, marred
ferences will continue Saturday forenoon,
Lucy Webb Hayes Rebekah Lodge. He was a only by the delicate state of Mrs. Bennett’s
member of the Central Methodist church. Mr. health during the winter months, but then
only afternoon and evening, and Sunday morning,
Howard is survived by his widow, who was to forge stronger the links of affection she had conference speakers will
occupy local pulpits.
Miss Lucy A. Cummings of Waldo Station, and for her life associate because of his never failA mass meeting at City Hall will occur at 3 p.
whom he married in Belfast, in 1874; two sons, ing devotion, care and watchfulness for her
Ralph E. Howard, a clerk at the Chicopee Cen- every comfort and happiness. Always a home m., and a union closing meeting will be held at
ter post office, and Harold B. Howard, a pupil
man Mr. and Mrs. Bennett were
always to- 7:30. The program includes the best speakers
at the Chicopee High school; a daughter, Mrs. gether.
in the country on modern subjects.
Mildred A. Rhines of East Somerville, Mass.;
Mrs. Bennett was an attendant of the Suntwo brothers, James H. Howard of Springfield, day school of Millard avenue
Baptist Society,
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
and Lamartine Howard of Dover, N. H.( and a but never united with any church. Her life’s
sister, Mrs. Isa/M. Dolham of Warren. The j example, however, was the real poetry of
State
Master C. H. Stetson will visit Victor
held
at
the
was
funeral service
home Wednes- Christianity. She secured a fine musical eduday afternoon, May 11th, Rev. George E. San- ! cation under the instruction of Mrs. Florida M. Grange, Searsmont, Wednesday evening, May
derson, pastor of the Central Methodist church, Pratt, and was a fine performer on the piano. 25th.
officiating. There was a delegation present Confining her practice to home enjoyments,
from Springfield commandery, Knights Tem- her touch, expression and technique were a
Giles G. Abbott has been elected treasurer of
plar, who conducted their ritual at the house seeming reflection of her own character.
Seaside Grange, Belfast, to fill the vacancy
and at the grave. The Masonic quartet sang
Tuesday afternoon the neighbors of the
three times.
Delegations were also present beautiful little hamlet of Hollywood, and old caused by the death of Capt. Henry J. Chaples.
from Lucy Webb Hayes Rebekah Lodge, Walcfo friends from the city who loved her, bringing
The State Master and County Deputy will be
Lodge of Odd Fellows, Cabot Chapter, Order beautiful and fragrant flowers in profusion, at Comet Grange, Swanville, May 23d, and this
of Eastern Star, Abraham Lincoln Circle and gathered at the home of Captain Roberts to
There was a collection of pay their last tribute to this sweet hearted and grange has invited Granite Grange of North
Masonic bodies.
flowers numbering over 50 pieces and bouquets. graceful young woman who had been so sadly Searsport to meet with them on that occasion
The burial was in Fairview cemetery.—Spring- called in the early maturitypf life from those and
enjoy a harvest supper.
who fondly cherish her.
Rev. Abram Van
field, Mass., Republican.
Victor Grange, Searsmont, held a reception
Page, pastor of the Millard Avenue PresbyMrs. Sabra A. Coburn died May 3d at her home terian church, a friend of her father, officiated, and banquet May 11th, in honor of James W
in Newport, ,aged 75 years, 5 months and 3 and made an address of strong logic and great
Skinner, who spent the winter in California,
days. She'was born in Knox and was the sixth beauty. He was followed by Rev. Granville
child of a family of ten children of Samuel and Ross Pike of North Yakima, Washington, a and of Rev. and Mfs. C. H. Bryant, Mr. BrySally (Brown) Calderwood. She was twice former pastor of the same church and long a ant having been returned as pastor for another
married. The first marriage was in Bangor, friend of the family, who spoke most charming
year. The evening was one of much interest
September, 1859, to John Prilay. They went words of hope and comfort to all. Mrs. W. M.
to North Newport to live and Mr. Prilay con- Gamble, also a family friend, sang several se- and was enjoyed by nil.
ducted a store there. He lived but a short lections in her ever sweet voice' and one duet
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Seavey have arrived
time. .Of this union one son was born, the late with her son. The last prayer was said amid
Dr. John M. Prilay.
In July 1866 she married bowed heads and tearful eyes and then the from Punta Gorda, Fla., and will spend the
Aaron Coburn, who died in 1900. He had been carriages wended their solemn way through summer at their palatial homestead in Farmingdale. Their daughter, Mrs. John F.
previously married and had children and she trees, along the banks of the beautiful Des- Arche
of Frankfort, is at home for a visit of a
took the mother's place and brought them up aa plaines river to Forest Home Cemetery.
her own. Mr. and Mrs. Coburn had two rail- ||Mrs. Bennett leaves a husband, they had no week or ten days.—Hallowell Register.
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bidge of Islesboro for repairs on the Lower
Bridge was accepted, and is in substance as follows: Said Babbidge agrees to strip the
bridge,
replace all old and unsuitable stringers with
new ones, re-cover the bridge,
putting in 8 new
hard pine stringers, 4x10 inches, the entire
length, all old stringers suitable to be placed
between the new to give additional strength,
the outside stringers to support the rail to be
new; all to be properly fastened, and said hard
pine tcj be of the best kind and quality. The
covering is to be 3 inch hemlock plank, free
from shakes and wanes and one-third of it to be
25 feet long; the other § to be cut so as to break
joints. The railing to be like present one, but
to use old material that is fit. When the
bridge
is stripped any piling or cap unsuitable shall
be replaced by Babbidge at the actual cost of
labor and material, to be paid for extra by the
city. Mr. Babbidge agrees to furnish all labor
and materials, including nails, spikes and hard-

PERSONAL.

PERSONAL.

Dr. Elmer Small returned Saturday from
short business trip to Boston.
E. C. Butler, Esq., of Skowhegan
fast last week on legal business.

was

a
a

are

in Boston for

Miss Josephine Haney of Boston arrived
cently for a
visit.

in Bel-

re-

shorj.

Mrs. S. J. Stevens of Troy was the guest the
past week of her son. Dr. Eugene L. Stevens.

Misses Louise Hazcltine and Frances Howes
left Tuesday for a visit in Boston.
Mrs. Margaret S. Vinal is in Waltham,
Mass.,
where her husband is employed.

Harold P. Murch, U. of M., representing the
Morrill Trust Company of Bangor was in Belfast last week on business.

Mrs. Ethel L. Harding of Belfast was the
guest last week of Miss Hertilla Harding of
Waterville.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smallwood of Lynn, Mass.,
spent Sunday in Belfast, the guests of Mrs. J.
M. Spofford, Spring street.

Mrs. Ellery Bowden of Winterport was in
Belfast Tuesday for a short visit with her aunt
Mrs. Lucy Staples.

Mrs. W. F. Kimball of Brookline, Mass., was
the guest the first of the week at the home of
Rev. Ashley A. Smith.

Harry L. Brown of Boston, proprietor of the
Islesboro Inn, Dark Harbor, was in Belfast the
past week on business.

Frank P. Wilson, Esq., of New
York, left
Monday after a short visit with his parents,
<
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Wilson.

Mr. and Mrs. Judson L. Warren and son Edward of Searsmont returned home Monday
from a few dajs’ visit with relatives in Belfast.

Mrs. Helen M. Telfer, of Waltham,
Mass.,
arrived Thursday, called here by the death of
her sister, Mrs. Sarah M. Libby.
Sheridan Lermond and Thomas Copeland of
Warren are among the new employes in the
Leonard & Barrows' shoe factory.

James H. Clark has arrived home from PaHe is
enthusiastic over this section of the South in
winter.

latka, Fla., where he spent the winter

Mrs Thomas Berry and daughter Priscilla
visited friends in Warren, Mrs. Berry’s old

home,

Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Clifford
few days.

Miss Georgia Sheldon and Mrs.
/Eifie C.
Mathews went to Bangor Tuesday to attend
the meeting of %ie Grand Lodge of Pythian
Sisters, as delegates from the local lodge.

last

week, returning Thursday.
Frank L., of the firm of Whitten Brothers,

was operated on at Dr.
Tapley’s Hospital May 13th, and is gaining rapidly.
Mrs. Benjamin Mosher (Marian Hayford has
Mrs. Fred G. Carter, who has been in Sa- entered the Hebron sanitarium for treatment
vannah, Ga., the past season returned Saturday and her many Belfast friends hope for her
and opened her home on Cedar street.
rapid recovery. Helene, her baby daughter, is
Mrs. Abbie McLane will leave Rome June 8th with her aunt, Mrs. True Hayford, Cedar street.
and after a short visit at her home in
ware, and to perform all labor in a thorough
Mr. G. H. Ward of Portland, General ManaWashingand workmanlike manner for the sum of $4,- ton, D. C., will come to her summer home in
ger of the Fidelity Mutual Insurance Company
950. All old material not used is to remain the Belfast.
of Philadelphia, was in Belfast Wednesday toproperty of the city. The work is to be comMiss Isabel Ginn is taking the place of Miss make arrangements for opening % branch ofon
or before July 10,1910.
pleted
One half the Carrie E. Gilmore as
bookkeeper for A. A. fice in this city, with Mr. Marcellus R. KnowU
sum is to be paid said
Babbidge July 8, 1910, Howes & Co. while the latter is having a vaca- ton as manager.
provided all material to be used is on the prem- tion in Massachusetts.
ises and at least one half the work done; and
J. Donald Clement, whjb is attending the
News of Belfast.
the other half to be paid Aug. 4,1910, providing
Maike Medical school, spent a few days last
the contract is completed and accepted by the
weelr with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
James C. Durham has moved his steam saw
committee on highways and bridges. Mr. BabClement, John street.
mill from Belmont avenue to the Ferguson lot
bidge agrees to apply to the top of said string
ers a coat of wood preservative, one barrel of
Daniel G. Wing, president of the First Na- on lower Congress street.
which shall be furnished by the city.
tional bank of Boston, arrived in this city
The Journal has received, with the compliThursday mobbing to spend a few days at Sat- ments of Charles P» Hatch, State Auditor, the
The Churches.
urday Cove, where he is having two cottages first biennial report of the State
Auditor, a.

grocers,

built.

The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
2 o’clock next Sunday afternoon in Knowlton’s
hall

on

High

street.

First Parish (Unitarian) church.
Service
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the
paster. Sunday school at noon.
Rev. G. G. Winslow will conduct services at
the chapel, East Northport next Sunday at 10.45

a. m.

Sunday

school at 11.30

a. m.

A reception was given last evening in the
Methodist church vestry, in honor of the new
pastor, the Rev. Montford S. Hill, and his wife.
The Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle will
attend service at the Universalist Church Sunday, May 29th. The sermon will be by the
pastor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith.
The services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will be as follows: preaching service at
10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. A.
A A. Smith
Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
The Christian Scientists hold services in
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
o'clock, to which all are cordially welcome.

handsome volume of 1231 pages from the press
the Sentinel Publishing Co., Waterville. It
contains itemized accounts of the various State

Messrs. O. E. Frost, C. H. Twombly, R. B.
Herrick, C. E. Rhoades and G. W. Howard
motored to Bangor last Saturday afternoon to
attend the Laymen’s State Convention. They
returned Sunday evening.

of

experditures.
Three fishermen cleared from Bucksport
Tuesday for the Grand Banks, the schooners
Hiram Lowell, and William Matheson of the
Nicholson fleet, and the Lizzie Griffin of
Orland. This makes four Capt. Nicholson has

Dr. F. A. Knowlton of Fairfield was operated upon for appendicitis May 11th at his home
on
Winchester street. Drs. Robinson and
and Cragin of Waterville
Downes of
were the physicians in attendance.

Fair^eld

sent out this

season.

Their catch

will be used

for putting up boneless cod.

Dr. E. D. Tapley was called to Dark Harbor
Saturday to reduce a fracture sustained
by Mr. Malcolm McCloud from a kick by a
horse. Leroy Coombs to«k the doctor over in
his launch, the Mallard. They returned at 3

The next meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will be held with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard
No. 4 Park street. Monday afternoon May 23rd.
The topic from the Chautauquan magazine for
May will be “Woman's Influence on Civilization.” The C. L. S. C. book “Friendly Stars.'
chapters twenty-eight, twenty-nine and thirty.
The roll-call, quotations on “Peace." The program will include readings, papers and musicfor “International Peace Day." A full attendance is desired.

last

o’clock.

Carleton Doak, Esq., who is attending the
University of Maine Law school in Bangor and
from which he will graduate in June, spent the
greater part of last week at his home in this
city, and while here “dropped a line” to the
brook trout.

Poor’s Mills.

The drama “How the Clul>

will be presented at the halt
Mary D. Townsend, who fell recently was Formed”
and fVactured her hip at the home of Mr. and Tuesday, evening May 24th. Ice cream and cake
will be served... Fred Carter got hurt last
Mrs. Jordan W. Coombs, Northport Avenue,
The June session of the Prospect and Unity
Friday in the city, and is at home for a few
was moved Monday to the home of Mrs. Fred
will
be
held
with
the
church
Quarterly meeting
Annabel Underwood passed last ThursG. Carter, Cedar street, where she will board days
in Thorndike Center, June 4th and 5th. A full
day and Friday with friends in the city... Geo.
for the present.
attendance is desired. -W. N. Robertson, Q. M.
Hartshorn and family visited Mr. and Mrs.
Clerk.
Dr. F. L. Adams, who with his family has
Henry Wentworth Sunday.. .Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
There will be an afternoon service of the been occupying the lower tenement in the Hartshorn spent Sunday with their daughte *,
Sullivan house on Miller street, has taken a Mrs. Ilattie Rolerson.
Protestant Episcopal church at the North
church vestry next Sunday. Evensong at 4 lease of the Boardman house on lower ConNorth Belfast. The sociables held under
o’clock. Orlando Titherington lay reader. All gress street. The situation is attractive and
the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid Society continthe house is undergoing repairs and improveare welcome.
and enjoyable. They
ues to be
Mrs.

..

the North church will be as
follows: Junior C. E. meeting Thursday, at 3.30
The services at

meeting Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.;
morning worship Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., subject, Conversion. Sunday school at 12 m.; C.
E. prayer meeting at 6.30 p. m.; evening worship, at 7.30 p. m.
p. m.; prayer

The services in West Northport will be conducted by the pastor as follows: Sunday school
at the Brainard schoolhouse at 10 30 a. m.;
preaching service at the Wood schoolhouse at
2 p. m, and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7
p.

m.

every

Sunday. Wednesday’s, preaching

services at Hill’s Schoolhouse at 7 p. m.
• The services for the week at the
Baptis^
Church will be as follows: this, Thursday evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday at 10.45,
morning worship with sermon by the pastor^
Sunday school at noon; C. E. prayer meeting at
6.45; at 7.30 the men who attended the Conferences of laymen at Bangor and Waterville will
tell of these helpful and inspiring meetings.
All are invited to hear of the part taken by
our own State in this marvelous movement.

JOHN

S. PENDLETON ORDAINED.

Tomorrow evening, at the Dudley street Baptist church, John S. Pendleton is to be ordained
to the ministry of the Baptist Qhurch. Mr.
Pendleton is a graduate of the Newton theological institution and a member of the Dudley street church, and has been an active member of the Christian Endeavor society there.
Soon after his ordination Mr. Pendleton will
assume the pastorate of the Baptist church of
Bradford, N. H., to which position he has already been called.
Rev. Dr. Nathan E. Wood, ex-president of
the Newton theological institution, now pastor
of the Baptist church in Arlington, will preach
the ordination sermon; Prof. F. L. Anderson
will give the charge to the candidate. Rev.
George C. Trow, Rev. Charles L. Page, Rev.
F. S. Kinley and Rev. Woodman Bradbury will
assist in the ceremony.
Rev. Dr. Charles A. Fulton, pastor of the
Dudley street church, will present the candidate a Bible from the Christian Endeavor society of the church.—Boston Sunday Globe.
Mr. Pendleton is a Northport boy. He attended the public schools in this city at one
time, was noted from his early youth for his
oratorical gifts, winning a prize in a W. C. T.
U. speaking contest, and in later years preached in the Belfast Baptist church. His many
friends in this city and section will follow his
career with interest.

ver^uccessful

ments.

fortnightly during the winter
Miss Adeline M. Wescott was the guest of and have been well patronized
ry evening.
her brother, C. W. Wescott, for a few days The next one will be given Wednesday evenrecently. She was called home from New York ing, May 25th. The men of the community
by the illness of her mother, Mrs. Horace Wes- are to prepare the supper, wash the dishes
cott of Knox and returned to New York Wed- and arrange the program for the entertain.sting renesday. Miss Wrescott will graduate from the ment, all for 15 cents.Very ii
Cornell Medical School in June.
ligious services have been held in different
homes during the winter season, conducted by
has just found out that W. O. Fuller
The church has now
members of the society.
of Rockland, who acted as toastmaster at the
been opened for these services, which will be
Laymens’ conference in that city, is the real
held until further notice at 7 o'clock Sunday
thing. As to that there can be no question.
All are invited_ Mrs. Annie B.
Mr. Fuller is not only witty, but his histrionic evening.
Pitcher and Miss Millie Mitchell took the train,
win
him
famd on the stage.
powers would
have been held

"feangor

for Boston last

Arnold Harris observed his 88th birthday at
summer home on Park street, May 16th,
and had many callers and messages from
absent relatives and friends.
Mr. Harris was
long identified with the business life of Belfast
and is a large owner of real estate here. Since
his retirement from active business some years
ago he has spent the winters in Ne^ York
city, coming to Belfast for the summer.

and

J

an
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v.ivi

ing

season_

Fred A. Holmes is

furnishing

A Successful Sale and Entertainment.
The Guild and Ladies’ Circle of the North.
Church united in an afternoon sale and evening entertainment in Memorial Hall, May
17th. The stencil table was presided overbyr
Mrs. John C. Pillsbury and Mrs. Fred R. Poor;
the basket table by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest; the
food table by Miss Julia Perry; the candy
table by Miss Caroline W. Field and Miss Erne*
roy Ginn; the tea table by Misses Anne M. Kittridge and Grace H. Hall. All the tables were

end striking his leg.—Piscataquis Ob-

server.

L. L. Gentner has returned to Providence, R.
I., after spending several days in this city on

liberally patronized.

In the

evening jy^lay by

John Kendrick Bangs was successfimy preIt w’as “The Sidt>
sented.
fcfccw,” &n ex:,
hibit of human freaks,^with the following
^
cast: Mr. Gassaway, the lecturer, Mr. H. M

j

Miss Helen Brown of Belfast was among
who received diplomas as teachers from
the School of Expression, Boston, at the Commencement Exercises held Thursday, May 12th. j
Miss Brown has appeared in a number of pub-’1
lie recitals throughout the past season, winning a considerable following among the critical audiences which regularly attend these recitals.
Following the commencement exerV.
cises on Thursday the teachers hnd trustees of
The Sportsmen’s Outing.
the school tendered a reception to the graduates and their friends at the school studios in
At a meeting of the officers and directors of
the Maine Sportsman’s Fish and Game associa- the Pierce Building, Copley Square.
tion in Auburn last week it was voted to have
Mr. Ralph B. Herrick, manager of the Belthe outing this year June 16, 17 and 18 at the
Mountain View House, Rangeley Lake. Ar- fast district of the N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., has
rangements have been made for special rates received a merited promotion. He went to
on the railroad and at the hotels.
This excur- |
I Castine last Tuesday to meet the General
sion will be open to the entire public and not
limited to members of the association. A meet- Manager, Mr. E. P. Emerson of Bangor, who
ing of the association wilLbe held the evening appointed him a special agent for Bangor and
of the 17th, when Gov. Femald and other prom- sections west of
that city. Mr. Sumner Austin
inent men will Bpeak.
of the Dover district will succeed Mr. Herrick
in the Belfast district and the change will take
Strike at South Brooksville.
place June 3d. Mf£. Herrick and little daughEllsworth, Me., May 17. The throwing out ter
Carolyn will spend the summer in Oakland,
of work of several hundred quarrymen is
threatened as a result of the strike today at where Mr. Herrick will be able to join them
the South Brooksville quarries of 76 granite Saturdays and Sundays. Mr. and Mrs. Herrick
cutters. They demand only the reinstatement
will leave many warm friends here who, while
of two of their number who have been discharged, and maintain they will stay out nuntil congratulating Mr. Herrick on his promotion,
the discharged men are again at work.
regret losing them from Belfast.
__

they

i..*

u.taiuiijj

business. While here he attended the removal
of the remains of his son, Henry Gentner, from
the tomb to the family lot in Grove cemetery,
Mr. Gentner has sold his son’s business in
Hartford, Conn., to W. A. Gentner, and has
disposed of the horse, Gallagher. 2.03 1-2 to
parties in Springfield, Mass. Mrs. Gentner,
who accompanied her husband here, -emains
for a longer visit.

where

an

the Boston & Bangor Steamship Co., f r Oieir
wharf in Belfast, large quantities of hemlock,
He is cutting them on his
logs for piling.

T. Lougee returned to Dover from Bucksport Tuesday, where he had visited his
daughter, Mrs. Albert H. Dinsmore. W'hile he
was there word came that Mr. Dinsmore, who
is in Washington Statr had had his leg broken
between the ankle and knee. The accfdent
occurred while he was crossing a ferry propelJ.

‘VM

Friday morning,

excursion party for Washington. 1>
C.Hatch Bros, have completed their contract with the Coe-Mortimer Company. They
have manufactured 32,000 barrels since October and have given employment to five men.
besides buying large quantities of hoops of
different parties in the surrounding towns.
They expect to continue the business the com-

joined

his

those

Prentiss; Tiny, the Titanic Dwarf, G feet, 2
inches, Mr. Allen Patterson; Sawdoff, G feet,
4 inches, Carroll Murch; Mademoiselle Outosight, the invisible soprano, Miss Katherine C.
Quimby; Prof, flirsutus, the bearded man, Mr.
Herbert T. Field; Senior Del Fatto, the living

skeleton, 280 pounds, Stephen Clement; Mo Mo,
the boy with a human face, Harley Godfrey;
Ignota, a domestic wonder, Mrs. Amos Clement; Madam Pareim, the culinary curio. Miss
Bertha Wiley; Amanda, the Phemenine Phenomina, Miss Katherine C. Quimby; “The Man
from Birmingham," the only American known
who laughs at the jokes in London Punch, B.
L. Davis. The play was followed by a piano,
duet by Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrest and Miss Gladys
Pitcher; reading by Miss Edna White; vocal
duet by Misses Katherine C. Quimby and Cara
Hatch, which were much enjoyed.
A Census Estimate.
An estimate of the census* report of the
population of the United States, including the
insular possessions, places the figures at
91,424,433. This is a gain in the last decade of
16,121,036 or 19.8 per cent over 1900 census.
For the previous decade the increase was 21.8
per cent and the decade of 1880 to lloo waa
24.8 per cent.
/

m

A REPUBLICAN STATE
CONVENTION
WILL

CITY

BE

HELD

i—'—
.'.'i

•.

IN

HALL. AUGUSTA,

Wednesday, June 29, 1910,
AT 10.00 O’CLOCK A. M.
For the purpose of nominating candidates
for Governor and State auditor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting such
other business as may properly come before it.
The basis of representation is as follows:
Each city, town and plantation Avill be entitled

for

The Kind You Have Always Bought

delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1908
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
to

one

votes in

excess

of

75 votes,

Infants and Children.

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

further additional

a

delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any
city, town or plantation can only be filled by
residents of the county in which the vacancy
The State committee will be in session in the
ante room of the City Hall at nine o’clock of
the day of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving credentials of delegates. In order to
be eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe in
the general principles and policy of the Republican party and desire its success at the polls in
the coming election in this State, are cordially
invited to unite under this call in electing delegates to the convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee,

THE CENTAUR COMPANY.

Freedom,
Lslesboro,

Jackson,
rvnox,
*
Liberty,
Lineolnville,

Monroe,
Montville,

Morrill,
Northport,

10
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
3
3

Palermo,

Prospect,
Searsmont,
Sears port,

1
1
2
1
2
4
2
2
2
2

Stockton Springs,
Swanville,
Thorndike,
Troy,
3
Unity.
1
Waldo,
W interport,
4

3

Total,

Men and Affairs in

60

Washington

Washington, D. C., May 16. There
big doings on the Congressional
boards.
The factions are vieing for
supremacy and for legislative victories.
The President is daily watching the
battle surging back and forth on Capitol hill. The outcome spells triumph
or defeat for him as regards his immediate programme.
The Insurgents are
making their uttermost efforts at mischief and are forcing the test as to
whether they or the regular faction of
are

the dominant party shall have final voice
shaping the federal laws.' In the

in

clashing of spear on shield and the struggling to discipline the recalcitrants,
Washington is having unusual Congressional developments which will make the
present session

more or

less memorable.

The deliberations over the President’s

railroad bill demonstrated that there
enough Insurgents in Senate and
House to make successful coalitions with

were

the Democrats.

This

was a

very exceptional status, and exceptional methods
have been brought to bear to get the In-

surgents back into liffe.
The President has taken command of
the situation.

He is

bidding

the Insur-

gents return, and the influence of his
great office is being exerted to that end.
It looks as though the party would maintain control in the Senate, but only

through making certain concessions in
legislation. All this has injected ginger
Into the proceedings of the -early Washington springtime, just when business
was becoming dull and prosaic.
The Insurgency all comes from beyond
the Alleghany Mountains, practically all
from beyond the Mississippi River. The
party leaders realize that the Insurgent
movement is becoming very rantankerous

in that section and that it must be
squarely. The President’s purpose

faced

is to fight it to the very death and
make it evident that the Republicans will
not allow men who fire upon the
party
flag to claim the protection of that flag
and have their claim allowed.
The initial battle is being fought out in
now

Congress and is raging with an intensity
thought impossible a few weeks ago. If
the regulars score in the outcome it will
be easier for them in the Congressional
campaigns. The situation is in many respects line that ot 1896, when the Republicans refused to endorse silver and
declared for the gold standard. The battles for silver were fought out in Congress before the final conflict came before
the country. The issue now is more com-

prehensive,

for the

ing upon their own

Insurgents are insistinterpretation of the

Roosevelt policies and. also of what constitutes a proper revision of the tariff.
Tlie Maine men at the Capitol have
much to do with the end of the session

appropriation programme. Accordingly
they have considerable business on hand
just now. The House has under consideration this week the last of the great
appropriation bills of the session, known
as the
Sundry Civil bill. It will be over
in the Senate in the course of a week or

two, where it will be raised and amended under Senator Hale’s supervision.
Soon after that measure is out of the
way in the House the Omnibus Public
Building bill, carrying a total of several

ference

the Pension

Hatching
II, lest thft House provision abolishing
pension agencies—that at Augusta, Me., I
«

NEW

two general types of boats in use,
the
surf-bgat and the life-boat. The
cedar surf-boat, from twenty-two to
are

YORK CITY.

Our Life

Saving

Service.

BY RAY H. LINDGREN.

over

that

.

The Range that Makes Cooking Easy

__Mitchell

twenty-seven feet in length and propelled
by from five tto eight oars, is made unsinkable by means of air chambers and

&

Trussell,

Belfast_

j will carry from nine to twelve persons

competent hands. Some of the life-boats
shown emphatically that they prefer to I To the Massachusetts Humane Society are patterned after theEnglish life-boats,
obtain their pension payments from Au- | belongs the honor of having made the while others are of the Beebe-McLellan
! first organized attempt to render aid tc
gusta, rather than from Washington.
j non-sinkable, self-bailing and self-rightSenator Hale will not have charge of the shipwrecked from the shore, for ir j ing design. Many of these boats are now
1807 they placed a life boat station at Co- 1
the Naval
bill
the i

‘

i

i

I THE
i

propelled by gasolene engines and save
There was, however, no regulai
the crews many a weary pull and much
crew, the boat being manned by volun- valuable
time. The Lyle gun is a small,
ifT.a ^
^
surrender the chairmanship when he went j teers. In 1848 the government appro- bronze smooth bore, weighing, with its
to the appropriations committee. Blit he priated $10,000 for the establishment ot ; carriage, 185
It tires an eighteen
pounds.
is taking a very active part in deciding stations along the coasts of Long Island pound elongated
projectile, which prothe numerous controversies of naval and New Jersey. These were poorly loots "far prmncrh from thp mii77lo <vF flio
and all the work had
policy involved in the bill and will be one equipped, however,
gun to allow a rope to be fastened to it
to be done by volunteers without pay.
of the conferees to adjust differences beby means of a bolt. When the gun is
The numerous and disastrous wrecks
tween the Senate and the House.
He is
fired the weight of the rope causes the
aroused the public, and on April 20, 1871,
shot to turn end for end and then it
expected to debate some features of the
an act was passed giving the Secretary
naval appropriations this year and will be
shoots forward carrying the line after it.
of the Treasury authority to establish
listened to with the closest attention.
The line is previously “faked” to preHis opinions of naval administration and additional stations on the coasts of Long vent its
tangling. This gun has a range
i expenditures carry greater weight at the Island and New Jersey and to employ of from 400 to 700
yards under favorable
i capital than those of any other legisla- crews of experienced surfmen for such conditions. The breeches
a |
,
bouy consists
stations
and
for
such
periods as he might of a
tor.
about seven and one half feet
ring
deem necessary, at a compensation not
There will be a leisurely
in circumference, to which is attached a
this year, although when the break comes to exceed $40. per month. Since that
of stout cloth breeches. The bouy
time the Service has been extended over pair
it will probably be quite sudden. As there
is suspended from a hawser stretched
all the coasts of the United States, and
In the Glidden and Hower contest for 1909, covering a distance of 2630 miles in 15
is no limitation upon the length of the
overhead and is pulled back and forth
days
we have the only
Life Saving
ONE car in EACH race finished with a perfect road and technical record at KANSA:
session, plenty of time can be taken in to-day
only
•
Service in the world maintained wholly from the ship. The life car is a covered
disposing of the fag ends.
CITY.
These
were the PIERCE ARROWS, which have won every Glidden Contest.
metal
car built in the shape of a boat and
the government, with the exception
Sj
Senators areverv human in srramhlino' by
of a few stations maintained by the Dan- about ten feet long. It is used in the
and some were withdrawn before Kansas
ALL OTHERS were
was
for the places of their retiring leaders.
same way as the breeches
and is
ish and Belgian governments.
bouy
to
the
reached.
Up
There is a touch of the pathetic in the
used
to
end of last June there had been 19,787
carry sick people or when there
rapid adjustments already taken for disasters
since the inception _>f the Ser- is great need of haste. At some of the
in
of
retirements
to
granted
anticipation
vice in 1871. In these disasters $281,- stations are powerful lines carrying rock
,
occur a year from now. Ambjious West152,589 worth of property had been saved ets having a range of about 1000 yards.
censed under Selden Patent.
and
Main
Lisiribwtors
for
PIERCE
SELDEK
erners have already filed upon the seats
Cars.
as against $56,217,857 worth lost, and of ! These are seldom used, however.
Beoccupied in the center of the chamber by the
sides these there is much minor appa136,295
involved,
people
1,224
only
Senators Hale of Maine and Aldrich of
^ l
had been lost.
To the 22,133 people, i ratus, such as ropes, lanterns, and so
Rhode Island, and occasionally when
who had been succored at the station, forth, and the carts for the boats and
IN
GOD WE TRUST.
either of those Senators is absent, the
51,169 days of succor had been given. beach apparatus. The men are drilled
prospective incumbent wanders over that The cost of this
National
Hymn was recently set to
[This
weather
in
the
use
permitting,
great Service during weekly,
music by Dr. Latham True of Portland and
way to sit down and realize what a fine
of this apparatus and become very pro- dedicated
the year 1908-9 was only $2,215,035.52.
to Rev. John Collins.]
point of vantage he will have after
The Service is under the control of the ficient.
No need of blazoned shield
March 4th next.
Senator Dolliver of
To mark our country's story;
of the Treasury and under the
Secretary
During the daytime a watch is kept in
Iowa, the aggressive Insurgent, has put direct
No need of battle’s gory field
of a general superintend- the lookout and after dark the shore is
charge
To tell of fame and glory;
in his claim to Senator Hale’s seat, and
ent.
Of the 281 stations which we had patrolled by the
These are but baubles in the dust;
surfmen, the men going
Senator Burkett of the adjoining State
I
A FULL LINE OF
Here
rests our fame—“In God we trust!”
last June, 201 were on the Atlantic and half way to the next station in each diof Nebraska to the seat of Senator AlGulf coasts, 60, on the Great Lakes, 19 rection and
He
whose
hand
unerring
exchanging checks with the
drich.
Guides nations in their blindness,
on the Pacific coast, and 1 at the falls of men they meet.
Hundreds of vessels
E>oth wield at once, in every land,
And the men who will succeed to their
the Ohio river at Louisville, Ky. The are warned off the shoals each
The sceptre of his kindness.
year by
powerful chairmanships are also making stations are divided into
He is the Good, the Great, the Just:
13 districts, 8 of the vigilant patrols firing their Coston
This is our strength—“In God we trust!”
it evident that they will welcome the adwhich are on the Atlantic coast: 1 on signals, (a bright red light, something
vent of auth< rity.
Colleagues in the the
No need of mighty domes
a
like
roman
1
on
the
Gulf,
candle.) The same thing is
Pacific, and 3 on the
Senate are promptly cuddling up to these
With heavenly inscription,
done if a wreck is discovered, the signal
Great Lakes, one of the latter
When daily life in hearts and homes
including
new authorities and trying to get on the
Makes holiness a fiction.
the station at Louisville.
—
Each district showing the people on board that their
best of terms with them in view of future
Thi3 doth corrupt like moth and rust
is in charge of a district superintendent, position is known. The patrol then hasOur
“In
God
we trust!”
is,
safety
Senator
: favors that will be requested.
promoted from the ranks of the keepers. tens to the station and the crew set out
But speed the day when we,
W arren of Wyoming, who will succeed
It is his duty to conduct the general affairs for the scene with whatever
A great and glorious nation,
apparatus
Senator Hale as chairman of appropriaIn
of the stations under his charge, pay off the keeper directs. The boats are used
right and might, on land and sea,
Are Christ’s in imitation.
tions, is evidently a man of more influOPEN AT ALL 1IMES.
the men, and see that the
regulations whenever possible but if it is not, the
Striving for this—and strive we must—
ence than ever Before since Senator Hale
Our motto is, “In God we trust!”
the drills and discipline are keeper fires the Lyle gnn. If the shot is
governing
announced he would not seek a re-elecfulfilled.
Inspectors are obtained from successful the men or board haul out, by
O men, with one accord
tion. As much is true of Senator PenAnd holiest endeavor,
the officers of the Revenue Cutter Ser- means of the shot line, an endless rope
rose of Pennsylvania with reference to
Acknowledge Him as sovereign Lord
vice. It is their duty to inspect the sta- rove through a tail-block, called the
Who reigns on high for ever,
the chairmanship of the finance commitAnd from each heart and household thrust
tions periodically, drill the crews, and whip-line. A wooden tablet is attached
tee, although it is not, quite so clear yet
All
idol thrones: “In God we trust!”
perform whatever service may be assign- to this, bearing printed instructions,
whether Senator Penrose will come into
LIVERY, BOARDING AND TRANSIENT
ed to them by the general
He bids oppression cease,
in
both
and
French
for
English
superintendhandling
that place of power immediately. There
And stays war’s desolation;
STABLE
ent. Each station is in charge of a the apparatus. If the shot is not sucTo Him who rules, the Prince of Peace
may be a period during which Senator
Is situated on Washington street,
who is responsible for it and who cessful the line is hauled back and he
We bow in adoration;
keeper,
jus!
Burrows of Michigan will have that
street.
I have single and double hitch
And thus the Good, the Great, the Just
is in command of the crew.
District tries again. The tail-block is made fast
etc.
boards,
Careful
We
drivers
if
“In
God
desire
1
we
trust!”
chairmanship.
recognize:
and keepers are, under to the lower mast and the crew send out
patronage is solicited. Telephones
While the influence of these new comers superintendents
235-2, house, 61-13.
\y
the law, customs inspectors and take a fhree inch hawser which is made fast
Mr. Blaine’s Apt Reply.
waxes in the Senate, there is an inevitcare of any dutiable
W. G. PRESTON, Proprif
property wrecked to the mast about two feet above the
aDle waning in tne regard tor tne senaIt is a good story which Chauncey M.
within their jurisdiction.
Each crew is tail-block. The surfmen then pass the
tors eoon to yield their places of power.
made up of from six to eight surfmen, hawser over a wooden crotch about ten Depew tells of a dinner that the late
officials
who
hold
Washington worships
and those on the Atlantic coast are usu- feet high and set it taut by means of a King Edward as Prince of Wales once
the scepter of power, but it promptly
gave in honor of James G. Blaine, on one
ally reinforced by an extra man during stout tackle attached to a sand anchor, 1 of his visits to England before he had
forgets men when the scepter of power
of
two
of
the winter months.
timber bolted even been a candidate for presidency.
A surfman must be consisting
pieces
OFFICE NO. 2, ODD FELLOWS’ BL<
to
departs f^om them. Neither Senator a
is now. NOW Office
citizen of the United States, be be- together and buried in the sand. The The one disagreeable man at the dinner
hours every afternoon from
Hale nor Senator Aldrich wields the
was a duke of the
royal house, who had
Evening* l shall he at my reside,
tween the ages of eighteen and forty breeches buoy block is then snapped upwe can offer you una reputation for lack of tact.
same influence over legislation today that
During a
Court Street, to answer calls.
when originally enlisted, be able to read on the hawser and the buoy is hauled to lull in conversation he blurted out:
“The
they did two months ago. Both men
coal. Coal that Office telephone call, 2i*6, ring 11.
and write the English language and be and from the ship by means of the whip- greatest outrage in history was the reHouse telephone call .*{2, ring
already notice the difference. The Senvolt of your people against King George
physically sound, a good swimmer, and line. In the drills the rescue is usually i: III. There
has been carefullv selected—*
ate notices the difference.
was no justification for it
in the management of boats. made in about five minutes, although it
It will be more noticeable next session, experienced
then, and there is no excuse for it now.” with this
in view—to
has been made in two and one-half minu- The
are made on examination
prince, according to Dr. Depew, was
the last for both of the New Englanders, Appointments
tes
without
error.
Such time as this is, plainly embarrassed. The one man who the
and certification by the Civil Service
utmost
satisfaction
to our
and before March 4, 1911, comes around
of course, impossible upon a wreck on ac- had the tactfulness to carry off the situCommissioners.
the men who are to assume the leaderation
was Mr. Blaine who, in a
carefully- customers and to all other peoThe keepers are paid $900 per year and count of the unfavorable elements.
modulated voice, replied: “Perhaps if
ship that those two have had will have are
to remain at their station the
of discernment. Good clean
obliged
III. had possessed as much diGeorge
BELI
gradually come into authority and their whole
The Shoe Situation.
The surfmen are paid $65
plomacy as his great-grandson, America
year.
will
coal
and honest
be
authority
recognized. There will
still
be
The
might
Prince
of
English.”
month.
Those on the Atlantic and
be little jarring in the adjustment. It per
Wales, after the subject was passed, the
time to
is now and
Gulf coasts are given a vacation without i Immediate trading in boots and shoes is quiet,
has almost always happened that way in
business now placed shows a decided gain over gripped Blaine’s hands with a twinkle of
the
months
of
June
Successor to Georgs W. BurgP:
and July.
pay during
admiration.—Boston
the
here,
Transcript.
several months back and shipments continue to
the Senate, except that it has been rare
place,
Those on the Pacific coast and at Louisthat States would allow two influential
I increase.—Hun’s Review, May 14th.
PROPRIETOR.
ville are on duty all the year, while those
| leaders like Hale and Aldrich to retire
when there was no change in party con- on the Lakes are on duty during the inJOB PRINTING
FOR FLETCHER’S
trol at home.
terval between

provement of the St. Croix river will be
retained.
Senator Hale is-especially

»

MURRAY STREET.

veterans of the Civil War in Maine have

low any of the Maine items to be lost.
The Senate provision for a $75,000 im-

on

Gfemvood

Every station has one or more boats,
typedepending on its location. There

provision, but presum| besides the crew. This type is very useably the New England Senators will have [One of the many excellent papers in the re- ful on shallow, sandy shores, and its
cent prize essay contest. Mr. Lindgren is e
their way and the House will yield.
The
j behavior is almost miraculous when in
Junior in the Belfast High School.]

millions, will be reported. Representative Burleigh has been at work helping
put the finishing touches on. His efforts
were interrupted by the death of his son
Clarence, and the consequent journey of
himself and Mrs. Burleigh to Maine. The
final meetings on the public building bill
are being held this week.
Senator Frye is keeping an eye out on
the River and Harbor appropriation bill,
now in conference.
He is giving attention to the Maine items thereon, although
Representative Alexander of New York,
one of the House conferees, will not al-

the conference

TT

in the number—shall be allowed to prevail. There will be a hard fight in con-

BRIGG|J,

Belfast,
Belmont,
Brooks,
B urn ham,
Frankfort,

"Sour Time 's Your Own
While Baking With A

the

In Use For Over 30 Years.

BYRON BOYD, Chairman.
FRAN K H.
Secretary.
as
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people.

exists.

\ugu.-ta, May 2,. 1910.
Waldo connty is entitled to 60 delegates,
follows:

ever it is
practicable the stations are
connected by telephone, and if that is not
possible they are joined to the n^trest telephone or
telegraph line. This is
of great assistance in calling for aid if
several vessels go ashore at one place
and often saves the lives of many people
who would otherwise be lost. Two of
the stations, that at Louisville and one in
Boston-harbor, are house boats, and another is an ocean going tug, the “Suohomish,” stationed at the entrance to Puget Sound near the Straits of Juan de
Fuca. This vessel has on board a full
assortment of the latest apparatus and
is very successful.
The Service also
maintains several houses of refuge in
Florida, which are well stocked with provisions and clothing, for on the shallow,
sandy shores of Florida starvation is the
fate most to be feared by shipwrecked

Appropriation

upon
floor this year for the first time in a very
long while. That is because he had to

j
j

hasset.

I

/l

|

j
j

I

adjournment
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|

penalized

I

City

P. A. NICKERSON & CO., 642 Congress St., Portland,

j

U I

■■■

i
Stove
Store,
Stickney
jThe
CARRY

KITCHEN FURNISHINGS,
STOVES AND RANGES
PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.

|

JOHN B. STICKNEY, Church St., Opp Memorial
BllildilH

|

|j

PRESTON'S

I

I

S. W. Johnson, Ml

buy COAL

because

usually good

BURGESS

give

point

PRINT1NG0FFI

ple

OPEKA HOUSE BLOCK,

_

right
right

Children Cry

e

--

Love

Universal.
__

N. B. Sargent, A. M., author of ‘‘The Same
Tides Flow,” sung by 14,000 school children at
the ffiudson-Fulton celebration, SeptemberOctoDer, 1909.
Your face may darker be than mine,
Or lighter, who will care?
The hand that shaded is divine,
And all His work is fair,
Your tongue may speak a language sweet,
Far sweeter than my own—
It matters not what sounds may greet.
If love be in the tone.
The sea between our homes may roll.
Or winding rivers stray;
But why should hatred fill the soul
And steal life’s joys away?
Away with envy, pride and strife!
The petty wrongs forgive
And live the sweet, the manly life
That God would have
live.

gs

SOMETHING FOR HEADACHE.
Nothing else, aside from money, is so universally sought for as a cure for headache.
Headache powders are not safe 'Sad they give
only temporary relief in any event. The

chocolate-coated and capsule-shaped pills called Sherman’s Headache Remedy and sold by
druggists and dealers at 10c. and 25c. are recommended aa the best headache cure.

the opening and closing
of navigation.
In case of wrecks members of crews off duty are required to

respond promptly

to any call for assistance that may reach them and are paid

for such services.

Members of crews,

including keepers, who become disabled
in the performance
of their duty may be
continued on the pay rolls of the Service
during the continuance of their disability,
not to exceed one year, except in the
most ^meritorious cases, and no longer
In case of
th^n
their death from any cause due to the
service their widows and children under
sixteen are entitled to receive for two
years, in equal portions, the same pay
that their husbands ojr fathers would
have received had they been living.
The stations are, for the most part,
plain, unattractive buildings, solely for
utility and are placed at the most exposed
points. On them is d small lookout for
use during the day time.
There is also a
high flag pole to indicate to vessels at sea
the exact location of the station. Whertwo years in any case.

DR. HUMPHREYS' SPECIFICS.

OASTO R I A

Directions with each Vial In Five

English, German, Spanish,
No.
1.
2.

Languages.
Portuguese and French.

FOR

Price

Fever*, Congestions, Inflammations.25
Worm*, Worm Fever, or Worm Disease..25
3* Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.25
4. Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.23
5. Dysentery, Griplngs, Bilious Colic.25
7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.25
8. Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia.2J
9. Headache, 8ick Headache, Vertigo.25
10. Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.25
13. Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14. 8alt Kheum, Eruptions, Erysipelas.25
15. Rheumatism, or Rheumatic Pains.25
16. Fever and Ague. Malaria.25
17. Piles, Blind or Bleeding, External, Internal.23
18. Ophthalmia, Weak or Inflamed Eyes.25
19. Catarrh. Influenza, Cold in Head.25
20. Whooping Cough, Spasmodic Cough.25
21. Asthma.Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25
27j» Kidney Disease, Gravel, Calculi.25
28. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness.1.00
20. Bore Mouth, Fever 8oresor Canker.25
30. Urinary Incontinence, Wetting Bed.25
34. "Bore Throat. Quinsy and Diphtheria.25
35. Chronic Congestions, Headaches.25
77. Grippe* Hay Fever aid Sumer Golds....25
A small bottle of Pleasant Pellets, fits the vest
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price.
Medical Book sent free.
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE
William and Ann Streets. New York.

CO..* Corner

“THE DIVINE FIRE.”
The “divine fire” has not died, apparently, in the Gilder family with the death

MY

CREED.

By Jeannette L. Gilder.
I do not fear to tread the path
That those I love have long Bince trod;
1 do not fear to pas# the gates
And stand before the living God.
In this world’s fight I’ve done my part;
If God be God He knows it well;
He will not turn His back on me
And send me down to blackest hell
Because I have not prayed aloud
And shouted in the market place.
'Tis what we do, not what we say,
That makes us worthy of His grace.
Can’t look well, eat well or feel well with
impure blood feeding your body. Keep the

blood pure with Burdock Blood Bitters. Eat
clean, and you will

take exercise, keep
simply,
have
life.

long

ELIZABETH M. BURG-

Swan k Sibley Co.
Marcellus J. Dow, “HOUSE FOR SALE
COMMERCIAL

BROOKS.

*

A

SPEC;

SUESINE SILKS.

47 1-2e.

HIMALAYA

35c.

CLOTH,

The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar
offered for sale. It is fitted for two ter
has slated roof, city water and sewer »

.MAINE.

tion.

Apply

to

JOHN A. Ft"

Belfast, April 1,

Lawns and a general line of White Goods.
PinoTree Suits for Boys.
Underwear for the whole family.
Ribbons. Laces, Corsets, and most everything you expect to find in a Dry and
Fancy Goods Store.

1909.—13

Blackheads Removed
Don't pay 50c but send
1
*vJC 10e for 1 oz. box of
Dermnlene Gmulm Facial
Cream.
Removes Tan, rimpies. Freckles, Rash, and all
Skin Blemishes. For Chapped.
Cracked and Bleeding Hands it
has no equal. Send to-day for
a large trial box.
Guaranteed Pure.

DBRXALK5K fOHPAFY
111 Wendell St., Prnvldaaea,

Harnesses
AT BOTTOM PRICES.
I have purchased the harness business for-!
merly conducted by R. J. Ell ingwood and may
now be found at my new store on
High street.
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
Sm20

CHARLES STEVENS SclfMt Malm.
1

I

PRINTING

•7

of Richard Watson.

Putnam's Monthly
publishes the following simple and effective poem by Jeannette L. Gilder, the
poet's distinguished sister. Current Literature, April, 1910.

weight. Yes,
buy
assuredly.
THE

R. I.

TRUCKING
am prepared to do all kinds of tr
Furniture and piano moving a specialty 1
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture st>'
Main street, and they will receive prom 11
tention. Telephone connection.
3mll

I

W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast-

I

of the Kennebec.

Ij^Queen

around in
| Arnold whirled
at them with hia

Last of The Wampanoags.
flr Thc
By FRANK V/. GOWEN.

One of the soldiers removed his rainsoaked cap from his head and replied: “I
am sorry to say to you that Colonel
Enos,
alarmed at the horrors of the march, has
deserted you and is already far down the
river in retreat.
“What!” thundered
Arnold, as he jumped to his feet and his
brow grew black, “deserters in our
army? May God nerve Washington’s
arm to hang Colonel Enos as a
traitor, as
he deserves.” “Damn the mean traitor,” shouted Morgan, whose rough face
was just then fearful to look upon.
“If
Massachusetts does not receive him with

No. 13.

night and

1

blinding

a

storm

snow

the wilderness, the
1 raging through the
tree
while

"

h

'V1‘
1

'l

blasts

|

shaking

tops,
and cries of the sick and
...i lit is carried terror and dismay
outest heart. “God bless you
whispered a dying soldier
ataque and Mrs. Grier, who
and dying in the
.-,g the sick

|.r;,ans

irv

they were bathing
v
and relieving his thirst.
[ could see my mother, who
from childhood to love God,

Wheat Cleaned
Six Times

sister in the far-off home in

The equipment for wheat cleansing
is as extensive and expensive as that
for grinding purposes.
The freedom
of flour from dirt .;nd bacteria shows
in its appearance.*
Prof. Wm. Jago,
in Satiuual Asmtciatiun Review.
Wheat specially selected for William
Tell tlour is stored in
hermetically
sealed tanks, at Ansted & Burk's big
9
mills.

ospital,

as

again; but

nice

•like

me

no, death
in the dark wilder1 hear the

from them.

,,v

wild storm and beating of
st my tent, but'above it
:

|

his chair and

looking

eagle eyee Raid:
"Do you bear dispatches from Colonel
j Enos
of the rear division, my good men?”
i
I

music and see the angels
with a deep sigh the
breathed his last. Just
red the tent, covered
snow, which he carefully
clothing, and then as he
taque and looked at the
cold in death, he said:
;
sufferings are all over,
death,” he continued, as
and earnestly at the still

^

purer

William Tell

is

This means wheat
the most complete equipment known to modern
milling science.
William Tell Flour has the brilliant
bloom such as only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer,and insist on having—

cleaning by

William Tell

said

“I

want to see my native State
“Nor I, either,”spoke up Cap-

never

|

forms

at

stand

by

every step we will proceed and
brave leader until the end.”

our

“Good for you, little Burr,” said Arnold,
he slapped him on his back. Then,

as

) turning
him to

to

get

Captain Morgan,
a

he ordered

few boats and picked

men

in readiness to press up the river to the
first Canadian parish on the Chaudiere,

where he would gather supplies for his
I said, do you dear.” Then the noble
starving army. He then made all arataque, who was deeply
half-breed girl of Swan Island jumped rangements for his
d her beautiful hand over
departure, giving
from his lap and drawing herself proudly orders to his officers to follow
“Hush
and whispered:
along as
up, her beautiful, dai*t eyes aflame and best they could with the hungry and desas she bent down and kissher face quivering with emotion, she titute
soldier’s cold brow her
army, and soon after jumping into
a
cried:
“No, no! although I am sorry you a boat in which stood Captain Morgan
; and she said: “It is a blessdo not believe fully in the faith of Christ: and a few
picked men he was rowed up
great comfort to me, to
you are unselfish, brave and loyal to the sw’ollen, icy river, through the wild
yet
death
it
is
not
all
of
that
I will fol- storm.
your country, and I love you.
ere is a better world in that
low you,” she continued, as her dark eyes
of sunshine, happiness
in
,t

l

|
!

j
}

art thou,

Then,

as

a

coffin and

Mrs. Grier

oia.nK.ei over me

j

;a

a

care-

eoiu,

ueau

even n we nave

snone,

cover us

only the skies to
and I die in this awful wilderness

side.” Burr pressed her to his
“It is the will of by your
heart and rained kisses upon her lips
Burr touched j
again and again. No sound broke the
princess gently on her arm stillness save the
howling of the storm
erne clear, he will want you
outside and the sifting of the snow which
comes
Here
your husband,
eddied within the loosely closed entrance
i Burr, as Sergeant Grier
of her tent.
'em with his long moustache i
When daylight broke over the encampicicles. “In the midst of
ment it was still snowing, but not so hard
often in death these sad
as during the night, and tile weather was
Burr looking towards the
milder. Arnold was everywhere among
1
replied the sergeant, as his sick and
suffering soldiers, cheering
now crossed his stern face,
them on and rousing
their drooping
rules the destiny of naspirits by telling them the storm was
atinued:

.ill be done.”

THE

CHILDREN

LIKE

IT

KENNEDY'S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP
LETTER FROM SOUTH AFRICA.

We have been permitted to publish the
following personal letter from Mrs. Clara
Ellis Taylor to relatives in North Searsport. Mrs. Hugh Taylor was Clara May
Ellis, daughter of Mrs. Rosa Rosenbaum
Ellis of Washington, D. C., and a great
granddaughter of the late W. J. Dodge
of North Searsport. Her husband has a
position under the British government at
Rustenburg.
us a promise to cheer us
Rustenburg, The Transvaal,
nearly over and that they would now
South Africa, April 9, 1910.
these.” “Do you really
on
press
again and soon reach the French
My Dear Cousin: I was. indeed, more
ant. after all,” said Burr,
settlements in Canada and leave the mis- than pleased to receive your nice letter.
an
have anything to do
two weeks ago.
ery of the wilderness forever behind It came
,r suffering army through
Well, I guess spring is beginning to
them. Again the army set up a cheer
peep in up iii Maine, whereas it is au“Yes. I do, for
Iderness?”
vtheir brave and fearless leader and tumn here. This village is entirely sur’.he sergeant with some just as the
hungry soldiers were prepar- rounded by hills o^ copjes as they are
make |
and now they are real brown.
he
could
fore
ing their scanty breakfast a report of a called here,which
makes it seem so differRev.
Mr. Spring en- rifle was heard in the distance, and soon One thing
ent from fall is that there are no red and
a
and
casting
hurriedly
after they sent up another cheer for the gold leaves falling as at home. You see
I
Burr said: “Aaron, I brave and beautiful
princess, who had I the trees here do not shed their leaves,
but remain green all of the time. Such
what you said to Sergent
brought down a large deer with her rifle lovely flowers as we are now having.
cried the chaplain of which went to
feed
the
help
hungry army Our yard is filled with nasturtiums, cosis voice trembled with at their
mos, roses and large red lilies, very much
morning meal.
to
be
ashamed
to
ought
At the break of day Arnold had sent like the tiger lily at home.
We have a very nice vegetable garden
o'1 is,
especially in these two swift runners up the river to overat the experiment station. We now have
the presence of death. j take
Morgan, with orders for him to halt green corn (mealies it is called here), po•oe.” continued the chap- and wait for his arrival.
Some four tatoes, lettuce, lima beans and tomatoes.
s' tilled his eyes, “that I
All of the houses are one story, with
hours later these runners overtook MorWe have a livand back
tly father pointing his gan, “the bravest of the brave,” about frontroom, two porches.
bed rooms, dining room,
ing
e
siormy sky above and three miles this side of Lower Pond or
and
bath—all
kitchen
good sized
pantry,
son, why do you say Lake, and when
they handed him the rooms.
It was very warm this past summer,
"Well, Samuel” replied despatches from Arnold and told him of
but no worse than I’ve felt it many times
of sorrow passed over the awful
hardships and sickness and in Washington. Our hottest weather was
father, whom I loved, was death which had overtaken the main at Christmas time. Doesn’t that seem
; I hold his memory dear:
the rainy season
army down the river the hard lines strange? Fortunately,

;

|
j

j

|

|

l:
e

a

t

:

is

at

the use;

we

never

around his mouth softened and he fum-

religious subjects
bled for a minute with the sword which
i probably never shall.”
dangled at his side. In the meantime
•ar you say so,” replied
the dark clouds had rolled away and the
in our

.aid much as I love you,
it, I had rather your
11

rate with all the honors

aarch than

:
1

I

!

forget

have you
“I

am

you or anyone else for
ried Burr hntlv. “Yes

to
(

to

God.”

ELIXIR

in summer, so when the heat seems
almost unbearable a nice rain comes and
the
dust.
lays
Horses die off rapidly here, so mules
All of the Boers use
are used instead.
ox wagons,
using fourteen or sixteen
oxen to each wagon.
The people in the town are very nice.
Our friends are mostly among the English, Scotch and Hollanders. The people
born here are called “Afrikanders.”
The sun shines always. Some days I
long for a good cloudy day, such as we

comes

words

again”—and

she

stamped

her foot

had rather you should die
here in the wilderness than to turn trait—

A

The Mission Mail

Bag.

*

IN HIS

Perhaps
literally in

no

STEPS.

class of workers walk more

the footsteps of Jesus than
medical missionaries in lands where hospitals are pitifully few. Here is a
graphic picture of the way Dr. C. D.
Ussher goes about the streets of Van in
He writes: “We take
Eastern Turkey.
and
a circuit of the city, down one side
up the other, visiting rich and poor as
First we enter a one-story
come.
mud house whose earth floor has an oven

they

deep. This may or
may not contain hot ashes or coals from
the dried manure burned in the morning,

in it about three feet

TWENTIETH

CENTURY

quested
soundly.

and

ing,

CRUSADE.

very

soon

sleeping

The next morning the storm was not
severe, and as Arnold sat in his tent
eating a rather scanty breakfast, for
provisions were running low, and he endeavored to cheer his officers by telling
them the sun would soon be shining and
they could again push on towards Quebec, two snow-muffled figures appeared
at his tent entrance and saluted.
“Is
this General Arnold’s headquarters?”
they inquired. “Yes,” replied the sentinel with some surprise,” {his is his
tent.” “Can we speak with him?” thej
asked.
“Certainly,” replied the sentinel, “follow me,” and as he ertered the
tent and saluted,he said: “Colonel, these
soldiers desire to speak with you.”

NEVER VAILS TO RESTORE
GRAY HAIR TO ITS NATURAL
COLOR ANL, BEAUTY.
No mailer how old and
faded your hair looks, or how
klong you have been gray, it
■will work wonders for you,
I keep you

looking young,

TROUBLES
Where the Blood Is Thin and
Weak the Tonic Treatment Is
Almost Sure to

Bring

Permanent Relief.
In

of weak stomach where the
and the blood thin, the
first step toward restoring the
activity
of the stomach is to improve the condition of the blood, A supply of rich, welloxygenated blood is necessary to the
processes of digestion and with it, if
errors in diet are avoided,
nature will
work a cure. This is known as the tonic
treatment for indigestion and is well
illustrated by the ease of Mr. Solomon
Morgan, an insurance agent, of Millinocket, Me., who recently told how Dr
Williams’ Pink Pills cured him of stomach trouble and
everyone similarly
afflicted will give the pills a trial. He
says:
•Through overwork I began to have
trouble with my stomach which lasted
tor nine months.
Although I tried doctors’ medicines, I failed to get better until I bail given Pr. Williams’ Pink Pills a
good trial. My stomach was weak and
there were a good many tilings that I
could not oat.
I had terrible bloating
spells and was frequently so dizzy that 1
would have to sit down.
I was short of
breath and had palpitation of the heart
upon the least exertion.
My back was
lame and my legs were
weak and
felt played out. For twoorthree months
I had throbbing headaches which came
and went by spells.
“A few boxes of the pills helped me
and after a thorough treatment- with
I always
them I felt like a new person.
have the pills in the house and occasionally take them as a tonic.”
The tonic treatment with Pr. Williams’
rink Fills by building up the blood so
that it can nourish and strengthen the
weakened digestive system has made
hundreds of cures in the most severe
stomach disorders.
This record of cures
should merit a trial for the remedy which
is guaranteed free from opiates.
If you desire further information about
this treatment, send for our free booklet,
‘What to Fat ami How to Eat.”
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are also recommended for amentia. chlorosis, rheumatism, female weakness, and headaches.
cases

patient
!

harvesting machinery,

is

pale

hopes

delegates. All shops were one of which is to be a coach for the
closed, men marched ip a body to the travelling party. Of the two fiat cars
one will show all types of modern oraccording to whether th,e people are for- banquet hall two miles away, judges of chard and potato spraying machinery, ;
the
Court
went
in
Supreme
special autos, affording the contemplating buyer a
tunate enough to have gathered some in
the summer. They cover the oven with a and the governor of the State and other chance to compare the merits of hand
power, gas power, gasolene engine drivunder it for warmth. A sick prominent officials presided at the meet- en
quilt and
and sprocket driven pumps, and to
woman lies on a few rags spread on the ings. In Colorado Springs seven business decide which best meets his
particular
damp earth. The house consists of one men took a journey of 20 hours each way needs. In other words, this car will be
a
kind
of
to
and
alone i
attend
the
closet
convention.
spraying
special
lighted
large roon. and a small dark
Theatre buildings and top floors of would warrant running the train.
only by a tiny paper-covered window
The other flat car will show improved
j
near the ceiling.
The one hen belonging great department stores were often uti- types of tilling, seeding and
harvesting I
because
ten
is
church edifices were too machinery. With the present high price
to the household, worth
lized,
cents,
of labor, more and more work must be
j
perched on top of her body to share the small, and yet hundred were turned done
by machinery. This car will show
A
fervor
was
emaciated
and
The
scant heat.
away.
deep religious
children,
the farmer what recently invented mawith swollen abdomens, sit around tucked everywhere manifest. Prayer was real- chinery can be used in Maine to advantunder the same quilt for warmth. The ized as a new power. One southern city age and thus lower the cost of crop proa reiMval beyond
anything ever duction.
youngest child clutches a piece of bread, reported
One baggage car will contain the poulChurches were lifted
experienced
tljfere.
a
mixmade
of
the
(God forgive
name)
to a higher level and individuals caught try, husbandry and veterinary science
ture of bran and dirt sifted from the a vision of what world
conquest for tools and equipment. This will include a
showing of cream separators, Babcock
soldiers’ flour, and linseed husks left over Christ really means.
act
through the blood, givOne secret of the success of this Lay- testers, incubators, small models of the Theytone entirely
after the oil has been extracted. No
to the digestive organs, and
horse
and the cow and charts to show ing
men’s Movement is its interdenominato
nourishment)
exhausted nerves, »
wonder that all are suffering from 'gas- tional character. Never before in the the value of the different
systems of
Pr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
tritis and diarrhea. The poor mother history of the Christian church could it breeding, management and feeding of
druggist®, or will be sent, postpaid, on
also has severe pneumonia, but when we truthfully sing, “We are not divided, all all classes of live stock.
of price, 50 cents per box; six
The other baggage car will be devoted receipt
one body we.”
boxes for $2.50, by the Pr
Williams
say ‘Come to the hospital,’ she replies,
to hnpfinnlfnrp farm
onrl fovootM!
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.
We per‘I cannot leave the children.’
Among other things the farm crops’ exChildren
hibit will show how to grade and breed
suade a neighbor to care for them, a few
FOR FLETCHER’S
potatoes for market, methods of testing
cents of relief funds sent by generous
seed corn and other seeds before plantAmerican friends provides a little food,
OA3TO R I A
ing, how to treat seed oats for smut and
and the woman is then happy to enter
how to mix fertilixers on the farm. One
of the features of this exhibit will be a
our—to her—palatial hospital.
miniature representation of a farm,
The neighbors entreat us to see the
showing proper crop rotations and the
father of another family, sick for two
beneficial results to be obtained from
shaled 1200

prnno

Cry

HAVE

YOU

months and we find him in worse con-

dition than the

woman we have just left.
He is covered with bedsores and filthy to
the last degree. His wife died a month

ago and his

only

attendants are three

half naked, hungry children, the oldest a
girl of nine and the youngest four. He
begs to be taken to the hospital and O,
what joy it is if our funds suffice! If we
can also help his children to food and

clothing, through

the generosity of friends

in the home-land, how much readier they
are to believe what we tell of God’s love.
Our next call is at the house of a well-

to-do merchant. The second story consists of four large rooms, one each in the
four corners, a wide cross-shaped hall
between. The rooms are furnished with
divans and rugs. In the corner nearest
the door is a sheet iron stove, a vertical

cylinder
on

end.

day,

in which wood is
This is

lighted

then the hot coals

placed standing
once
are

or

twice

placed

in

a
a

brazier and put under a low table-like
structure covered with large thick quilts.

Under this the sick lie or the family sit
most of the day.
Few use bedsteads;

nearly
floor.

all

spread

their

bedding

on

the

ANOTHER
WOMAN

_CURED
By Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Black Duck. Minn.—“About

a

year

ago I wrote you that I was sick and
could not do any of
my housework. My
sickness was called
Retroflexion. When
I would sit down I
felt as if I could not
get up. I took
Lydia E. 1’ink ham’s
Vegetable Compound and did just,
as you told
now I am

j

me

and

j

big baby boy.”

Jackson &

Horace

BELFAST TO

Was opened for business March 15th. All kinds
photographic work done at reasonable prices.
The first 6 weeks will be special bargain
weeks.
An elegant finished picture, well mounted,
$1.25 per^dozen; also some for $1.00.
One dozen fine cabinets, $1.00; 16x20 crayon
and frame, all for $5.00.

of

Consider This Advice.
Xo woman should submit to a surgical operation, which may mean death,
until she lias given Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made exclusiveFamily groups a specialty.
Photos finished in Sepia and Platinum.
ly from roots and herbs, a fair trial.
This famous medicine for women
DE LEMOS,
has for thirty years proved to be the
most valuable tonic and invigorator of
Phoenix Row, in rear of the Court House,
the female organism. Women residBelfast, Maine.
ing in almost every city and town in
the United States bear willing testimony to the .wonderful virtue of Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
It cures female ills, and creates radiREPAIRING.
ant, buoyant female health. If you
are ill, for your own sake as well as
I have bought the boot and shoe repairin]
j
those you love, give it a trial.
business of Richard Ellingwood, 131 Main St
Mrs. Pinkliain, at Lynn, Mass., I opposite the postoffice, and am ready to atten<
i to all work in that line at the old stand. Reason
write
to
women
sick
invites all
her for ail vice. Her adviee is free, I able prices and satisfaction guaranteed.
3m 18
L. E. McMAHAN.
I
and always helpful.

Chenery,

EASTERN STEAMSHIP COMPANY

—

A vn'a Anderson, Box 19, Black
Duck. Minn.

Hall,

A. A. Howes & Co.,

lip-to-Date
STUDIO

a

IN STOCK BY

CARRIED

The \('W

perfectly

cured, and have

TRIED

rotation.
The horticultural exhibit will
show modern apple packing and grading
tables, improved box and barrel presses,
details of methods of packing and grading
tables, improved box and barrel presses,
details of methods of packing apples in
boxes, complete set of grafting and pruning tools and other equipment that every
fruit grower should have and know how to
use. The forestry exhibit will show what
is meant by the general conservation
movement of the country and something
of the part that our forests occupy in our
industrial life. For the benefit of every
farmer an exhibit will be made showing
how the farm wood lot may be handled
most profitably.
In this car, as in the
other, charts and photographs will further illustrate the value of improved
farm practices.
All of these exhibits will be accompanied by experts from the university,
who will- be prepared to explain the
charts and photographs.demonstrate the
operation of the machinery and answer
any questions that may be asked.

BANGOR
AN1>

KKTIISN

EVERY THURSDAY
ON STEAMERS

BELFAST and CAMDEN

90 Cents
>Iay Vi to September

20.

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
Business Manager.

Boot and Shoe

|

f
|

Dr W. C. LIBBEY,
DENTIST,

;|
92

MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

TELETHON 1:)

223-2

—

I

The Range
That is

Clara Ellis Taylor.

Health

seeding and

| IN STOMACH

arranged and operated on two long, flat
It lasted only six months,
beginning in cars. In addition, there will be two bagBuffalo the middle of October and ended gage cars filled with general farming,
in Chicago, early in May. Meantirrie 73 orcharding, forestry ^and stock-raising
other cities in the United States were exhibits. Accompanying will be a corps 1
of lecturers and instructors from the i
besieged by the “crusaders,” Christian college and a number of eminent State
business men of all denominations whose agricultural authorities.
While the schedule is not yet definitely !
object was to awaken a deeper interest
it is planned to have the train
in missions and stimulate to larger giv- arranged,
run three days in Washington
county, j
ing. Even staid New England was stir- two days on the Somerset railway, two
on the Mountain division and two
days
one
church
in
red,
Portland, Maine, inon the Boston & Maine Railroad in
creasing its annual contribution eight- days
Maine, while the remainder of the time
fold. * But the South, West, and Pacific between June
Dth, when the train starts,
Coast went fairly wild with enthusiasm. and June 23rd, when the tour is to end,
will
be
to stations on both roads
devoted
Oklahoma City, which 20 years ago was
between Portland and Waterville and bea
but
voted
to
nothing
prairie,
$65,000
tween Bangor and Danforth.
foreign missions. Boise, Idaho, marThe train will be made up of five cars,

Your cousin,

Hjy’aHair*

was

“FARMING SPECIAL”

To be Run Over the Maine Central
During
the Month of June. Spraying and Orcharding Will Receive Particular Attention.
A “Modern Farming Special” train to
be run during the month of June by the
Maine Central Railroad, under the auspices of the College of Agriculture of the
University of Maine, will be of particular interest to the farmers of the State
because of certain unique features to be
introduced.
These will consist of exhibits of power
and individual spraying outfits and till-

“never! I

“My child was burned terribly about the
face, neck and chest. I applied I)r. Thomas’
or or a coward to your country,
but you Eelectric Oil. The pain ceased and the child
sank into a restful sleep.”—Mrs. Nancy M.
are all upset in this awful storm,” she
Hanson, Hamburg, N. Y.
continued, more gently as she brushed
his thick, dark hair back from his forehead. “Now lay down under these heavy
blankets and get some rest,” and the
faint-hearted soldier did as his wife re-

so

A

the “Prote” doctor. One
poor fellow
said, “Please lay your hand on my head
and I know I shall get well.”

sparkling in the
The next house is the home of an artisunlight. Arnold had given orders early
We enter through a low door, and
san.
in the morning to bury the dead, and
at the end of a long dark passage come
the
sick
and
feeble soldiers with
leaving
to a room whose floor is below the level
Col. Enos he pressed forward up the
of the ground. The walls are damp and
river i^ith his wet and hungry army.
the patient has rheuihatism which she
The next clay he overtook Morgan, and nave ai norne, uui il is no use longing, tne
old sun continues to pour down upon us. thinks is caused by being frightened in a
all the following day, which was quite
The moonlight nights are glorious. dream.
Nearly every disease is attribupleasant, he rested and fed his army as Folks from all over the world declare
the people to fear. As we go
ted
by
best he could.
But towards night it there is nothing to equal a South African
back toward the street the son of the sick
turned cold and began to snow again, and night. It is as bright as day.
The birds here have the most beautiful woman calls
out
‘Humble yourself,
the next day a howling snow storm swept
plumage, but sad to say they never sing. humble yourself!’ But it is too late. My
through the wilderness. It was the worst Isn't that strange?
head strikes a low beam and I drop to
The negroes here are always called
the army had yet encountered. Tents
my knees half stunned, and considerably
Kaffirs.
make
very
servants,
They
good
were blown down and a number of solthe boys being better than the girls. I
“humbled”!
diers were frozen to death.
“Oh, my have a girl to do the laundry and a boy
During the year Dr. Ussher and his
God,” cried Private John Warner, a sol- to help me with the house work. Jfis assistant visited 1207
patients in their
dier in Morgan’s advanced guard, as he name is Chochola Ramagogoda.
(Isn’t
a
He does not understand homes. W’hen the people were in better
rushed inside his tent, nearly blinded that tenor?)
one word of English so I speak Dutch to
with snow and found his wife nursing him. I have learnt
quite a little of that
her frozen fingers.
“Our soldiers are language. Besides speaking Dutch the
dying and freezing to death in this Kaffirs have a language of cheir own,
which sounds very pretty.
frightful storm in these wilds. We shall
Mr. Taylor enjoys his work very much.
never live to reach Quebec, Jennie,” he The
experiment station is a mile and a
cried, looking at his brave wife as he half from town. We hope to have a
wiped the snow from his eyes and the house built for us out there soor.
I hope all of you are real well. Guess
ice from his beard. "I wish,” he conyou are looking forward to Waldo’s and
tinued, as he threw his cap into a corner family’s visit. Hugh joins me in sending
of the tent, “that I had never joined very best wishes to all of you. If I have
this expedition of floods, cold and fam- written any little thing that might interest any one why pass it around.
ine.” “For shame, James Warner,”
Write whenever you have spare time.
cried his heroic wife as she rose and I think grandmother must be at Aunt
I hope so.
confronted him with fire in her eyes. Susie’s now.
With love to you and cousin Ed.,
“Never let me hear you utter such
snow

looked beautiful

TRUE’S

Major Timothy Bigelow,

again.”
tain Henry Dearborn.
“Any officer in
our army,” said Burr, who had risen to
his feet with clinched fists, “who would
leave his companions to perish and die in
the wilderness is not only a miserable
traitor but too mean to be hanged.
Though we may face death in a thousand

It is cleaned six times before
grinding.
Everything—even the sewing of the
bags—is done by clean, bright machinery.

Note how much
than other flours.

curses,”

circumstances, the medical department
Df the Van hospital was more than self
supporting, but for several years prices
have been rising steadily and last year
only 43 of the 449 in-patients were able
to pay regular charges. There is a dispensary in the building, to which all sortB
of persons come,' often on some one's
back, and sometimes so far gdne as to
die on the road or on the
steps. It is
pitable and humbling to see their faith in

,

{

Always Ready.
The

Plunge Damper.
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A New Feature.

•

Controls the Fire and Oven
with One Motion.

^
•

pro-

luxuriant growth of
healthy hair, atop its falling
^out ant' Positively BeTKamaif are
9
move Dandruff.
Will not toil skin or linen. Will not injure
your hair. I» Not ■ Dye.
mote a

..

§1.## and 99Co Bottles, at Druggists
PUio Bay gfiaCi.JIsiwrkJDeUeM.

JOHN B. STIOKNEY

I

B ELFAST.

#
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County Correspondence.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
BELFAST, THURSDAY, MAY 19,

WORTH ISLESBORO.
Capt. and Mrs. John 0. Farrow who have
Men visiting friends left Saturday to visit his
mother, Mrs. Leona P. Farrow, in Rockland*
...Capt. George Alden Warren and Mrs. Elizabeth Wyman have been making some improvements in their houses. .There was a dance at the
town hall Saturday night, with music by Farntiam’s “Big Four" of Portland.

1910.f

THURSDAY BY
The Republican Journal Publishing Co.
PUBLISHED

EVERY

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

[

Manager

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a
year; $1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cvitc for each subsequent insertion.

Aii estimate of the census

figures gives
Maine a population of 727,846, an increase
of 33,380 over 1900. It is quite safe to
predict that the census of 1920 will show
a mifeh larger increase.
Maine is beginning to grow.

caught fire. George Staples and Augustus
Haynes rushed to her assistance, tearing off
her blazing clothing, but ahe was so badly
bumed'that she died after living about seven
NORTH SEARSMONT.
Miss Margie Poland, who is teaching at
Paul’s Corner,spent Saturday and Sunday with
her mother.... Lester Merithew was in Morrill
Sunday, May 15th, the guests of his parents.
....Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Wilson from Belfast
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hunt, were in Linqplnville May 10th and 11th, visiting relatives....
Samuel Clapp of Rockland was in town Saturday and Sunday....Mrs. Eva Wentworth and
daughter is spending a few days with Mr. and
Mrs. J. M. Cox.
—

EAST KNOX.

This is the situation that
had in mind

Congressman The Maine Central and
connecting roads
when he suggested
the proposition and for five
the Senatorial suc- accepted

that the question of
cession should be deferred until after the
State election.
No

one

who knows Mr. Frank I. Wil-

will believe that he said he could not

Scott’s Emulsion I

weeks the trains visited various parts
of the State, including Belfast, and the

people

not

only

had

opportunity

to see

the exhibits but lectures were given.
This spring when President Fellows
again broached the subject of a train to
the oftifials of the Maine Central railroad, he found that the road was not
only willing, but anxious, to co-operate
with the university in a movement for
the general good.
Several conferences
resulted in arranging for the Modern
B’arming Special train. Professors Gard-

>0B

v

»

by

all DBOOGISTS

|

rROY.
W. L. HopkinB’ store Bt the Center was brok1 >n into
one
night last week, and the money,
lour watches, and other articles stolen. The
window-A
mrglars entered l>y breaking
traveling company gave a variety ahow at the
rown House Saturday, Monday and Tuesday
tveninga. A full house and a good ahow is reported.... Roy Sanderson and Nelson Rackliff,
went to New Haven, Conn., last week, where
a

hours.

The Machias Republican reads this paper a virtuous homily in connection with
the Senatorial contest and rushes to the
defense of the Lewiston Journal, that
staunch representative of the Maine
Democratic party. “It is such bitterness, such narrowness, as that shown by
The Courier-Gazette that will work injury to the Republican “party, not the
policy of the Lewiston Journal.” Thus
our esteemed brother of the Machias paper, and the Lewiston paper reprints the
defense, happy to have at least one lone
■word uttered by anybody in its favor.—
Rockland Courier-Gazette.

almost the w»r*t thing for I

consumptives. Many of the!
just-M-good” preparations I
contain as much as 20% of I
alcohol; Scott’s EmuUion ■
not a drop Insist on having I

SOUTH PENOBSCOT
Madeline, the bright little four year* old
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Staples, was
fatally burned last Saturday afternoon. She
was playing near a brush fire in a field not far
from her home and going too near her dress

months.

Burleigh

is

f
Mr. Willard E. C
lock, Missionary of the
American Sunday
bol Union, of Razorville
Me., organized a i
lay school at the Union
church, East Knox, Sunday May 1st, with the
following officers: Superintendent, Mrs. Almenia Buzzell; Asst. Supt., Mjs. Pearl E. McGray; Secretary, Mrs. Ethel Marden; Treasurer, Mrs. Lillian Stubbs. The school begins

SFARSMONT.
Mn. Lucy A. Bean returned laat week from
9oulton,where ahe had been aince January car*
ng for her mother, who died May 5th.. .The remains of Mr. Dexter Waltz were brought from
Belfast last week and buried in the family lot
n Oak Grove
cemetery.Dr. W. Dunton will
>e at the Townsend House
Monday, May 28rd.
rhose wishing a good job of dentistry done will
io well to remember the date.Rev. C. H.
Bryant will deliver the address at Lincolnville
Memorial Day.Mr. Whitney, a brother of the
late Mrs. Annie Lincoln, has presented Quantabacook Lodge, F. & A. M., a fine portrait of
the late Llewellyn Lincoln.
A. G. Caswell
made the presentation.... Mrs. Charles Luce
shot a woodchuck in the yard laat week... Mr.
W. G. Wood is quite sick with a severe attack
of the grip.

they have employment_Mrs.

Rowena

Clary

lias returned from Massachusetts and reopened her summer home at Troy Corner—Mrs.
William Hamilton was severely ill the past
week-Mrs. Ella Reynolds returned from
Waterville last week, and is now with Mrs. T.
W. Hawes_Mr. and Mrs. Walter Taylor of
Pittsfield were at John Smith’s Sunday...
Miss Blanche Wyman of Detroit is caring for
Mrs. Edward Wyman, who is ill.
SWANVILLE CENTER.
The remains of Wm. Henry Robertson was
brought here May 13th from Cherryfield and
Serinterred in the South Monroe
vices were held at his home in Cherryfield and

ceme^y.

also at

WEST FRANKFORT.
Mrs. Ellen Ward of Newport is visiting her
mother, Mrs. Ann Maria West.Freeman
Clark of Swanville is at work carpentering for
Charles Grant.Earl Carter has returned
home from Monroe, where he attended the High
school.Mr. and Mrs. Lew Crockett have
moved from Edgar Ward's to their home in
North Searsport.... The Monroe & Brooks
Telephone company have extended their line
to Horace Lane's in Frankfort and have installed phones for Fred Thayer and Fred Stevens.
The line will be completed later.
Mrs. Susie Carter was at work for Mrs. Charles
Holmes last Saturday.Mrs. May Curtis of
Monroe spent a day last week with Mrs. Fred
Thayer.Charles Grant is making repairs
on his house which will improve it
very much.
-Mr. and Mrs. George Tucker are selling
their household goods and have offered their
for sale.
They intend to go to California
: place
in the fall.

j

the home of his brother, Mr. Martin

Questions!H

Some Alcohol

b alcohol a tonic? No! Does it make the blood
No! Does it strengthen the nerves? No! Is pureAve*
Sarsaparilla a tonic? Yes! Does it make the blood pure- ■
Yes! Does it strengthen the nerves? Yes!
bittheonk ■
Sarsaparilla entirely free from alcohol? Yes! Ask
doctor about thfe-non-alcoholic medicine. If he
approve, H
your .confidence will be complete.

■

H

you! US

/XycMB£ ■

5^}* boy*! Dull 8ii"U!^uinnen!Du!n»omenMHeav^headedPDownhearttd^ I
>ary often due to constipation 1 Yet the cure is to
easy—Ayer’s Pills.

I

Askyourdoct'J,

R|

[I
Stoves,Ranges-•furnaces I
CLARION-

PLUMBING

I

SUPPLIES,

Galvanized Gutters, Conductors,
Iron and Tin Roofing.

Sheet

|

1

1

RIGHT-jj N
1
HALL,

-MY PRICES ARE

W. A.
JOURNAL BUILDING,

MORRILL.
Rev. M. S. Hills of Belfast will preach here
next Sunday at 3 p. m., local *time
Miss Ida
Woodbury is stopping for a while at F. A.

I

BELFAST, MAIM

BROTHERsV

11
j'l:

Robertson, in Monroe. Mr. R. was born and
at 1 p. m., prompt, and at the close of the brought up in Monroe, but had made his home Grey’s-Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurney, who have
get business at the Probate office withschool there will be speaking by Rev. Mr. Cox in Cherryfield some thirty-six years-Mr. and been employed in Waterville the past two
out giving a commission; and no one who
of Morrill... .The remains of Dr. Mathew Web- Mrs. John Me Keen of Frankfort were guests years, returned last week and are occupying the
knows the Register of Probate would beber of Fairfield, accompanied by his wife, Mrs. of his sister Melissa the middle of the week. Robie Mears house_Mr. Eugene Kendall j
lieve such a charge by whoever made. In
*
H. E. Webber, and |j*iend, B. M. Bradbury of -Mr. Fred York is at home f6r the summer. was thrown from his carriage last Saturday
BELFAST, MAINE
j
his letter published last week Mr. Wilson
old
«
-Mr.
was
80
the
Knox
cemeCall and see specimens of our work. All orders promptly attended to
Wm.
Clements
were
to
East
and
about his head
May morning
years
Fairfield,
brought
A
seriously
injured
1
says that he ‘never by "Word or letter,
tery for burial May 12th-Mr. B.\M. Brad- 11th and his relatives and friends gave him a and back. He is attended by Dr. T. N. Pearsaid or intimated that I could not get
bury, Mrs. H. E. Webber of Fairfield and Mr. post card shower, and his niece, Mrs. II. P. son-Mrs. James Mears made a trip to Banbusiness without giving a commission.”
Roscoe Webber of West Brooks were guests of White, presented him with a birthday cake.... gor last week-Mrs. Cynthia Blood and
Mr. Wilson also gives'the rate for cita- ner, head of the horticultural depart- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. McGray, Thursday after- Mr. Harold Nickerson is at home with his par- daughter Ada have returned from Massachu*
tions and notices in Kennebec county, ment, Bell of the department of ag- noon, May 12th-Mrs. Gertrude Lake from ents for a vacation.. .Miss Maud Chase is at setts and will spend the summer on the home
New
York
is
a
few
weeks
with
her
home
for
her
from
Mr.
vacation
teaching....
spending
place-Mr. Charles White, recently appointed
which is higher than ever charged here, ronomy, Campbell of the department of
and Mrs. H. P. White was guests of Mr. and Rural Carrier on Morrill No. 2, has bought a
and says that the Register of Probate animal husbandry, Tower of the depart- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Buzzell.
Mrs. David Wingate in Monroe last Sunday-- horse and begins business June 1st-Ernest
there collects on a commission, which is ment of forestry, Russell of the depart- MONROE.
: Licensed Embalmers. State License No. 226
Miss Celia Nickerson is at home for a much E. Bowen spent Saturday and Sunday with his
The graduating exercises of the Monroe
A full line of Caskets, Robes and Furnishing Goods always in stock. On
more convenient for those having busi- ment of veterinary science, and Brown
needed rest.
friend
Irvin
in
Woods
Belfast... .The Ladies
took place May 12th in the town
services are at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Rhone connection
ness with the court and for the news- of the department of poultry, with their High school
Aid meets this week, Thursday, with Mrs.
hall, which was prettily decorated for the oc- NORTH STOCKTON.
papers.
assistants, will be on the train. Mem- casion in the class
Lottie Murch-More apple trees are being
colors, red and white, with
Mr. F. Percy Partridge has about seven hunbers of the State department of agriculset and more grafting done.than for many past
green for a background. There was a pro- dred chicken engaged to hatch
Mr. and
‘The desert shall rejoice and blossom
years.
fusion of potted plants on the stage. The j Mrs. Paul
Chjpman and baby of Bucksport
as the rose” says the Scripture. Has not
and to participate in the exhibits class entered headed by their president, Miss
j party
PROSPECT FERRY.
last
few
at
week.
a
Ivory George’s
spent
days
this prophecy come true? Many of our
and demonstrations. It is firmly believed Lena Nye of Searsport playing a march. _Warren Waddell is at work for Fred
C. G. Carley of West Newton, Mass., was
readers no doubt recall the time when that, with the
here last week to see about work he will have
experience gained in run- Prayer was then offered by Rev. Frank S. Fames
Misses Alice and Lucy Carr spent
!
thp mans
this Mimtrr hnro in
ning an agricultural train four years ago, Dolloff, followed by a song by Mrs. E. S. j Saturday with Beatrice Fames....Mr. and done on his summer home. While here he
was the guest of W. L). Harriman.Mrs. L.
center the words “Great American Des- the work of the Modern
I_
Farming Special Pitcher of Belfast, accompanied by her daugh- Mrs. Forest Clark spent Friday in ProspectD. Berry and son Harry arrived last week
It was something of a misnomer in June will
iert.
; ter, Miss Gladys Pitcher, on the organ. Fol- Mrs. Mertie
be
an
at
to
to
a
few
is
days
inspiration
prove
Staples
spending
from Boston. Mrs. Berry will spend the sumthen, if by desert was implied such sandy all those interested in the development lowing is the order of exercises:
N. W. Staples.Mr. and Mrs. James Treat
FOR OIL CLOTH
mer here.Mrs. M. B. Grant and son Harold
Jenrr'e Durgin Goodwin called at
Salutatory,
wastes as are found in Africa, but there of
week-Mrs.
last
Ivory
George’s
in
the
State
of
Maine.
agriculture
Mark L. Chase
of Sandypoint are visiting Mrs. Grant’s parHistory,
was an absence of vegetation other than
i Essay,
George Victor Durham Maggie Staples is gaining after a severe at- ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Harriman.Mrs.
PROBATE COURT.
Prophecy,
Carolyn Louisa Durham tack of stomach trouble..Mr. and Mrs.
grass and cacti, with trees along the
W. D. Harriman is spending a few weeks with
Jasper G. Curtis
Essay,
with John LaddIrricourse of the infrequent streams.
The following business was transacted at the Presentation of Gifts, Florence Myra Murphy Henry Skay spent Sunday
her daughter, Mrs. J. A. Pi4hee, in Sandypoint.
is
a
house
near
building
Susie Estelle Goodwin Mr. Frank Overlock
gation has changed all that and this land May term of Probate Court, Judge George E. Valedictory,
-Master Evander Harriman visited his sisMiss Mattie Littlefield has gone
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher and Miss Gladys Fred Cole’s
when watered is found to be remarkably Johnson presiding:
ter, Mrs. J. A. Pierce, in Sandypoint several
to Searsport to work for Edwin Stickney
Pitcher
and
music
vocal
instrumental
Petitions for probate of will granted in esgave
last week.The many friends of Mrs.
fertile and productive. In the west it
Frank Linnigan has moved into Fred Cole’s days
tates of Jane Hellen Flood, late of Northport; during the exercises which was much enjoyed.
Frank Avery in this place wish to extend their
has been necessary to construct great
sick
with
the
is
Dunaver
house....
Daniel
Gideon Young, late of Lincolnville, John A. Mr. R. D. Martin of Winterport, the superinsympathy to her, and also to the Avery family,
dams to form storage basins, but in
measles.
Wellman, late of Searsmont; Charles H. tendent, awarded the diplomas and made an
in the loss of Frank Avery, who died in HalloTexas water in abundance has been
interesting address. Although a stranger to FRANKFORT.
well May 14th at the home of Mrs. Fred GoodWright, late of Jackson.
found at varying depths and is brought
What came near being a serious accident win, Mr. Avery's sister. Mr. Avery had been
Petitions for administration filed in estates us, everyone feels that he is the right man in
Did you ever look s > well
to the surface by artesian wells.
the
Much
Mr.
credit
is
due
F.
A.
right place.
of Julia A. Hancock, late of Islesboro; Belinda
in a cap before? The i EIOI
happened recently to John Libby, who while an invalid for several years, and was tenderly
of
the
who
CAP has character,
High school,
h has ;]
Littlefield, late of Winterpott; Lelia French, Nickerson, principal
pushing a wheelbarrow of sand over an impro- cared for by his wife. He will be missed by a
An enquiry by a State commission of late of Lincolnville; Charles O. Moore, late of has labored faithfully and successfully in its vised bridge across the brook near his resiIt
'es
i
style and verve.
large circle of relatives and friends.
character.
behalf, and the assistant, Mrs. Eva Knowlton, dence lost his balance and fell into the water.
Massachusetts into the high cost of liv- Troy; William H. Work, late of Jackson.
j
FOR LINOLEUM
LIBERTY.
There
never
was
a
lika
cap
j!
Petition for guardian presented in the es- has done her part. The graduates did credit Timely assistance \*as rendered by Charles
ing resulted in the following collusions:
Mr, Ralph Estes of Week’s Mills and Herit.
to themselves and their teachers. The school
who
and
Mr.
lives nearby
Milliken,
hearing
That the trusts are not responsible; that tates of Edwin B., Alice L. and Coleman Lord,
bert Brown of Freedom were called here last
committee and all concerned can feel amply
FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
Mr. week to
Libby’s call for help ran to his rescue.
attend the funeral of Hazel, the little
the tariff is not the cause; that the labor minors of Winterport and Ellen M. Bartlett
Its Good—We Sell It.
for
their
work
and
in
the
school.
interest
repaid
was appointed.
Libby escaped with nothing more serious than daughter of Frank and Alice Brown, whose illunions cannot be blamed; that *the proP.
PALMER
DWIGHT
the
a
class
free
gave
a thorough wetting.Hon. Albert Pierce is
Petitions granted to sell real estate granted Friday evening, May 13th,
ness was reported last week.Mr. Coney of
TRY IT.
duction of gold is the principal factor;
dance in honor of their graduation, writh music in N<ew York
in estates of Fred L. and Mabel P. Perhips,
city for a few days on business. Augusta has been engaged to deliver the Methat national and individual extravagance
Cobb’s orchestra of Hampden. The new
by
;
to
will
friends
of
The
of
Kenneth
N.
regret
Monroe;
Jackson, minor,
Henry Page
morial address May 30th.
lienors
Mr. Coney is the
are
contributing factors; that other Thorndike; James Haney, late of Belfast.
piano the town has just bought was a great hear of his death, which occurred Friday, May
private secretary of Congressman Edwin C.
Ice cream and cake were served. The
causes are militarism, through unecohelp.
with
Petition for license to sell personal estate
6th, after an illness of several weeks
Burleigh and a graduate of Bowdoin, ’07. He
&
nomic expenditure for war and national granted in estate of Nathaniel C. Knight, late i house wras crowded and all enjoyed the occa- i heart trouble. The funeral was held at his is
reported to be an interesting speaker.
sion.Mr.
Arthur
sold
four
fine
;
Knights
late residence Sunday afternoon, interment Capt. J. O. Johnson will deliver the Memorial
armament, together with the increasing ofTTnity.
horses in this vicinity recently—one to E. M.
Everything for the Hon
being in W’est Hill cemetery-Hayward address at McLane’s Mills, as usual.Miss
burden of pauperism, crime, disease and / Petition for allowance granted in estates of |
Chase of Dixmont, one to Ephraim Haskell of
he
York
where
Alice
B.
late
of
Albert
Peirce
has
left
for
New
S.
Belfast;
Simpson,
Elizabeth Beaulieu, a young lady of 17, is
city,
accident. There is another factor which
Monroe, one to C. C. Moore-of Monroe Center ! will
late of Swanville.
spend several weeks.The funeral of easily the champion lucky fisherwoman of the
must have its influence on prices, and that Nickerson,
is conducted on a safe basisWill
of
to
and
one
Frankfort.Mr.
Knights
j
Petition for distribution granted in estates
Mrs. David Ritchie, who died at her home in town. She landed a trout weighing six pounds
is the credit system.
Grocers, marketsafe to us and safe to YOU.
Robert Mayo, an aged gentleman, is very
ih
of Minnie C. Allen, late of Lincolnville; Mary
6th, after an illness of Friday night, the largest one ever caught in
May
Prospect,
Friday,
men and others pay cash for what they
feeble, and it is feared he will not last long.
YOUR safety lies in our experiGabriat
St.
was
held
E. Shute, late of Belfast; Frank O. Smith, late
several
months,
Sunday
lake.
Miss
Beaulieu
also
holds
the
has extended an invitation to
Georges
j.Monroe
j
a
but
certain
their
customers,
pro- of Belfast.
buy,
ence
and professional knowlSearsport Rebekah lodge to meet with Loyal | el’s Catholic church. Rev. Fr. O’Connor offici- record of having taken the second largest
portion of them, pay but once a year.
Petition for amount of collateral inheritance lodge May 24th, and do the work-The many ating. Interment was in W’interport cemetery. salmon from the lake. The same day that
of the human eye and its
edge
This requires bookkeeping and collecting, tax granted in estate of Jane W. White, late of friends of Henry Harley are glad to have h m j _Mr. and Mrs. William Miller, whose build- Miss Beaulieu made her
lucky catch, Waldo
functions.
I have just returned from Bo.
Rev. C. H.
back from the Belfast hospital
and in some cases the dealer must bor- Searsport.
McElhiney of Searsport will deliver the Me- ings were recently destroyed by fire, have Hoit, the ten-year-old son of Dr. C. B. Hoit,
OUR safety lies in our scienI
ton with a full line of
row money to carry on his business and
Accounts were allowed in estates of Eliza K. morial address at town hall May 30th, and Rev. moved to Hermon, where*they have purchased got a string of 22 nice pickerel, one weighing
tific equipment and professional
David Brackett of Brooks will deliver the Me- a farm.
has two and one-fourth
of
Mass.,
F.
Milford,
John
of
late
Holmes
F.
King
final;
Martin,
Lincolnville,
these
have
W.
to
be
innecessarily
expenses
pounds.,, .Charles Bagand Sumir
morial sermon at the church the 29th.
care that make mistakes almost
accepted a position with the Thompson, Star- ley caught two fine salmon, weighing seven
cluded in the price charged to the cus- Triggs, Belfast, guardian’s first; Leonora S.
impossible.
of
the
of
first
and
CENTER
MONTVILLE.
ret Co. of New York city, as inspector
Belfast,
final; Esther
and one-half and nine pounds Sunday afterIt is not possible, of course, for Flanders, late
tomer.
Hats, Bonnets.
Mr. Milford Weed, a resident of Rockland
C. Frye, late of Belfast, first and final; Eben F.
granite for the new municipal building, New noon. .Ralph I. Morse, Esq., and Ralph L. Coopevery one to pay cash; but if all who can
WE
HAKE
EYES
Flowers.
late of Belfastr> first and final; Will- but formerly of this town, was buried in the York city, which is being cut by the Mount er of Belfast were guests of Mr. and Mrs. L.
would do so the public would have the Brarnhall,
see with perfect ease and comC. Morse Sunday afternoon.
i iam F. Triggs, late of Belfast, first and final; Plains cemetery last Monday_Mrs. Hollis Waldo granite works.
a
to
reduction
in
Laces,
expect
right
prices, ! Thomas O. Knowlton, late of New Boston, N. M. Howard is very ill. She had a shock last
fort that never knew aught but
and the dealer would be the gainer also.
WINTERPORT.
Small
THORNDIKE.
Dr.
of
Freedom
was
evening.
^
vv
imam
xviai
Saturday
nrsi
aim
iait
ox
miai;
snail,
xi.,
discomfort.
Ribbons,
Mr. Charles R. Bryer is very ill and is threatThe services at the Center church last SunBelfast, first and final; Margaret H. Hunt, late called and is attending her-Mrs. George
The movement for a saner Fourth*of of Belfast, first and final; Tufton S. Foss, late Carter and mlant son went to Thorndike last day, conducted by Rev. D. Brackett, were well ened with fever... .Dr. Edward Mansfield, who
Buckles.
J u)y is general throughout the country. of Freedom, first and final; Frank 0. Smith, Friday to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Knott attended. As Mr. Brackett is engaged to has bought Dr. H. J. Webber’s practice, has arFeathers
sermon
a
at
Memorial
rived
but
Dr.
Webber
has not yet gone away.
Monroe, May
It is felt that it is time to put a stop to late of Belfast, second and final; George A. Cates, and returned Sunday-Mr. W. Jaquith preach
Mrs. Hortense Fernald is at the Bangor
had an operation on his throat last Saturday 29th, there will be no meeting at the Center
the loss of life and property due to the Crosby, late of Unity, first and final.
of all kin
Warrants and inventories were filed in estates while in Belfast_Mr. Arthur Leonard of church on that day-The saddest event that ; Hospital being treated for
appendicitis_Mr.
use of dangerous explosives, and to obof Thomas Clark, late of Prospect; Roscoe
fVf SPCCiAL/ST
^
has happened in this town for many a year and Mrs. H. J. Gould have returned to their
ORDER
TO
WORK
DONE
Morrill
called
on friends in town last Sunday.
servances that have degenerated into Hurd Dean, minor, of Belfast; Henry F. Marden, late of Freedom; Francis E. Clark, late of ....Rufus Lowell had quite an ill turn last was the death of Mrs. Mary (Philbrick) Clark, home in Stonington... .Mrs. Ellen Frederick is
*.=====»
hoodlumism. In days within the memory Winterport; Nathaniel C. Knight, late of
Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,
Unity; week, but is able to be about his work at pres- which occurred at her home May 10th after a \ quite ill... .Oscar Cole has opened his bakery
of many, things were different. In the Fred L. and Mabel P. Perkins, minors, of Mon- ent-Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
MRS.
and daugh- short illness. She leaves beside her husband for the season-Mrs. O. C. Clifford has sold
Berry
A.
late
of
Kenroe; Lydia
Whitten,
Jackson;
early morning, a procession of “hor- neth N. Jackson, minor of Thorndike; Augus- j ter called on friends in Liberty last Sunday.... seven motherless children, the youngest an in- her house to Willis Cole... Mrs. Nellie Bartlett
ribles” took place, to the delight of tus J. Nickerson, late of Searsport.
Mrs. Merrill Gordon was quite sick last week, fant girl baby. The sympathy of the whole and son, W. J. Bartlett, left for Portland last
Petitions for probate of wills filed in estates j
out to Mr. Clark in his beThursday morning on a business trip_Mrs.
many, and this later included represen- of Priscilla Mathews, late of Belfast; Janet but is gaining.Mr. and Mrs. Oramandel community goes
FOR RENT.
her return from Belfast to ! Florence Blaisdell Lewis of West Sebois was
Over J. B. Stickney Store Opp
Morse and infant daughter, and Mrs. Clifton reavement.On
tations of the trades and different lines Smart, late of Searsport.
Memorial Building.
Petitions for license to sell real estate grant- Morse, made several calls at the Center last Augusta last week Mrs. A. I. Brown passed a the guest, several days last week, of Mrs. C.
The ELMS, a finished cottage of 9 rooms,
«l business.
Bands played, flags waved,
ed in estates of Harold A. and Ethel M. Jack- 1
Claude and Johnnie Nut- j day or two with her brother, Mr. Fred Patter- | W. Nealey. Mr. Lewis arrived in town Satur- with electric lights, corporation water and teleafternoon.
Sunday
.and there were picnics and chowder par- son, minors of of Belmont; Roscoe Hurd
situated on steamboat avenue, SearsDean, ter were in Belfast
Saturday and Sunday, 1 son, whose health is poor this spring.Mrs. day and they returned to Sebois May 16th_ phone,
ties.
One of David Barker's poems de- minor of Northport.
port, affording a picturesque view of PeflobE. L. Bartlett and daughter, Miss Mildred, Miss Viola Conant is at home from Hebron scot
Petition for distribution filed in estate of ! guests of W. J. Bailey and George WhiteBay, with fishing and bathing near at hand,
scribes the Fourth of July observance in Phineas Pendleton, late of Searsport.
passed last Saturday in Belfast ...Miss M. A. Academy, as the school wTas closed for ten days is for rent by the day, week or month.
H. F. Jackson has bought a fine pair of black
Petition
for
of
name
filed
in
change
estate !
N. B
The large summer house, known as
Belfast in 1853, when
horses of W’aldo parties-Mrs. Ida Briggs Lynch, the trained nurse who has been with on account of an outbreak of scarlet fever....
of Martha C. Roberts of Belfast.
the Brookside, on Steamboat avenue near the
"The folks flocked in of every name—
Accounts were filed in estates of George H. and Mrs. Ellen Hardman were at Lyman Mad- Miss Cora Andrews the past two weeks, re- Miss Florence Cole of Cole’s Corner is at C. tide-water, will be run in connection with the
The country girl and country dame
Thompson, late of Montville, first and final; docks, in Appleton, Sunday-George Plum- turned to her home in Bangor Monday night. M. Conant’s for a few days, the guest of his Searsport House this season. Furnished rooms
One of the finest residences in lie!
At earliest blink of morning came
Phineas Pendleton, late of Searsport, first.
Hot
....Mrs. Sarah R. Lewis of Belfast and Mrs. daughters-Superintendent R. L. Martin and rented by the day or week. This house con- tainin g 12 rooms and a bath.
mer returned to Taunton, Mass., Wednesday.
Brimfull of glee;
and
cold
tains
hot
water.
For
rates
in six sleeping rooms.
bath
water
Excelio
rooms,
of
Mrs.
S.
Mr. and
V. N. Higgkis were guests
Well aproned up to fan the flame
_Miss Iola Dyer has gone to Union....
Principal Purrington of W. H. S. attended the j and other
and storage accommodations. Fine st:<
FREEDOM.
particulars apply to
Of Liberty."
Mrs. Lewis was the j graduation exercises of Monroe High school
Merrill C. Gordon had a large mail F. Files last Sunday.
nected. For other particulars apply t
Mr. and Mrs. Hatch from Belfast were j Mrs.
WM. E. GR1NNELL,
There were "Costumes" and "Fantastics"; a
j
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Ross C. Higgins Friday.
last
CHAFO-Li F. THOM.
her
and
13th.
It
was
juest
a
number
from
!
birthday
many
Thursday
May
of
Mrs
Hatch’s
evening.
Quite
Mr.
and
Mrs.
guests
parents,
public meeting opened with prayer—
Searsport, House, Searsport, Maine.
Belfast; March 24, 191(5 —12tf
Reuben Sibley, May 14th and 15th.Miss of her friends sent her cards and letters....
.....Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Hodges, with other this vicinity also attended....C. H. Libby and
“Next came the Governor’s oration,—
8w20
7-12
j Winifred Dodge visited friends in Bangor the Mr. and “Mrs. Albert Greeley of Freedom were friends, enjoyed an auto ride last Sunday...
Telephone
family visited Mrs. Libby’s parents in SwanA lengthy, learned dissertation
past week, returning to Thorndike in an auto
Wr. and Mrs. O. J. Farwell, Jr., went to Bangor ville Sunday-Mr. and Mrs. Leslie White
J.
Upon the duties of the nation."
Friday night. She passed Saturday, May 14th, | at B. F. Thompson’s Saturday. rrT Mrs. S.
|
Then a public dinner, and at night fireworks, with friends in Thorndike, returning! home Sanford is at home after a visit with her daugh- ast week for a few days and returned Friday spent Sunday with Lewis White and family in
followed by a dance, of which events the poet Sunday mornfflfe to attend divine service.
West Winterport... .H. E. Haley has returned
n a new automobile which he recently bought.
Mrs. R. P. Downer-Mr. and Mrs. Richter,
BAKED AT
The drama, “Silas, the Chore Boy” will be pre-says:
x
.Fred Philbrick of Newport and Edgar from the Waldo Co. Hospital. He is still suffersented to the public by the Freedom Dramatic ard Farwell, Will Farwell, and Miss Hogan of
“Then evening’s sable curtain fell,
considerable
in
town
last
of
Freedom
discomfort
and
as the reof
Albion
to
Thorndike
and
Miss
Winnie
were
club
ing
20th
in
the
pain
iVing
Thursday
Dodge
Friday evening, May
Grange
From fireworks there came forth a smell
hall.... Mr. I. P. Griffies from Liberty was in were at E. B. Bean’s Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs.
ittend the funeral of their sister, Mrs. John sult of his accident, but on the whole is makOf which no pen can truly tell—
the village the past week and attended the
But this was sure,
Jacob Greeley of Freedom were at B. F. Thomp- 1 fflark. Fred Philbrick was the guest of his ing a good recovery for one so badly injured.
in
the
church
baptism
Sunday morning, May'
They tried to represent a hell
15th.Mr. and Mrs. Anson Knowlton visited Bon’s Sunday_Mrs. Clinton Wing and little < :ousin, Mr. F. L. Philbrick, while here....It ....W. A. Thompson arrived from Boston on
In miniature.
friends in Palermo May 14th and 15th.Miss daughter are in Union for a time.Mr.
‘equired six stitches to close the cut which Saturday’s boat and is at the home of Mrs.
‘And then to hall the people go
Jeannette Stephenson from Pittsfield was the
ittle Lonnie Davis received in his leg from a Emmie P. Thompson....The many friends of
Richards of Clinton is at J. F. Carll’s... Mrs.
To trip the light fantastic toe,
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson May
ackknife in the hands of a playmate while Mrs. Roscoe L. Clements are very glad to see
’Where like fond sisters, belle and beau
11th.... Mrs. Charles Carr was the guest of Lavinia Barlow and Mrs. Emma Taylor of SearsWith loving glance
her mother, Eliza Sylvester, the past week..... mont are at Ira D. Cram’s.. .Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
tanging May baskets one night last week.*.. her riding out on pleasant days, after being
Umbrace—to lead each other through
Mrs. Eliza E. Vose wishes to thank her many Talbot are ill with the
prevailing distemper.... }ood things seem to be coming Lewis S. Ho- confined to ter home nearly all winter.... Mrs.
Notice is hereby given that Savings
The mazy dance.
friends for their kind remembrance of her in
The Center Montville Telephone Company rejan’s way just now. He recently married one Julia White went to Belfast Sunday for a
Book No. 15,446, issued by this bank, i
sending her a shower of post cards on her 70th
,ost
and application has been made for
busiJ.
with
who
will
be
book
of
.Dr.
H.
suc>f
our
a
ceived
short
record
Webber,
their stock book,
|his
popular young ladies,
stay...
Four years ago President Fellows of birthday.Mrs. Zilpha Butterfield from Yas:ate book according to laws regulating
€J No stomach dosing—breathe the pleasant,
salboro was the guest of Mrs. Eliza E. Vose ness forms and seal of the company last week,
lelpmeet to him in every way, and how he has cessor, Dr. Mansfield, has been visiting his
the University of Maine made a propo- the
and
cure
lew books.
healing, germ-killing air of Hyomei,
past week_Mr. Daniel McFarland has
at Thorndike patients in this part of the town
1
R. L. M arWILMER J. DORMAN, Trea
sition to the officials of Maine railroads, bought what is known as the Nathan Sylvester which they had ordered of the Western Elec- >een appointed station ageist
N Belfast, May 18, 1910.—3w20
and will also have charge of the ex- tin, C. A. McKenney, H. D. Ellingwood and C.
to sell and
CATARRH. COUCHS. COLDS. CROUP.
trie Co.
are now readj
Station,
farm
and
will
move there soon_Mr. Edwin
They
undertaking on the part of f he university Hustus’ little daughter went to Belfast to a issue stock and will have a
SORE THROAT. BRONCHlTiS, ETC.
meeting the first press office. He began his duties last week M. Conant have bought automobiles and with
to furnish the exhibits to illustrate the private hospital May 5th to be operated on for
of this week to transact business, when plans rnd his many friends wish him success in his their families are enjoying this mode of travel,
outfit, including hard rubber inCJ
Complete
Her
mother
her....
appendicitis.
accompanied
modern practices in farming and compe...Miss Ethel Littlefield, who has employment
vedded life and business associations.
Mr.
Mr. Charles Wentworth's little son went to are to be made for extending the lines.
haler* $1.00, on money-back plan. Extra
tent lecturers to explain them, provided Lewiston to the Central Maine Hospital to be Mrs. Myra Oxton vim ted friends in Warren
in
her
50c.
bottles,
rnd Mrs. Hogan have bought a pretty home at in Belfast, has been visiting
parents
Druggists everywhere, and by
His last week.....West P. Jones is painting his
that the railroads would furnish trains. operated on for appendicitis May 13th.
-AT;he village and will soon occupy it.Mrs. Monroe and Miss Glenice Littlefield of this
Last Thursday on or near Main strc<- J
father and Dr. A. M, Small accompanied him.
>lack fur collar. The finder will please
-Aicinda Hun toon was the guest recently of town._Miss LenaNye of Searsport is the
'>Up to that time, no agricultural instruc.The Freedom meat market recently bought house.Alfred Barlow of Palermo visited
THE JOURNAL OFFK t
it
A. A. HOWE8 & CO.’S
his mother, Mrs. Adelia Keller last week.
ler daughter, Mrs. Leon Parsons.
tion train, bad ever been run in the East. two fine beeves of Charles Vose of Knox.
guest of Mrs. Emma Haley.
son
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The Ladies’ Aid of the
Methodist church
will hold a food sale in
the vestry Wednesday
afternoon, May 25th.

I

of the

Uni‘y Park Association will
September 20th and 21st. E. T. Reynolds, Unity, is the sensetary.

Put him in-I

be

IholeproofsI
1
I
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I
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6 prs. Men’s,
$1.50
a 6
2.00
Women’s,
16“ Boys’ or Girls’ 2.00
“

held

Judge George E. Johnson and William A.
Mason have had a
garage built on Washington
street opposite the gas house in
which to keep
their cars when in town.

the difference.
Guaranteed not^tO
nee^ i
darning for six months. ■
New hose free if they do. 1

i and see

m.

E‘ D‘ TaPley has a
new four passengei
40-horse power Overland
automobile of the
latest model.

through ordinary |

goes

p.

mee,

tomorrow, Friday

Men Wanted” is the
announcement on th<
eorner of the Leonard &
Barrows shoe factory
this week.

you a

a et

I

The Hospital Aid
sewing circle will
with Mrs. Everard A.
Wilson

L. E.

McMahan,

who bought the shoe
repairing business of R. J. Ellingwood, is
having a
good run of custom at the old stand on Main
street opposit^the post office.
No business was done at the
meeting of the
baee ball association last
Tuesday evening
because of the small attendance and it was

1

|

|

which has unJohn Sanborn has bought the Frank R. WigSchooper Charlotte T. Sibley,
sailed Tuesday for .gin cottage on the eaat side aod will engage
dergone repairs at this port,
in the lobster fishery in partnership with Jas.
Swan’s Island to load stone for Now York.
The steamer Castine made her Bret excursion of the season to Camden and Crescent
Beach last Sunday and those who went report
an
trip and a good dinner at the

enjoyaft

Beach.
The regular meeting of the Improvement
of Mrs. F. W.
society will be held at the home
Pote May 23rd, at 2.30 p. m. Plans for the annual meeting will be made and other important
Members are earnestly
business transacted.

requested to

be

present.

Charles B. Eaton of the firm of Spencer*
Eaton & Co., has been granted a patent on a
hammock attachment, which is said tc*' be a
great improvement over anything now in use.
It may be seen at the furniture store of Spencer, Eaton & Co., in the Coliseum building.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Walden have moved
from 13 Main street to the corner of Franklin
and Cedar streets. Both houses are owned by
Horace Chenery and the house vacated by the
Waldens is being arranged for Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lloyd of New York, Mrs. Chenery’s

parents.

f

I

f

|

The

Darky

Jubilee, recently so successfully given in
Memorial Hall by the young people of the
Universalist Society, was given Tuesday night.
May 10th, in Stockton Springs for the benefit
of the church in that town, of which Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the Belfast Universalist church
is pastor. The entertainment was
given in
Denslow Hall before a large audience and our
Stockton Springs coirespondent is enthusiastic
in its praise. Following is the program:
Opening chorus, Old Kentucky Home, followed by
Dixie; Emiline, Clarence F. Hall; Rings on my
Fingers, chorus; Sweet Miss
May^liss Katherine C. Quimby; medley, company; Under
Southern Skies, Messrs. Johnson, Keene, Beckwith and Coombs; Love’s I. O. U., Miss Marion
Heald; Has Anybody Here Seen KelleyT company; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now, Miss
Katherine Brier; Put Your Foot on the Soft,
Soft Pedal, Ernest C. Webber; Come to me.
Sweetheart, Come, Arthur Johnson; Molly Lee,
company. Every number was encored.
A Pretty Party. One of the prettiest parties of the season was that given last Friday
night by Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore at her
home on Church street. The decorations were
in a red and yellow color scheme, tulips and
jonquils coffiEined with asparagus fern in a
most artistic manner. The guests were met at
the door by Ruth, the little daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Irving T.Dinsmore.daintily gowned in
white, who gracefully ushered them in. Supper was served at six tables in the dining room
and parlo/s, Mrs. James S. Harriman, Mrs.
William Randall and Mrs. Irvin Dinsmore assisting the hostess in serving. The place and
score cards, done by the hostess, were
dainty
Japanese affairs with cute little figures under
the
in
big umbrellas,
red and
coloring being
yellow. At each place was a tiny red or yellow basket filled with salted nuts, and the
tables were lighted with candles with red or
yellow shades. The guests were Mrs. William
B. Swan, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. Elon B. Gilchrist, Mrs. John H. Quimby, Mrs. George A.
Quimby, Miss Annie V. Field, Mrs. Amos Clement, Mrs. Charles H. Walden, Mrs. Clarence 0.
Poor, Mrs. William Kotman, Mrs. Adolph Rossbach, Mrs. Essie P. Carle, Miss Nellie Hopkins,
Mrs. Robert P. Chase, Mrs. D. P. Palmer, Mrs.
E. R. Pierce, Mrs. George A. Gilchrist, Miss
Julia Perry, Mrs. Phoebe Crawford, Miss
Maria Andrews, Mrs. George E. Johnson, Miss
Maude Milliken, Miss Charlotte Colburn, Mrs.
Albert M. Carter, Mrs. Fred R. Poor and Mrs.
Fred WT. Pote. The first prize,- a handsome
foreign photo in Florentine frame, was won by
Mrs. William Kotman; the second, a pale pink
silk scarf, by Mrs. Charles H. Walden and the
consolation, a handmade sandwich basket, by
Mrs. Clarence 0. Poor.

Camden is still tied up at Hampden, but it is expected she will be ready for
The
service again the first of next week.
casting for the new condenser head was made
in Providence, R. I., and was received in Bath
Tuesday, and as soon as completed the head
The steamer
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H. James of the Hood creamery.
Belfast Singers in Stockton.
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play

adjourned to next Tuesday at 7.30 p. m.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
postoffice for the week ending May 17th: Miss
Gertie Dodge, Mrs. B.
Power. Mrs. L. S. Russell, Mrs. Lena Thomas, Henry Brickett, I. M. will be forwarded to Hampken.
InlK
TriiillrMli-—i*m
=nr^i
Mrs. Willard Johnson and Miss Sarah Gusta11^1
Billings, F. C. Barker, Geo. C. Durham, William
have
months
carried
on
for
several
who
Joe
Relad,
son,
Davoe.
dressmaking in the Howes Block, at the corner
Geo. E. Brackett’s
A full attendance of the ladies of the G. A.
1 -ch Grove Farmp Monroe,
printery has been moved of Main and
High streets, have gone out of
is
for
to
from
10
R.
24th,
Main
Tuesday, May
requestedr
to the public that he has
street, where he had worked
taken a room at
make the final arrangements for Memorial day. over 32 years, to No. 125 Main street. It is on business. Miss Gustason has
;i the hospital and is ready to
38 High street, where she will finish the work
The Frederick W. Brown house on Cedar the first floor just opposite the postoffice and
be stallions Dobson, 2.23 1-4;
in hand, and Mrs. Johnson is at her home on
Alclayone, 2.20 1-4; Bell- street has been sold to Daniel Ingalls, who has adjoining the Belfast Savings Bank. It is one
DAILY-9 A. M. TO 9 P. M.
of the best locations for his business in the Bayview street.
the
Percheron.
taken
Mr.
and
Brown
Mrs.
have
Hercules,
possession.
The Potato Prospect. A Waldo county
city.
taken
rooms in the Hall house on Cedar street
the post office extension was
American Cultivator
Frank R. Wiggin has sold his launch Tolna correspondent of the
recently vacated by Mrs. E. F. Bramhall and
k and the work of laying the
,
says: “Many old potatoes are still in the hands
to W. R. Howard,
family.
and
Brick
of
the
school
granite
principal
begun.
High
of the farmers, and as they are very low, only
in
N.
H.
Farmington,
Mr. Howard has just
t is expected that the work
J. R. Russell of Old Town, contractor for the
cents delivered at the station, they are
ch has been delayed by the work on the Savings Bank building, arrived last ; completed a fine cottage at The Battery and at twenty
Undismayed by the
the
close of the school year Mr. and Mrs. : hardly worth hauling.
her.will now proceed rapid- Monday morning and began operations Tueslow nrires the farmers are intending to nlant
Howard will come here to remain until
will
be
The
carried
Sepbuilding
day.
up to full
many more than usual in the northern part of
tember.
three stories, some additional windows put in
has bought the farm of the
the county. Having a plenty of seed there is
A good sized party went to Bangor Thursthe Church street side, and the present stair.alter. 43 Belmont avenue.
nothing else they can do but plant it. Libby
.use and barn on the place,
way to the second floor will be moved from its : day morning from Belfast and other landings Brothers, who are, as far as we have been able
side of the grounds of the present location to the upper side of the build- on the bay and river on the first Thursday ex- to ascertain, the largest growers in the countu
ultural Society. Mr. Chen- ing on Main street. No change will be made in
oaiigor unaer me management ot
ty, will plant eighty acres on their farm at
Orrin J. Dickey of this city. These excursions
he farm, which is one of the
West Troy. Twice as much field and sweet
are
to
be
conducted each Thursday during the corn for the
small store or office for rent on the ground
factory will be planted as was
floor. The third story will not be finished un- season.
nave a murauiou race mou*
planted last year." Practically the same reless rented, and the whole second floor will be
A Horse Stolen. A horse
ween Searsport and Belfast.
belonging to F. port comes from other towns in the county.
occupied by the law firm of Dun ton & Morse, J. Clark, who lives in the Hay ford district,
g Models for your inspection and demonstration. Call
at 12 o’clock,
oav e
The W. C. T. U. Plants a Tree. At the
Searsport
are occupying offices in the Masonic Temwho
Belfast, was stolen from the barn last Satur- suggestion of the woman who thinks of things,
will be given: first $15 in
I and see them. Catalogs on request. All are welcome.
until these improvements are completed.
day night, but the loss was riot discovered until and following the example of many other
ird $2. All wishing to enter ple
READ GARAGE & MACHINE COMPANY
Rubbish in the Streets. A new law has Sunday morning. The horse is 32 years old Unions, the Belfast W. C. T. U. observed
enclose entrance fee of $1
and had always been in the family. A grocery Arbor
into
Boston
which
effect
in
makes
“the
gone
Day by planting a tree in the Fark—a
j:.g, Belfast.
placing on or in, or throwing into a public way, wagon with a low backed seat, and a harness, white birch, named for Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens,
vas thought to have desertwere
taken.
the sidewalk of a public way or a public alley,
Sheriff Carleton was notified and National and State President of the Womans’
turned to Lewis’ wharf after
of any filth, rubbish or other substance a mis- word was telephoned through the county. The Christian
;
Temperance Union. Joining hands
■il days in Islesboro. It made
demeanor, and if the offender when requested animal was a dark bay mare, with black mane around the tr£e the party sang a verse of
n Captain Ben. Arey in the
by an officer to remove said filth, rubbish, or and tail, tail quite short, and weighed about “Blest be the Tie," followed by prayer and
COMING
|
!e, but returned in an airship.
other substance, refuses or neglects so to do, 1,000 pounds. She had a very peculiar gait, brief
remarks, both voicing the hope that as
n is pleased at the return of
and if the identity of such person is unknown neither a trot nor pace, but a cross between the tree
grows so may the efforts of the W
pair of doves will never go to the
officer, he may arrest such person and them.
i C. T. U. for the uplift of humanity, strengthen
AND SAVE MONEY
on
deck.
he is
detain him in a safe place without a warrant
Opera House Attractions. If you haven’t : and prosper. The name-card was tied on with
trustees held their annual
until his identity is ascertained.” Belfast has yet heard of “The Fool,’’take the
management’s white ribbon by a member of the Cradle Roll.
and elected superintendents an ordinance
Cures all humors, catarrh and
(Chapter 18, section 3) which tip that it’s an attraction of more than ordinary At the regular meeting earlier in the after-INF.
James
Fernald;
cemetery,
reads:
worth. Make up a theater party for Monday noon the attendance was large and a vote of
relieves that tired
rheumatism,
B.
George Davis; Citypoint,
No person within the limits aforesaid shall
thanks
was
extended for aid in procuring and
evening, May 23d. and have a good laugh at
feeling, restores the appetite,
Belfast, H. L. Gray; South cast or deposit, or cause to be cast or deposit- “The
Fool’s” expense. There are a lot of dra- planting the tree.
Delegates were elected at
cures paleness, nervousness,
Wight; East Belfast, E. O. ed, in or upon any of the streets, lanes or matic
situations, too, that are bound to interest : the county convention in Jackson, June 16th
aforesaid, any dirt, filth, soot, ashes,
»
CASH DISCOUNT
board this ^rear is composed highways
builds up the whole system.
A PLAY OF INTENSE INTEREST.
and a very interesting letter was read from
garbage, carrion, manure, shreds, shavings, you
Thursday
Atkinson
evening,
May
26th,
it today in usual liquid form or
Swift, chairman; Charles R. oyster, clam or lobster shells, dead animals or &
Get
Thatcher will present at the Opera House | the State L. T. L. Secretary, Mrs. Myrtle G.
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs*
Prices 25, 35 and 50 cents.
on all Cash sales for
fish, gravel, stones, brick-bats or mason’s rubretries B. Eaton.
The discussion of
bish or any other rubbish or nuisance whatever, “Billy the Boy Artist,” a whirlwind of fun in R. Ames of Fort Fairfield.
the
a
nor
shall
cast
School
was
musical
carrion
or
dead
any
topic, “Sunday
Work,"
any person
opened
comedy and generally declared to be
pressing rapidly on the pier of
ONE WEEK.
Thursday, May 26,
animal into the waters of Belfast river.
funnier than “Peck’s Bad Boy.” Frankie Grace with a short paper by Mrs. Brier. All who
camship Co. at this port. About
That
this
ordinance
has
not
been
generally of the “Two Graces,” of vaudeville fame, has spoke emphasized the duty of parents to teach
-ent pier has been rebuilt, but
observed or enforced goes without the saying. been
been done on the extension.
;; Stoves and Ranges not
specially engaged for the role of Billy, their children, courtesy, honesty and purity.
v -w on
Sundays as well as week Some years ago the Improvement Society fur- i and Maud Parker will play the role of “Maud.” One quoted the comment of an English friend,
\\
Included.
nished barrels in which to deposit rubbish and James Thatcher, who has
PRESENT
of the weather, that it may be
distinguished himself visiting America: “In England, children obey
for a time we had clean streets. This is a mattheir
in
their
in the title role of “Quincy Adams
=
parents;
America,
parents
obey
:-Tore the heavy summer travel.
Sawyer” for
The Comic Cut Musical Show
f
Ihesident Austin and other of- ter in which an ounce of prevention is worth a several years, is staging the new piece, Walter children."—E. F. m.
*****
of
If people would only refrain
cure.
pound
Kees is the dancing master, and Frank Nash
New Advertisements. At Carle & Jones
mpany made a visit of inspecTHE BOY
from throwing rubbish, waste paper in partic- the musical
the bay in the steamer Boothdirector. The box office is open you can get Edison Amberol records tha^play
I have taken the Belfast agency
ARTIST
into
there
would
the
streets
be
little
ular,
four minutes each for 10 cents' each, and if
every day for the'sale of seats.
for this well known express, with
)■
Opera House Blocks
j>
labor required in keeping the streets clean.
a
Brilliant
of
to
fit
Presented
a
them
1-minute
attachment
by
Company of Singyou buy
ige of Islesboro has the conBelfast Board of Trade.
The annual
in
office
the
an
building
laundry
A Belfast Poultry Farm. Did you ever
your phonograph,for $1 more they will sell you
ing and Dancing Comedians.
and make the necessary remeeting of the Belfast Board of Trade was
BELFAST, MAINE.
er bridge.
The covering has call on four or five thousand chickeHs about held at their rooms on Phoenix Row last Mon- ten latest Amberol records. If you take ad- on High street, and am prepared
Prices
35, 50 and 75 cents.
vantage of this offer before June 1st they will to attend to all business in that
two layers of plank and it is
supper time? Such chirping, piping, tweeting! day evening. The reports of the
secretary
r.er making its way between
They have the same number of English spar- and treasurer and of the standing and special adjust the attachment and* clean your machine line.
free of charge.The Heid caps, sold by
now
rows
beaten
to
a
standstill. There are
o.m planks causes them to rot
committees were read
accepted and the
This express has been in busiv
covering will be of one between four and five thousand chickens at election of officers was next in order. Dr. El- Dwight P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, have style
At The Dinsmore Store you will
ness for about twenty years and
lank, which it is thought will be the Ferguson Poultry Farm on Northport ave- mer Small, who has served most acceptably as and verve
;e work is to be completed by
nue, from those who have just graduated from president the past year, was nominated, but find Bunion shoes and Fisher’s Bunion protecis prepared to give prompt sertors that you can wear with any shoe.^You
inrnhntrtr tn tVinsu rohn hnvp
attain- said that his
engagements were such that he
to all parts of the country
vice
will also find at The Dinsmore Store the Holeed the dignity of broilers. About one thousand could not possibly
| ii that a dollar saved is as good as ?
-land Fish Reporter is a new
accept a re-election and he
...See notice of Belfast^Savreached
proof
stockings
of the latter are in the chicken houses scatter- should be
by any express, at a rea'I, TWO dollars earned? Arn’t you >
compelled to decline the honor if
■urnalism whose mission is
ings Bank book lost-8. A. Parker, agent for sonable
ed about in the orchard, which is enclosed by a re-elected. Robert F.
aware that the cost of living is the
Give
us
a
trial.
<
was
then
price.
It
is
its
title.
Dunton,
Esq.,
published
y
Hoyt’s Express, is prepared to attend to all
wire netting.
When the chickens are firs^ nominated, but said he could not
highest today it has been for many c
accept and
ring Co. 17G Atlantic Avenue
in
the
business
that
line.
office
is
in
The
S.
A.
PARKER.
taken there they are confined to a run in front presented the name of Mr. 0. E. Frost, who
)
Si years?
subscription $rice is $1 a
laundry building, Highjstreet ...If you want
of the house, but in a short time this is re- was
unanimously elected. As an active busi- wall
The issue of May 13th conWhy not save 20 percent on vour S
'(
papers, window shades, room mouldings,
moved and they run at large during the day j ness man, the head of a
r. IT F. Bramhall & Co. of this
concern, Mathews
s
Jap-a-Lac, Liquid Veneer, dry paste or ready
MEAT BILL
and at night the different flocks return to their : Bros., that is
paying out about $50,000 a year mixed
y say; “This paper fills a long
An auto
paints, go to Carle*& Jones
/' alone by letting us supply you.
houses. The smaller chicks are in in this county for material and
respective
Mr,
Frost
|
the retail fish business by
labor,
for sale by J. Austin McKeen, Belfast, A good
the new house built this year and which is is just the man for the
/’
Top in quality and bottom in j
int touch with the wholsalers
place. The other ofThis
car in perfect running order at a low price....
found most satisfactory in every respect. On ficers were re-elected, and Dr.
rish industry, and should be
Elmer Small
price is our motto.
<j'
CrescentHomer N. Chase & Co., Auburn, nurserymen,
a central
passageway is a row of ; was made a member of the board of directors
Filler under
receive the co-operation of all each side of
want agents.... The Manor Inn,"Frankfort, is
McIntosh
&
the thumb idenPerry’s \
pens, and the “hovers," which take the place in place of Fred A. Johnson, who has left the
taiiers,”
offered for sale. Call on or write E. P. Treat,
tifies the most perfect,
of the brooders, are warmed by hot water from State. The
standing committees will be apMARKET.
and staff have accepted ah inFrankfort, Me.See advt. of a pocketbook
convenient and satisfactwo heaters, one for each side. These heaters pointed
by the new president.
nd the memorial services in
lost in Lincolnville by I. V. Miller, who offers a
isi
tory fountain pen made—
are compact, simple, can be regulated to give
Tlward to be held in Portland,
Children’s Aid Society of Maine.
The reward to the finder_Two pianosjfor sale at
any degree of heat required and work autoAshley A. Smith of this city, matically. As the very young chicks require annual meeting of the Children’s Aid Society a bargain at The Fashion, Lord’s, High street.
f the Masonic Grand
Lodge more heat than the older ones they are placed of Maine was held at the Girl’s Home May .Mrs. Dora Rogers, MissjHattie A. Hook
Pen
ved a telephone message last
17th, with a large number of officers and mem- and Mrs. Helen M. Telfer publish a card of
on bne side, with the more advanced ones on
e British consul in Portland
bers in attendance. The meeting was called to thanks.A. S. Heal has a large’variety of
On a fountain pen it inthe other side. The saving of labor by this
order at 2 o’clock p. m., by the President Rev. metallic wreaths, also bouquet ^holders and
•ake part in the services. He
sures what “Sterling”
system of heating, to say nothing of the ab5c»j 6c., 7c., 8c.,
Wm. Vaughan. Prayer was offered by Rev. G. reservoir vases, at his marble rooms, Phoenix
iroes on silver.
The
invitation and is preparing a
ever
risk
fire—a
of all risk from
present
sence
Conklin is different from
10c.
to 35c.
G. Winslow, after which the minutes of the Row.Brown bread anil beans atjthe City
r the occasion.
It is expected
UNDERTAKER,
where kerosene is used—is incalculable. To
all other fountain pens—
annual meeting of 1909 were read and approv- Bakery every Saturday night. ^Curtisjbread
of the Grand Lodge will be
trim and care for the number of lamps
fill,
better.
Call
and
see.
and
1
ampbell and the Sons of St. that would be required for four or five thou- ed. The reports of the president, secretary and home-made pastry at all times....Special
LICENSED EMBALMER.
n and the Sons of St.
George sand chicks would be an endless task. Mr. and treasurer followed and were approved. sale at James H. Howes’, Odd Fellows^block,
SON.
&
J.
LOCKE
H.
The
two
former
dealt
of
7
and
CORONER FOR
also making arrangements to
rooms
mainly with the general Saturday, May 21st... .House
Ferguson is building additional chicken houses work and the
added advantage of the improv- bath to let. Enquire at E. L. Macomber’s, Bay
12‘c. to 60c.
'•’•-'vice.
in the orchard and intends before long to exWALDO COUNTY
ed condition of the Home. The treasurer’s re- View street.See advt. of W. E. Grinnell,
-i—
Savery entertained the gradu- tend his present poultry house back toward 1
o=o
I
port showed the income for the year to have Searsport, who offers for rent a very desirable
'' of the Castine Normal school
the orchard, nearly doubling its capacity. The
EVERYTHING MODERN IN
been about $5,000 with disbursements $3,187.97. cottage, The Elms, and announces that he will
Jjpildc, Ready Mixed
st Belfast at her home on Swan ; chicken house stands at right angles and to the
and bath.
An appropriation of $2,000, was received for run the Brookside in connection with the
Furnishfet}. house 'of seven^rooms
'•
Paints,
‘dnesday evening, May 11th- j south of the hen house, and here Mr. Ferguson the
Dry Paste, Room Mould
CASKETS AND
rebuilding. Two prominent directors have Searsport House.... See list of corporators
E. L. MACOMBER’S,
happily spent in playing j intends to put up a central building for a store died
of
the
the
elected
at
the
annual
Sarah
Fairfield
meeting
Searsport
during
year—Mrs.
voiks Titvi.v.
ings.
and in talking over school house and which will connect all the buildings.
BURIAL SUITS
Bay View Street, Belfast. <
2w20
Hamilton of Saco, and Mrs. L. W. Weston of Savings Bank, May 14th.
included representatives of J This year he will have all the farm back to the
Skowhegan. The nominating committee, Miss
Home telephone 48-3
tu 1906. The hostess repre- ! orchard under cultivation. It was ploughed
CARLE &
Maria Andrews, Miss Abby MacDowell, Mrs.
Office
48-4
of 1878, and the others were ! last fall and the dropping^ from the heps will
and Mrs. R. F. Dunton reported
Joseph
Tyler
Irs. Lena Leavitt Stanley of j furnish all the fertilizer required. It will be
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST
the following list of officers and they were
"1. Miss Annie Louise Farns- mostly in grain—both the grain and the straw
unanimously elected.
President, Rev. Wm.
ro, ’04, Miss Blanche Foster, are used in the business—and there will be an
Vaughan; Vice Presidents, Hon. Wm. B. Swan;
Miss Julia Leary, Belfast, ’06, acre or so of cabbages for winter food for the
Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Belfast; Hon. Wm. P.
on
the
has
replace
nson, Surry, ’06. Mr.'and Mrs. hens. The old orchard
Whitehouse,
THE PIONTER
Augusta; Mrs. Moses M. Rich, Belltl and Miss Lena Ellis of Belfast
ceived attention and the result was an infast; Mrs. Matilda Burleigh, South Berwick;
students of the school but not creased yield of apples last year. New trees
Miss Martha W. Fairfield, Saco; Sec’y and Field
Bume made candy, fancy cookies have been set out to take the place of those
OF AMUSEMENTS.
Supt., Mrs. E. L. Brackett Treasurer, C. W.
,ruh were served and an hour of that had died and in the
poultry runs a numWescott; Auditor, Mrs, E. L. Brackett; AdvisFOR PRESSING SHIRTS,
instrumental music followed.
ber of plum and pear trees have been set out.
ory and Publishing Committee, Rev. A. A.
as-Always Something Going On.
Smith, Mrs. A. I. Brown, Mrs. E. L. Brackett;
Attorney, Hon. R. F. Dunton; Directors to
EXPERIENCED M/CHINE
serve three years: Mrs. Sarah R. Crawford,
^
STITCHERS.
Belfast; Mrs. G. N. Denio, Bangor; Mrs. F. A.
Griffin, Mrs. M. W. Rich, Mrs. A. I. Brown,
Mrs. Wm. B. Swan, MiBS Maude E. Mathews,
Double parlors up stairs, with running
Belfast; Real Estate Committee, Tileston Wadwater and bath on Franklin street, opposite
•
lin, Moses W. Rich, Giles G. Abbott. Remarks
the Postoffice.
For particulars call on or
From noio on we shall make special’ prices in our stock £
were made by Rev. Adolph Rossbach, Rev. G.
Belfast, Maine. address
>
to 5c. f Shirt Mfg. Co.,
8c.
>
Wall
many
papers
of
Papers—-marking
G. Winslow, Tileston Wadlin, G. G. Abbott and
15tf
MRS.
CARRIE
E.
PEIRCE.
%
Mrs. F. A. Griffin. At the close of
meetand 6c. ; 25c. and 20c. papers to 15c. and 20c.
REMEMBER!
ing the members inspected the new annex and
12
60c.
l-2c.
to
Shades
Window
were each and all enthusiastic in their approval
of the improvements. The following message
Yours truly,
a
m
A call from you would be appreciated.
In Lincolnville, between John C. Miller’s
was received from ex-President, Rev. Harry
Lutz of Newton, Mass., too late to be read
place and Wadsworth’s stream, a pocketMe.
book containing about fifty dollars.. Finder
at the meeting: “Wish I might be at the meetEvery
Night
ing this afternoon Indeed, I shall be in thought
please return to I. V. MILLER, Belfast, and
and interest. With greetings and best wishes."
THE CITY BAKERY. receive a reward.
20tf
owned by the Pentaken out on Gilchrest’s maseek for a general overhauli that she will go on the BelIslesboro route the first of

\

The street sprinkler went
the rounds Mon

day.

C.L. WRIGHT
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SPECIAL SALE
Saturday, May

I

WANTED

J«

riouldings,!*

(TIRL

5^

*

►J

I The Opera House,

PAPERS, l^

Jap=a=Iac, Liquid Veneer,

"8 Dry Paste,

^

To Let

Ready nixed Paints 8*

ESTABROOK’S

£

21.

*

LOST

^

JAMES H. HOWES.

*

CARLE & JONES, Belfast,

*
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Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and At a Probate Court, held at
Belfast
the Countv of Waldo, on the 10th day of
W8,d0-08
May, a. D. 1910.
F. shute, guardian of Irene Shute,
N. PENDLETON, executor
of m
minor heir of Marv E, Shute, late of Belfast,
will of Phineas Pendleton, late of L ^
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having prein said
County of Waldo, deceased i^'vIHH
tented a petition praying for a license to sell at
sented a petition praying that the JikW
public or private sale ana convey certain real es- bate may determine who are entitled t? .'1
tate of «ald minor, described In said petition.
ance of said estate now in his hands
m,’ l1” aHU
tion, their respective shares therein u,
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to ! the
1
same to be distributed
all persons interested by causing a copy of this !
accordingly
order to be published three weeks successively
Ordered, That the said petitioner lmvp
all
persons interested by causing a e0. "^HH
>n The RepublicafeJournal, a newspaper publishorder to be published three weeks
ed at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said ill Tlie Republican .Journal, a newsr,
County, on the 14th day of June. a. D. 19i0 llslied at helfast, tliat they may appear1' r.iHP
bate Court, to beheld at helfast, witln
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
said County, on the 14th day of .1, ,lllI^BI
if any they have, why tae prayer of said peti4
tioner should dot be granted.
1910, at ten of the clock beiure noon
j^BI
«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
cause, if any they have, why the pr;tv.
'M
A true copy. Attest:
petitioner should not be granted.
m^B!'
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register,
GEO. E. JOHNSON

Literary News and Notes.
On his

Ala
for

from Panama Editor Joe

return

The cover design of the May nunJper
of the Woman’s Home Companion ismnusually attractive, even for that pu'.lication, and the entire magazine lives up to
A superb
the standard set by the cover.
new painting by Jessie Willcox Smith,
“Let Dogs Delight to Bark and Bite,”
is reproduced in full color on a large mat.
The fiction is evidently the result of the
most careful selection among the popular authors.
“The Empty House,” by
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, is concluded
“The House of
with dramatic force.
Healing,” Juliet Wilbor Tompkins' enticing serial, adds another installment to

1

run the chance of losing it by slight neglect or wi*h
unknown remedies. The true
L. F.
Atwood's
Medicine, for over half a century, has been a standard
remedy for constipation. It keeps stomach and
family
bowels right. The health and happiness of all can be

to

had with an occasional dose of the true “L. F.”
Atwood’s Medicine.
Rangely, Me.
“/ have used *L. F.' A tivootTs Medicine for the
last five years for the whole family. It certainly has
done us lots of good."
Mrs^MARV BALCH ELDER.

APPLY

A Question.
Where is the beauty that can compare
With the glossy coat of an animal’s hair?
Silky and soft, that clothes them about;—
Their beautiful eyes, that put to shame
All of our boasted charms, and seem
To make us of commoner, uglier clay!
Fools that ye.are! vaunt yourselves, if ye may
That ye have souls, whilst these others, they
Who give their hearts and their lives to us,
In humble service, and loving trust,
Are forever barred from our Heaven;
Are only an animate Dust!
Think you ‘twill be forgiven?
—Elizabeth Jacobi in Our Dumb Animals for

May.
Clubbing Offers. The following clubbing
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It g
also necessary to say that none of these publications are mailed with The Journal or from
this office. We have to pay for these publications one year in advance, and they are then
sent from their respective offices to our subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as follows
for one year's subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home.$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.2.25
The Journal and McCall's Magazine.2.10
The Journal and New Idea Magazine.2.10
The publications included in our clubbing offers may be sent to different addresses.

Hives,
crazy.
Doan’s
cases.

eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you
Can't bear the touch of your clothing.
Ointment cures the most obstinate
Why suffer. All druggists sell it.

THE

A true copy. Attest:
.Chas. P.

Thompson Manufacturing Company
CHURCH STREET.

Waldo County General
The

report

Hospital

At a Probate Court held at Belfast within and
for the Comity of Waldo, on the 10th day of
Mav, A. 1). 1910.

IN

that we raise a like amount.

We

suc-

The report states that these duties have
been performed, and concludes with these

ceeded in

Petition praying tor a license to sell at public or
private sale and convey certain real estate of
said minors, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
this order to he published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
published at Belfast, that they may appear at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said Comity, on the 14th day of June. A.
1). 1910, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of
said petitioner should not be granted.

admitted six of whom

periods ranging

IA
CASTOR
For
The Kind You Have

dollar

|?XECU

patients for
half hour to six

were

one

hours.
Two hundred and seventy-three days of free
care and treatment have been given to admitted patients and twenty-four free dressings I
have been done for out-patients.
|
The free

treatments at ward rates repre-

$434.

sents

patients however poor or whatever physical condition, except those with contagious
diseases have been refused admittance.
No

Signature

Always Bought

srtf

Bears the

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
May, A. 1). 1910

QTEPHEN
ij B. Willis,

SHUTE, guardian of Fannie
Josephine M.'VMis and Hope E.
Willis, minors of Providence, Ritode Island, hav>ng presented a petition praying for a license to
sell at public or private sale anil convey certain
veal estate cf said minors, described in said
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks
successively in
Lhe Republican Journal, a newspaper
published
at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, oil the 14th day ot June, A. 1). 1910,
ten

of

PRIZES

Offered by Maine Dairymen's Association
for 1910.
At a recent meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Maine Dairymen’s Assogiation it was decided to offer the fol-

lowing premiums to be competed for
the annual meeting of the Association
be held in Augusta, December 5th

at
to
to

9th:

EXECUTOR’S

to

De

•
*«———— aw

■

Tie

Attest:
t'HAs. p.

NOTICE.

i<

The subset*

of

neia at

CHARLES H.

Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

WRIGHT,

late of Ja-

in the County of Waldo, deceased,
a
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present tlie sail

:

tlement,

and ail indebted thereto are
to make payment immediately.
FltED W. WUhii

Jackson, May 10,1910.

Hazeltine, Register.

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives

Belfast, within and
the 10th day of

on

pointed

N JT1CE. The subsen
that she has been
the last will and

nonce
executrix of

of

HELLEN FLOOD, late of Non
Couuty of Waldo, deceased. A
demands
against the estate ■>;
having
ceased an- desired to present the same
J ANE
the

m

ment. and all indebted thereto are re-j
make payment immediately.
ESTELLE L. LO.M:
Northport, May lo, 19K.

I
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
jA. scriber hereby gives notice that lc
>f
e-*
administrator
the
duly appointed
WOODBURY D. THOM ISON, late
terport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,
All person
bonds as the* law directs
demands against ilie estate of said <h
desired to present the same for >eitl.-n
all indebted thereto are requested to
ment immediately.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belon the 10th day of May, 1010.
Fred
Pendleton, executor of the last will of Phineas
Pendleton, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented his first account of

CHARLES H. THO.v

N.

Bangor, Me., February s. I9ln.
1
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives n nice *1:
duly appointed admini-drator of

A

been
of

>

■

|

‘B*

Xj by gives notice that lie lias been
pointed executor of the last will and

interested

President Hyde of Bowdoin college has
called a conference on rural betterment
administration ot said estate for allowance.
to be held in the historical rooms, WaterOrdered, that notice thereof be given, three
ville, May 25th, at 10 o’clock in the fore- _ChasL P.JHazkltINK, Register.
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
noon, under the auspices of the interde- At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and a
newspaper published in Belfast, in said Counfor the ( ounty ot Waldo, on the second Tues- ty, that all persons interested
nominational commission. Each denomimay attend at a
day of May, A. D. 19LO
nation in the State has been asked to
; Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
certain instrument, purporting to be the last day of June next, and show cause, if any they
appoint six delegates and most of them
will and testament oi William (J. Fuller
have,why the said account should not be allowed.
have already responded favorably. The late ot Unity, in said
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
County of Waldo, deceased’
A true copy. Attest:
Maine Bible Society the State Grange having been presented for probate, together with
a petition praying that Clara K. Fuller
( has. p. Hazhltink, Register.
and several local granges, the four colmay he
appointed administratrix of the estate of said
leges of Maine and the Bangor Theologi- deceased, with will annexed.
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
The subA
cal Seminary, will be represented by dele- * Ordered, That notice be
scriber hereby gives notice that be has
given to all persons in- been
ointed
administrator
of
the esduly
ypj
terested
The
of
the
a
conference
will
by causing
gates.
object
copy ol this order to be
tate of
be to take into consideration the moral | published three weeks successive ly in The KeCYNTHIA
publican
M.
Journal,
at
Belfast, that they
LEVENSELLER, late of Lincolnand religious conditions now existing in ; may appear at a published
» rebate Court, to be
held at
vilie,
the eural communities of Maine, with : Belfast, within and for said County, on tin* sec- in the
County of Waldo, deceased, and given
ond l uesday of June next, at ten of the cluck
be
bonds as the law directs. All peisons liaviug
special reference to establishing centers lore noon, and show cause, if
any they have, why
demands ag:»in>t the estate of said deceased are
for social comment such as neighborhood ; the same should not be
proved, approved and al- desired t»>
the same for settlement, and
houses and the employment of mission- lowed and the prayer of the petitioner granted. all indebtedpresent
thereto are requested to make payGEO-E.
aries or district visitors and other methment immediately.
JOHNSON,
Judge.
A trust copy. Attest:
FRANCIS H. LEVENSELLER
ods of reaching all the people and raising
Chas. P. Hazei.tixk, Register.
Lincolnvilie, May 10, 1010.
the standard of community life.

CLASS I.

k
§

Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Beifast that they

A

A

CORN

^

are

WALDO
fast.

of the clock before noon, and show cause!
any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:

su!

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published tnree weeks successively
in Tile Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 14th day of June, a. I*.
11)10, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazf.ltink, Register.

S. L.

lie

er hereby gives uo'ice that he ha
appointed administrator of the estate
julia a. Hancock, lateof is,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,

estate of said deceased.

Belfast, within and
the 10th day of

on

I

ceased are desired to present thesaim
ment, and all indebted thereto are
make payment immediately.
GEORGE B. Til.:
Omngton, May 10, 1910.

LINDLEY

__Chas

IORs’ NOTICE.

WILLIAM H. WORK, laie of Ja

j

in the County of Waldo, ih ceased,
All pcrsi-i
bonds as the law direcs.
f said
demands against the estate
arc desired to present ilie same for -■;
and all indebted thereto are request*-

paviuent immediately.

MARK S.

S

Jackson, May 10, 1911).
A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. 1
i\ er hereby gives notice that he ha>
appointed administrator of the estate
BELINDA LITTLEFIELD, late of V*
in the County of Waldo, deceased

r

bonds as the law direct s. All pei son
demands against the esinte *>f said «I*
desired to present the same for sen a
all indebted thereto an; requested to n
Unlit

immediately.

FREDERICK L. BA

Monroe, May 10, 1U10.

---

Best ten ears flint corn, grown and exhibited by a boy IS years of age or under,

First, 85.00. Second, $3.00. Third, $2.00.
CLASS II.

r

A

Best single ear flint corn, grown and
exhibited by a boy 18 years of age or un-

der, First, $3.00. Second, $2.00. Third,
$1. 0.
CLASS III.

Best ten
hibited

by

ears

flint

man,

a

$300. Third, $2.00.

corn

grown and

'

I

exhibited

First, $5.00. Second,

by

a

ear

$2.00. Third, $1.00.

CLASS V.
ucsl

Ltn

ears

mill,

corn,

esiauusneu as

a

Ale:

Domestic,
Imported and
CLICQUOT

ex-

flint corn grown and
man, First, $300, Second,

three
kinds of

are

different

Ginger

CLASS IV.

Best single

HERE

Those who have

all

and because its quality and taste

are

undeniably superior.

(Pronounced Kleek-o Club)

Ginger Ale
The best fresh ginger and the best

(not saccharine) are used in
Clicquot Club, with a dash of pure
citric fruit flavor. The water (Clicquot
Spring water) is the best gii ger ale
water in the world;
sugar

the
ing and
oerfect.

carbonatbottling is

Clicquot Club Ginger
Ale is non-astringent.
BIRCH BEER

ROOT BEER
SARSAPARILLA
BLOOD ORANGE

Tfce

by the best

Clicquot Club Co.
gplis. Mass.

\
m

Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weakthe bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
Doan’s Regulets. They operate easily
tone the stomach, cure constipation.

For^Sale

Get

Indigestion.
KndnlFor
**

*

“V *** Relieves sour stomach,
palpitation of the heart Diveata whatyou eat
i

■Mt

^yji|
m
,2pf|]
jSK

'JK

grocers

■

ens

A

SquareTiano
y

i8ti

for Sale

THE—-

.,-•==:

or

Rent.

APPLY AT

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

AND your favorite home paper

p^The
S

and LEMON SODA
Sold

Maine,

_____

H

Other Clicquot beverages:

interested, please forward your name
and address to Leon S. Merrill, Augusta,

»

New York Tribune Farmer

TO

SUBSCRIPTION*-f

three

kinds, prefer Clicquot Club, because
it lacks the burning sting in other
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Republican Journal^ !
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The Tribune Farmer
Is

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date illustrated national
Special pages for Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and most

weekly.

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of every practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The

subscription price of

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

subscribers and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer
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certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of Priscilla a. Mathews,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

court,

'S
.•

bonds as the law directs. All perse
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same foi
ami all indebted thereto are request*
payment immediately.
FRED E. I*
lslesboro, May to, 1910.

rrooaie

B

3

EVANS, late of Swa
in the
oi.nty of Waldo, deceased
demand'!
having
against tlie estate

At a Probate Court held at Be’fast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. I). 1910.

a

H

Cl.ARA A.

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

ai

-^B
■!

of

H. MOSHER, creditor of Wiillam H.
Hall, late of Unity, in said County of Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that he may he appointed administrator of the

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
P. IIazkltine, Register.

Wulmi',

±J by gives notice that he nas het
pointed executor of tlie last wli 1 am,

Ordered, That the said petitioner give not ce to
all per'sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of June, A. I) 1910,

At a Probate Court held at
tor the County of Waldo,
May. A. 1). lv 10.

it

distinct Maine variety; first, $5.00;
second, $3.00; third, $2.00.
This premium is open to competition by all
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
persons within the State.
Any one
Chester Cook was in Monroe Tuesday on entering in this class will not be perbusiness.
mitted to enter in classes I or III. In
Frank Condon of Waterville visited his
addition to these regular premiums spebrother, Harry Condon, over Sunday.
cial prizes will be offered as follows:
George Williston has gone to Troy to pass
C. E. Tripp of Ripley, for thl best two
the summer with his brother, Charles Willisears of flint corn grown from “Pride of
ton.
Lakeside”, variety by a boy 12 years of
Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Stevens of Burnham were
age or under, five dollars in gold.
in town last Friday for a brief visit with relaDr. George M. Twitchell of Auburn,
tives.
has offered to add one dollar to each of
Miss Anna Page has returned to North port the six
prizes offered for the best ear
after a short visit here at the home of her
and the best ten ears grown by the boys.
aur.t, Mrs. William K. Lancey.
These premiums referred to will be
Dr. E. A. Porter received his new automobile found in the list offered
by the Associaand
this
week
is
initiated
into tion.
Monday,
being
Any boy applying to Dr. Twitchthe mysteries of driving without reins.
ell will be furnished with one ear of flint
Charles B. Sampson of Freedom has been corn which was grown by him in 1909.
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Anna
visiting
Stephenson Applications for this seed will be booked
for a few'days this week. He made the trip in and filled as
long as the seed lasts, in the
his automobile.
order in which the requests are received.
B. C. Bean and Hugh Johnson were in CamThe New England Corn Exposition is
den Saturday to join Mrs. Bean, who was call- to be held in Worcester, Mass., from
ed to that place last week on account of the November 7th to
12th, inclusive, at which
serious illness of a relative.
time $5,000 in premiums will be offered.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Watts made an auto The New England States have been ditrip Sunday in the vicinity of Unity and called vided into zones so as to equalize the opupon a niece of Mrs. Watts who is assisting in
portunities for farmers to compete for
the care of Mrs. Fred Sayward.
the prizes offered. There is also more
than
Rev. William Forbes Emery, D. D.,i nd fami$300 offered in corn prizes for Maine
ly arrived in town Thursday and were the growers alone.
This is evidently to be a corn year so
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost over Sunday. They are now getting settled in the far as efforts made by those interested in
Methodist parsonage and soon will be ready to its culture is
concerned. There can be
receive all friends in the church and communno question concerning the
desirability of
ity.
growing more corn in Maine, thus takMrs. Frances Homer of Bucksport, Grand ing the place of the
large amount of
Warden of fhe Rebekah Assembly of Maine, W estern corn
purchased by our farmers.
was in town Wednesday en route to Harmony
The secretary of the association desires
to.attend the fifth anniversary of the Rebekah
to receive the names of such farmers as
Lodge. She was accompanied from here by
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Frost. Mrs. Frost was pres- are interested in corn growing so that he
ent at the organization and is looked upon as
may be able to give out such informasort of a “mother” to Harmony Lodge. A detion as well as to give such co-operawas
lightful evening
enjoyed by all.—Pitts- tive assistance as may be possible. If

It is well to cure a cold, but better to prevent
As soon%8 you feel a cold coming on, take
one or two '‘Lane’s Pleasant Quinine Tablets.”
You will not have a cold and the Tablets will
leave you feeling better than ever. They cure
grip in a few hours. 26c. a box at druggists
and dealers.

Belfast, within and
the lOih day of

on

deceased.

limy (tppeiu

'^B
HI

at ten of ilie clock before noon, ami
if any they have, why the piayei oi
er should not be grained.
GEO. E. JOHN.si
A true copy. Attest:
C'ilAH. 1’. HaZELTIMv, |.

WELLINGTON w. WHITNEY, brother of
M
Annie M. Lincoln, late of Sear.-mont, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition praying that Ralph O. Mason may be
appointed administrator of the estate of said

A true copy.

at

Infants and Children.

An old friend in Aroostook county has

BETTER THAN A CUtE.

from

A true copy.

For Rural Betterment.

just harvested six thousand barrels of
potatoes from fifty acres which sold for a

it

when

NEW

field Advertiser.

JOHN

1

patients | treasurer, $1,088.15; cash in hands of suduring the winter months. The doors | perintendent, $47.45; due from State aphave been taken out, windows put in and propriation, $500; due from patients disthe space around them fitted and fur- charged, $268.92; due from patients in
nished like the rest of the building, mak- the hospital, $276.50: estimated old acing the room one of the best in the hospi- counts, $200; due from subscribers, $57.
tal for cold as well as warm weather. The Total assets, $2,438.02. Deficit, $47.27.
hall above and the operating room have The deficit at the time of the last annual
AND APPLES
ENGLAND.

Probate Court ln*ld at
for the County of Waldo,
May, A. D. 1910.

,.

having presented a petition praying .,'
to sell at public or private sale am.
tain real estate of said minor, do m
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner gi
ail persons interested by causing a
order to be published three weeks sm
The Republiea \ Journal, a newspap.
at
eltast, that they may appeal
Court, to be held at i.ellast, within
County, on the 14th day oi June,

Hazeltine, Register.

At a

throughout, the walls and ceil- $298.50.”
I
ing painted, and everything done to put
Accompanying this report is the report TOSEPII W. ADLINOTOK. guardian of Walit in first class condition. A class room of the Advisory Board, signed by S. W
w
ter 11. Bicktord and Laura E. Bickford, havpresented a petition praying for a license to
has been provided with the necessary Johnson, President, and Adelbert Millett, ing
sell at private sale and convey certain real estate
of said wards, described iu said petition.
paraphernalia for the student nurses. secretary. This board, by vote of the
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
The legislature during its session of 1909 associaten one year ago, is ‘‘composed
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
to be published three weeks successively
appropriated $1,000 for a new heating of all the regularly graduated and regis- II order
in 1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper publishplant. A first class steam plant was put tered physicians who are members of ed at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
to be held at Beltast, within and for said
in last September and has proved entire- the corporation and who are practicing jI Court,
County, on the 14th day of June, A. D. 1910,
ten
at
of
the clock before noon, and show cause,
in Waldo County” and their duties are as if
ly satisfactory.
j any they have, why the prayer of said petitionis
now
the
institution
on
er
should
and
elect
the
not be granted.
follows:
nominate
‘‘To
“Financially
i
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
a sound basis.
During the month of members of the Medical and Surgical
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Register.
February a letter was written to Ira M. staff; to designate their term of service;
Cobe of Chicago, setting forth the needs to make proper and necessary rules and Ij At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
of the institution. He replied immediate- regulations for the internal manageMay, A. I). 1910.
ly, offering to subscribe $500 per annum ment of the hospital and to select and
i>. SHUTE, guardian of Sidney Shute,
KALPH
Bertram Shute and Winnifred Shute, minors
for a period of five years on condition
employ the superintendent of nurses.” of L>>8
Angeles, California, having presented a

left which made it too cold for

POTATOES

BELFAST.

PROBATE NOTICES

been Repainted. The maternity ward has ! meeting was $345.77. The deficit has
beencompleted,thefinish put on, hardwood therefore in the past year been reduced

of the President and direc- ! floors laid

■

Resolutions heartily reaffirming faith
in p’.e Prohibitory Law of the State, and
commending Governor Fernald for his
attitude were passed May 11th at the
closing session of the 23d annual convention of the Cumberland County W. C. T.
U., which was held in Stroudwater May
loth and 11th.
In every way the convention was one of the most successful
the county organization has held, the at- |
tendance being large, and the program
marked by features which were entertaining and full of practical suggestions. I
The presence of the National president,
Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens; the National
vice president-at large, Miss Anna M.
Gordon and the National organizer, Mrs.
Effie M. Lambert, added to the interest
of the convention.

TO

HAZELTINK, hr.

ilie’ioi.l^^nHI

A

GirlsWanted

Attest:
CHA8. P.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast
for the County of Waluo, on
"
May, A. D. 1910.
R. HURD, guardian of Rosc<„
Dean, minor son of Lyoia a. ]>,
Northport, in said County of

certain Instrument, purporting to be tli& last
will and testament of Janet Smart, late of
Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having beef! presented for probate.
Ordered, ThaliLutice be given to all persons interested by causiife a copy of this order to he
ptihliMfed three weeks successively in The Republican Journal,-published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to he held at
Belfast, within and fur said County, on the sec
ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show' cause, if any they
have,
why the same should not he proved, approved
and allowed.
GKO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.

the trade mark—“L. F
is in large red letters
the bottle you get. 35 cents for a large bottle.
Write for liberal sample to

sure

THE^^^MEDICIN^a^PortlandjMe.

and a half per barrel, and were
grown at a total cost of sixty dollars per
tain.”
acre, because of a high state of cultivation and abundance of nitrogen in the
There is a startling interest in the ac- soil from clover roots.
count given in the opening pages of the
A neighbor in Monmouth, in Central
Atlantic for May by Charles Terry DeMaine, has finished harvesting twentythe
chances
taken
the
officers
of
laney
by
one hundred bushels from seven acres on
of ocean liners in order to gratify the old land.
These were grown at a total
tourists’ demand for quick passage. cost of
eighty dollars per acre, which is
Lieutenant Delaney, who is an officer of the usual allowance in this section.
A Vermont farmer has just sold his
long service, turns inside out his professional knowledge, telling how record one hundred acre orchard for fifty thouow
sand dollars, and the crop since harvestpassages are invariably “faked,”
frequently “chances” are taken in order ed is valued at seventeen thousand dola
to land passengers
few hours earlier, lars.
and how vessels are often entrusted to
A neighbor -n Monmouth refused ninemen worn by watching beyond the point
teen hundred dollars for a three-acre
where they can be of real service. It all orchard set thirteen years ago. Another
makes a most illuminating story. To would not sell a six-acre orchard set in
this May number of the Atlantic John 1891 for seven thousand
dollars, because
Burroughs contributes a typical paper, it is paying better than bank dividends
“Through the Eyes of the Geologist;” on that amount. Another of four acres
while other contributions of importance could not be
bought for five thousand
are Sydney Brooks’ “England and Gerdollars for the same reason. There is an
William
Peter
Hamilton’s "The orchard set by an old
many;”
physician on land
Case for the Newspapers”; "Does it Pay for which he
paid three dollars per acre,
to Serve the United States?” a searching which was sold a few
years ago for three
analysis of Civil Service conditions by An thousand dollars and could not be bought
Ex-Official; and “On the Road to Ore- today for twice that.
gon,” by Charles M. Harvey. In the
A lot of trees, condemned to be cut
Diary oi Gideon Welles the story pursues down in 1907, were purchased by me,
the account of the struggle between Presipruned and cleaned up, May, 1908, and
dent Johnson and Congress. The stories fertilized the
past season with ten pounds
in this number are “Little Kaintuck,” by
per tree of Fisher formula fertilizer.
P.
and
Tom“The
Margaret
Montague,
The great growth of wood, size, strength
boy,” by Anna Fuller. There are poems and vigor of leaves and abundance of
by 0. W. Firkins, Fannie S. Davis, and fruit buds today, tell the story of radical
Michael Earls, while the number is comregeneration. I could not afford to sell
pleted by a sprightly Contributors’ Club. these trees for fifty dollars each. —Dr.
G. M. Twitchell in “On New England
Gov. Fernald Commended.
Farms,” May National Magazine.

vainly grasping vigorous sayings
than it can hope to re-

A true copy,

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. 1). 1910.

—

Be
on

obtaining subscriptions to the
i he best review of Holman Day s new
intendent. A room on the same floor amount of $114 in Searsport and $443 in statistics of the work of the hospital:
book, “The Ramrodders,” that has come
used by the housekeeper Belfast, Brooks, Searsmont, Thorndike
The present nursing staff consists of two
to our notice was published in the New which had been
student nurses and one
It does not, however, ap- and janitor as a sleeping room has been and Unity, in all $557. Mr. Cobe sent graduate nurses, three
York Times.
probationer.
prove of the women in the story and says: made into a dining room for the nurses. his cheek for $500 and $500 has been colThe first patient entered the Hospital May
“It is not often that in a political novel
It was painted, a hardwood floor laid and lected on subcriptions here. The finance 20, 1909.
one is inclined to skip the love story for
In all 134 patients have been admitted since
W'aiter just committee reports the standing of the
the sake of the politics, but this is the a door cut through to a dumb
May 20, 1909— 97 surgical and 37 medical; 110
case with The Ramrodders.” The Times outside connecting with the kitchen. The
hospital as follows: Liabilities: outside surgical operations have been performed and
commends the book in other respects in front hall had been made into a room accounts, $1,735.29; loans, $750; total, 6 surgical patients have died. Of the 37 medical cases treated, 7 have died. Of the thirteen
the highest terms and says in conclusion:
but the outside double doors had been $2,435.29. Assets: Cash in hands of deaths, seven were in moribund condition

memo: v
more numerous

■

FRED

-*

tors of the Waldo County General Hospital shows this institution to be in exMiss Marshall, supercellent condition.
intendent for the past six months, has
!
satisfaction and has
its popularity. Annie Hamilton Donnell given the greatest
draws the simple story of a lonely col- done much to keep the standard of the
lege girl in “The Family of Terese,” institution high. She is ably assisted by
and the late Myra Kelly’s East Side chil- an efficient
cotjos of nurses. Of the janidren once more make us smile in “Bailand housekeeper the report says:
tor
not
ail
is
ey's Babies.’’ The magazine
fiction and art, however.
Spring and “We are fortunate in having secured
summer fashions are arrayed in tempt- I the services of a housekeeper and janitor
ing pages, including an excellent colored who are capable, industrious and ecoplate. “A Gambrel-Roofed Cottage”
are thoroughly interis described for the prospective home- nomical, and who
builder, “Mission Bedroom Furniture” ested in the welfare of the institution.
is attractively and practically explained
Of the internal improvements it is said:
with working models, and a long article
The room adjoining the reception room,
and
is devoted to the latest outdoor
garhas been painted and had a roll-top desk
dening books.
put in for a private office for the super-

"That it holds such a creation as Thelismer Thornton is enough to place the
book in the front rank of recently published novels. For many reasons it should
appeal to a more thoughtful public than
these often reach. Apart from its admirable qualities as a story, it says the
decisive word upon legislative prohibition; and. while it does not attempt to
“the everlasting problem” of
solve
achieving civic righteousness with imperfect human instruments, it makes
pretty plain the way not to do it, and
throws light upon the one path to it attainment. Yet it holds no brief: it never
pauses to preach. From first to last it is
a story carrying the reader along with it,
and. leaving him with one figure bulking
large in his imagination, and with his

XIa.dTbV*

DANIEl

the National Magazine proChappie,
ceeded to prepare for the May number an
exhaustive and elaborately illustrated
account of his pilgrimage to the Isthmus,
under the simple, impressive title, “The
Panama Canal As It Is.” The article is
preceded by “An Industrial Epic,” a
veritable prose poem, contributed by
Professor L. II. B liley, of Cornell University, who was on the Isthmus with
the editorial party. The readers are furnished with a specially prepared, tivopage map in colors, which has been pronounced far superior to anything yet
published. Every phase of Canal construction is discussed with the cheery
the
National.
freedom peculiar to
Whether he finds himself trudging
through cuts, bowling along on dirt
trains, whisking over the rails in an inspection or “rubber neck" car. bounding
along Panamanian streets in the curious
little cabs, or dining with the laborers or
in state at Hotel Tivoli—it is all the same
to Editor Joe.
Every phase of the work
is touched upon and the description includes an appropriate historic outline
going back to the days of Balboa.
of

The Tribune Farmer, one year,
The Republican Journal, one year,

$1.00
2.00

Both for $2.25.

Republican Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.
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ation with no

friendly nation to help us. to the high wind and sea
I
the greater part
England and France had large shipg of of the night was used
in making the
war to protect their own
commerce; transfer and in
o JOHNSON OF LIBERTY.
putting a prize crew cn
and
themselves
Spain
Portugal protected
! "oard the Moorish ship. Meanwhile the
II
as best they could by
blockading the
r'B "as *ost s>ght of and was not
discondition
the
I
|
Straits of Gibraltarjand all of them were
pter gave
until the
following day when she
he Continental Congress urging the barbarians to rob us because ! covcrfd
was sighted
coming around Cape de Gatte
-h war of the Revolution, we were a little fellow and could not from
the eastward, and well in
we
shore, and
low ebb.
Indeed,
help ourselves. But there soon came a the wmds were so light that she
was not
officers who had serv- time when retribution was to be dealt !
recaptured until late that night. The
But
after
v3r resigned.
out to those pirate States, and dealt out Moors
confessed that they had come out
!
Constitution and the by the weakest and most remote
power. ! for the sole purpose of
cruising for and
one a nation, as it was
In the first decade of this country the
capturing American ships or vessels,
people, commerce barbarians were taken in hand in good
The morning after the
recapture of
began to grow and earnest. The first ships were sent therb the
brig the Moorish captain was re!
increase. This was in
1802, and were the President, frigate. quested by Captain Bainbridge to exhibit
case with all of New Commodore
Dale, who was 1st Lieut, I to him his orders which authorized him
the cities in the Union with Paul Jones on board the Bonne to
! capture American vessels, to which
.Itimore. New Orleans, Homme Richard mentioned in
my first he replied that he had none. To

the old navy.
...

""

h

attack them, while the larger eeeels assailed the batteries and the town.

were to

Early in Augu t the American squa'r n
of the town
approached within gunshot
of shot and
fire
tremendous
a
! and opened
shell, which was promptly responded to
by the Tripolitan ships and batteries.

■

i"
i'
«"

became a great shipat that time belong to
By the year 1800 we
naive trade with all the

1

t

f
■c

and with the East and
11. and a new national
the

and known

-een

it

was

not

muc^

particularly

re-

the case

known as the Bar-

-n

look

on the map you
you pass through the
r into the Mediterran-

1

*

rboard band, going in,
,d the land along the
is what

i’-. rranean sea
:

the

Barbary States
Algeria and

Morocco,

l

iers on the Atlan-

.or

Mediteranean

lay along

i

sea.

the coast

ar. in the order named.
fthese States or prin-

;

tever

named,

were

a

Turks, Arabs, Jews
all were freebooters,
They were absolute

;

t

At the same time the two divisions of
! gunboats—the first under the command
of Captain Richard Somers and the second under the command of Captain
Stephen Decatur, who had just been pro-

moted for the gallant exploit previously
mentioned—advanced toward the enemy.
This squadron was under the enemies’
fire for about two and one-half hours,
a greater part of the time within pistol
shot, ranging by them in deliberate succession, alternately silencing their fires,
and launching its thunders into the very
palace of royalty, while a yet more animated battle was ragingin another quarter. What the Turks themselves thought
of these demonstrations may be judged
from the fact that the governor, affecting at first to despise his assailants and
their attack, was soon glad to run in
dismay to a bomb proof apartment in his
castle, and the sons of the prophet said
in their rage: “The English, French and
Spanish consuls, have told us that the
Americans are a young nation and got

the

article; the frigate Philadelphia, Capt. question why he had captured the brig
Barron; frigate Essex, Captain Bain- I he answered that as there was some misbridge, and schooner Enterprise. Lieut. | understanding between his master and
Starrett. Commodore Dale was in com- the U. S. consul at Tangier he was inmand of the fleet, and in obedience to duced to commit this act in
anticipation
orders he appeared with hi3 fleet off Al- of a war between his
country and the
giers, Tunis and Tripoli in the winter of United States, and which he thought was
1802.
inevitable. Capt. Bainbridge observed
For three hundred years these pirates to him that as that W’as his intention behad been permitted to ravage the com- fore sailing from his home
port he ought
merce of the Mediterranean sea, and as
| not, as an honorable officer, to have
I have previously
statfd England had availed himself of the protection of the
been the only power strong enough to American consul's
papers to enable him
suppress them. But in order to maintain to practice a deception upon the Ameriher dominance as Mistress of the Seas can cruisers. Captain
Bainbridge exshe permitted them to keep on in their pressed an unwillingness to believe that
villianous work, ami so continue to be a a man of his education and ability should
scourge to the other European powers. act thus dishonorably without orders
She emphasized such a policy by paying from his emperor. The Moorish Comto those barbarians a tribute so great mander still
persisting in his first denial,
that other nations would be greatly em- Captain Bainbridge turned to him and
barrassed if they attempted to buy im- sternly remarked: “Then, sir, I must
munity from their,plunderings, and when consider you as a pirate and shall feel
we became a nation our
exasperated obliged to treat you as such." Pulling

their independence by reason of the help
of France; that they had but a small
were without
navy and all their officers

experience,

[
j
j

i

But not all their

•

depreda-

eyes.
Preble now

exactions,

j
t

from that coast would

f

found the
thick as

c

r.

r.

ships they wishflies and all the

T.pany were compelled to
This comif protection.

t

v

come

ducted similar to the Brited, it was one of the conrbarter that they should
■

their officers and
times

with

government in
ivernment required
he

_

their

navy, having
in the war with us, just closed.”

lost all their

a

ships

So that when
tiate with the

we attempted to negoBarbary States the diplo-

matic hand and the cloven foot of Great
Britain were in evidence in all directions.

But we had great men at the head of our
affairs, as well as brave men to handle
our

Listen to the poet of that

ships.

day,

who writes:
Never since

the argo floated in the middle

sea

of these ships Such noble men and valiant have sailed in company
be skilled in seamanAs the men who went with Preble at the siege
igation and the ships
of Tripoli.
carry at least two 24- Stewart, Bainbridge, Hull, Decatur—
How their names ring out like gold.
small arms, boarding
Lawrence, Porter, Trippe, McDonough,
repel boarders. They And a score or more as bold.
Every star that lights their banner
v a Board of Admiralty,
Trflls the story that they won.
*who had the control of But one common sailor's glory
the promotion of the Is the glory of the sun.

officers

t:

:

r

rood story is told on
He was
these ships.

a
a

the way most of the
•et were Scotchmen, as
This

ship

was

the Indies with

f

weo,

homea

large

and when off the
saw hundreds of

they

■

!

tend to

from the coast head-

ut

ihem and knew that

The story of the siege and capture of
Tripoli is somewhat vague and uncertain,

official records were properly kept.
In August, 1801, the Enterprise, Lieut.
Starrett, fell in with a Tripolitan ship of
war of equal force.
The corsair fought
as no

bravely,

and even desperately, for more
than three hours. But better seamanship I
and good gunnery gave us the victory.

they Our

reported light, while their
ted. The captain, not loss was fifty. This was the first ship of
material as that other any nation tjiat surrendered to the flag
•: Paul Jones, showed the
of the United States. Subsequently quite
i went below and hid.

!

<is

a

brave and

gallant

r,

loss

was

1

tured

nn.,

by

us

during

that war.

Some of

good crew to back them undertook to deny that they were
fight and succeeded sailing under the orders from their reAfter the spective governments, but Captain Bain! orates off.
r the
captain came slin- bridge took the starch out of one of them
calling the mate to him and after that they never undertook to
I 'unkon, 1 will take the deny to what government they belonged
to report to the Admir- and under whose orders they were acting.
manner in which you This particular case was as follows: Capwhile I was dune winding tain Bainbridge in the frigate Philadelphia while cruising up the Mediterranean,
id and with some show off the coast of Spain, near Cape de Gatte,
lie British nation paid sighted a ship carrying only her foresails
s ates for the sake of
and with a brig in tow. It was in the
y iii the commerce of night time, her guns were housed, and it
This was particularly was not easy to determine just what her
new nation, the United
true character was. After repeated hailThese corsairs had ing it was ascertained that she was a
British that we were a ship of war from the Barbary States,
nation with no navy to whereupon Capt. Bainbridge ordered her
and they could rob us commanding officer to appear on board
Indeed, they had not the Philadelphia with his ship’s papers.

r

a

good

|

7

planned

to send

a

fire ship

harbor, but for just
what purpose has neve» yet been made
to me,

plain

to any
to on the

or'

spoken
Intrepid, the
have

one

else that

I

I

K

The

subject.

recaptured

JJllfSl

!

C

A llv:

liuucuai.

Somers,

was

V

Uia*C

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS. Manufactured
iu the Best Equipped Factory in the Country at Belfast. Maine.

|

manned

by picked

Several shots

were

Housekeeping

There

ers

and

sides.

with several cruis-

4.30 p. m., passed through the whole
fleet of the enemy and boldly warped
alongside and made fast to the Philadel-

phia. The

as

were

concerned.

was

complete.

reason

the

Intrepid

was

The

gallant

instantly boarded

crew

the

help

we

per-

The

Is it

Dey of Algiers in
Dey, thinking to be complimen1 tary, said to him, “your father is the
greatest pirate in the world, and I am
next.”

SHE

not think

to

expect his wife

a

to try

I
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DAILY. EXCEPT SUNDAY SERVICE

CAPITALIST,

THE

STEAMERS BELFAST AND CITY OF
BANGOR

as

an

Leave Belfast at 5 p. m., daily, except Sunday, (North port June 20th to September 5th,
inc.) for Camden, Rockland and Boston.
For Sears port, Bucksport, SV
interport and

Bangor, at 7.30 a. in., or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, daily, except

Monday.

li-ee

the

ot

charge

KKTI'ltNINU

Manager

and

Irani

particulars.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND

TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

|

Leave Boston, daily, except Sunday, at 5.00

p. m.

Leave Rockland, daily,
except Monday, at
5.15a. m., or on arrival of steamer from Boston
FRED W. BOTE, Agent.
Belfast. Maine.

Dr. John Stevens,
MIXER

BLOCK,

MAIN STREET.

SPECIAL IY—Diseases

of

the

Eye,

Ear. fhroat and Nose.

FOR SAUL
Business calling me away from Belfast the
greater part of the year, I wish tosell my residence, No. 10 Elm street, or will lease the
same ft, a term of
years to a desirable party
There is a commodious stable in
connection.
C. E. PHRKIi\S, Belfast. Maine.

February 24, 1910.—3mS

COFFEE

BELFAST FAIR

Rich and Fragrant.

Physicians

recommend it because the

V

For information, apply to

ORRIN J. DICKEY,
4tf

THE BUSINESS FOR SALE AS A

Belfast, Maine.

WHOLE OR IN PART

GUARANTEE.
Your money will be refunded without the
return of the coffee if it is not a little better
than the kind you have been using. You to
6wl7

judge.

for business, pleasure or investment: $300 lo $50,000; circular free, a postal brings it.
If you have a farm lo sell, send
for descriptive card and terms.

f

decided to close out our
business and will sell it as a
whole

We want agents where we are not now represented;
•end for blanks. Please mention this paper.

Devonshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

Cliff.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTO R I A

Afar,
The glint of a sail where sky meets sea;
The circling gulls where the pollock are;
And the ocean’s dread immensity.

Below,

gleaming rocks where the wet
lies;
The kelp that is streaming to and fro,
As the eddying tide begins to rise.
The

moss

TRUCKING

I am prepared to do general trucking. Orders left at Fogg & Coombs’ market will receive attention. Telephone 211; ring 13.

ELMER WHITEHEAD,
37 Northport Avenue.

14tf

in part.

It is

an op-

to secure an

old,

established and successful
business. We wish to sell at
once and will answer all enquiries at our office.

now

not

or

portunity

Established 1892

113

the

W e have

P. F. Leland’s Farm Agency

A. A. HOWES & CO.
On

agreed that the eczema
in the outer skin or epidermis, but in the inner skin. Hence a penetrating liquid is required, not an outward salve
that clogs the pores.
We recommend to all eczema patients the
standard prescription Oil of Wintergreen as
compounded in liquid form known as D. D. D.
Prescription. A trial bottle of this D. D. D.
Prescription, at only 25 cents, will instantly relieve the itch. We have sold and recommended
this remedy for years, and know of wonderful
We recommend it to our
cures from its use.
customers.
&
Wm. O. Poor
Son, druggists, Belfast.

AUGUST 16, 17, 18, 1910.

acrid bitter flavor of common coffee is
eliminated from the Tudor brand by mellowing it with age before roasting.

TO CURE ECZEMA
lodged

7 00
9 50

^Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
Agent, Belfast.
K E. BOOTHBY, General Passenger
Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.
|

tasiern

Call up the Local

WHY SALVES FAIL
are

I

6 55
7 00

Waldo..

without one?

.4 residence telephone is
office telephone.

be the

are

would

bound

1818 the

Scientists

9 00

Waterville.
Bangor.

Brooks.

everything.

man

fair for him

HE IS

of Kent visited the

germs

A.M.

far

in their villianous work. When the Duke

j

A.M.

7 00

sub-

suppress them. But in order to maintain her supremacy as mistress of the
sea, she had permitted them to keep on

ship

business

to do business

to ravage the commerce of
the Mediteranean.
England had been
the only sea power strong enough to

seventy of the barbarians to sword, and

in order to do

..trying to do business without
telephone.

permitted

Philadelphia, put

must have

a woman

untaiui

They

g: D-.

Portland. 10 35

you powder,
That ended all
so

o

PM.

Boston,

give

Their

7 45
7 53
S 15
S 39
S 4S
11 35
g 54
11 50

BELFAST

Citypoint....
Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.

themselves to indemnity for past extortions, to surrender all prisoners without
ransom, and to renounce all claim for
tribute in any and all forms against the
government of the United States, as well
as their barbarous practice of piracy and
reducing prisoners to slavery. For three
hundred years those pirates had been

of Americans

the rest into the sea set the

we

mission

mitted to do this was that she was one of
the vessels we had captured from them
and having their national appearance
she was not suspected. Under the pretense that she had lost both of her anchors she was permitted to work along-

driving

wniui

“that if

gunboats guarding her on all balls go with it.”
But the Intreped under the comtrouble with the Barbary States
the harbor at

mand of Decatur entered

side.

m

replied,

many details in the
and management of the

so

household that

terms and desired to make peace, which
was done, but it was not lasting.
True

iiiui a imic

Dalace.

are

provisioning

the command of the squadron, it being
grounded on a ledge of rocks understood that reinforcements were
in plain sight of the enemy. All atsoon to arrive and another attack was to
tempts to get the vessel off were in vain, be made. The Turkish ruler came to

Governor’s

TO

:

squadron

exposed to the to their characteristic
duplicity and
constant fire of these gunboats, which
treachery, the Algerine authorities on the
carried from two to five guns each. Bainbreaking out of the war between Engbridge was compelled to surrender the land and the United States, when we
ship after standing a^terrific fire for were unable to look after them by reason
more than five hours and (nmediate posof having our hands full, resumed their
session was taken of the frigate.
The
system of piracy and of extorting tribute
enemy swarmed on board of her from and
presents. But before they knew it,
every point like flies and indiscriminate
peace had been established between us
Decaensued.
Lieut.
plunder
Stephen
and Great Britian and Commodore Detur, a gallant officer of the squadron,
catur, with a strong fleet appeared beearly proposed a plan for the recapture fore their
ports and demanded retribuor the destruction of the Philadelphia
tion. He captured several of their vesand Commodore Preble directed him to
sels and compelled the Governor of Alproceed in the Ketch Intreped, carrying ;
giers to come on board his ship and on
four guns and seventy-five men, under
the quarter deck to sign a treaty to let
the escort of the Syren, Capt. Stewart,
us alone in
the future. The governor
in the prosecution of his plan. The Philif they could not give
whiningly
enquired
adelphia lay within half a gunshot of the
puwuci..

=

Portland

+739

A.M.

small vessel ventured too near the

was

•^o.v.v/.v: VSf IS

Benton

Bangor
Waterville.

Requires brains and executive ability
on the part of the
housekeeper.

in-

the

few hours’ time the sea around
her was covered with small Tripolitan

Business

"-««■

after the awful catastrophe, and all were
a prey to the most painful anxiety.
In

a

as a

4

ploded
to eternity without a moment’s warning.
Arrangements had been made for them
to signal the boats to come and take
them off when ready to explode.
But
no signals were
made. The explosion

terms

3 ir.
12
450

P.M.
3 20
t3 25
+3 35
3 47
359
4 l>5
4 13
435
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6 16
6 10
6 22
9 30

Clinton.

fired at her from

must have been premature.
Night hung heavily over that

12 15
02 20
+12 30
12 42
+12 54
1 00
105
1 30
154

Burnham, arrive.

shore batteries, but she had nearly gained her place of destination when she excrew

I*. M.

7 <>0
t7 05
Waldo .*7 15
Brooks. 7 27

Knox

squadron,
to bring the
ship out. At

and sent all of her brave

A.M.

Belfast, depart.

of the

crews,

KKLF.-ltl.

Thorndike.
Unity.

officers and crew of the fire
eight o’clock in the evening she stood into the harbor with a moderate breeze.

on

and she

FROM
,,

Citypoint.

shore and

gunboats

f

ajtuilll

morning no trace could be discovered
with that power on a greatly improved of the
Intrepid or her boats. This sad
footing. Commodore Preble now con- event was deeply deplored in the Urrwed
centrated his fleet before Tripoli, but
States, and in memory of the heroic dead
misfortune attended his first efforts to there was erected in the
city of WashOn arsubdue and capture that port.
ington a beautiful Doric monument on
riving off that port Captain Bainbridge the capitol grounds.
in the frigate Philadelphia was sent in
Soon after these events Commodore
to reconnoiter and while in eager pursuit
Barron relieved Commodore Preble in

and in

IyS

to conduct her

appointed

of the fleetest boats

their acceptance as
placed the relations of the United States

a

YORK.

NEW

COMPANY

On and after October 4. 1909. trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor,
Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows :

under suitable convoy to the mouth of
the harbor, and choice was made of two

turned towards Morocco, and
anchoring off Tangier in 1803 he humbled

of

COE-MORTIMER

H

§|

|

JACKSON & HALL. Belfast Agents.

THE

K

19.0

They

|

the Phila-

delphia, was selected for that purpose
and was filled with combustibles and ex»

let YOUR CROPS DECIDE

1857

-I

vessel in which De-

same

catur boarded and

was now

on fire and returned safely to the fleet
under the light of the burning frigate
without the loss of a single life.
This daring exploit caused the name
and the fame of Lieut. Stephen Decatur
These papers showed that she was a to ring through the entire land, and in
r mad because we had
a
d,
penitence, and the officers cruiser belonging to the Emperor of America it is ringing yet, and will contook every opportunity to Morocco, named the Meshboha, com- tinue so to do as long as this nation shall
humiliate us before the na- manded by Ibrahim Lubarez, mounting exist.
22 guns and carrying 125 men. As the
It is recorded that nothing could ex;
compelled to pay tribute to nationality of the Philadelphia was not ceed the rage of the Sovereign at the
7
States—money if we had made known, and it being in the night loss of this valuable prize. Barbarianhad it not they took what time, the Moorish captain was led to be- like he ordered all prisoners to be imj,
'hey wished, and in addition lieve she was an English ship. This cap- mediately surrounded by a strong guard
between the
men out of our
ships and set tain was a man of education and spoke and forbade all intercourse
were all conand
men.
and
officers
as slaves in the
They
several
fluently,
languages
among
saltpetre
j.
"hiantlmg a ransom for their re- them English. As he thought that the ducted to the castle and confined in cold,
„
a British frigate Cap,,U1
damp apartments, with only an opening
government, which we Philadelphia was
e I to
tain Bainbridge succeeded in drawing at the top, which was grated with iron.
pay> until forbearance
h.
that the brig under Light and air came only through this
be a virtue.
Indeed, until it from him by degrees
was an American aperture, and thus they were entombed
leeward
sail
to
easy
'endurable, when President
at least. Determined now to
^!<'r
without waiting forpermis- brig that they had captured a few days for a time,
rr’
were convoying her to a home try the effect of a bombardment, Comand
before
ordered six large
jps ttfl1Congress,
at once sent modore Preble brought all his forces tol,uiit, which Congress sane- port in Morocco. Bainbridge
jne,,,
The
on board the Moorish ship to gether before Tripoli in July, 1804.
S"°ri Hs
metBut it was one an officer
ara
sent some gunboats and
having
had
enemy
see
if
Anjerican
prisoners,
any
they
before these ships were
reef at the mouth of
f
aea' ln ^e meantime we and ordered all the Moorish officers and galleys outside the
!tr r,
:r‘I>elled to endure all this humili- crew on board the Philadelphia. Owing the harbor, two divisions of gunboats

^d,mahalf

before

into the enemies'

was

by proposing such

ships

brothers and burned our

our

our

ties of

the emperor
and insisting

a

and hard blows, and sent a Decatur in a
night with a band of Christian dogs,
fierce and cruel as the tiger, who killed

1

uiitted in the Mediterrans they even attacked the
The Americans should not be encouraged
■: nd
ships of the British to be carriers. The Americans cannot
■••pany off the coast of Mor- protect themselves. They cannot pre-

merely

dark

mother included us in the category’ of out his watch he showed Lubarez the
weak powers who must submit to the hour and sternly remarked that he was

of any of the great maritime powers to
protect them from the Barbary States.

were

and that by the i
taking of their ships and men, we should
get great ransoms. But instead of this
their Preble pays a coin of shot, shell

correct, and all of them were re- secret documents, the nature of which
leased.
I understand that the mine was confirmed the American commander's
eighteen miles from the coast. But I am suspicions. Lubarez was a man of eduanticipating, am getting ahead of my cation and great dignity and had for
the emperor of
heir piratical cruisers. story, and so will bear
away and run many years represented
Morocco at the Courts of both France
■{ England or of France down to leeward and take
up my proper
and Spain. His capture was most timely.
•en
said many times, position in the
squadron.
But I find that I am dipping in too
Said Lord Sheffield in 1783, just after
system of piracy long
-emptory word, but as we had gained our independence, “It is deeply to close this war with the Barmiitted their depreda- not probable that the American States bary States with this chapter so I must
do a little clipping.
the Mediterranean, these will have a
very free trade in the MediThe attention of Commodore Preble
1 no special inducement terranean. It will not be for the interest
century nearly all the
of the earth paid tribv, in order to appease
obtain exemption from

they

and that

nation of merchants,

|

the robberies, and the cruel- #)°ut to visit the quarter deck for half
those recognized, anu in some an hour, and if his authority for depresense petted, corsairs.
dating on the commerce of the United
i.uils,” and a large per
I had a great uncle, one Nathaniel States was not forthcoming on bis rewent to the rulers—the Odiorne of
Portsmouth, N. H., who turn he would immediately hang him to
i the Pashas of these was
taken out of his father’s ship and the main-yard arm, as a pirate malefacwho lived in their pal- held
for a ransom, and was put to work ! tor.
ported by plunder from in a saltpetre mine. He was there when
At the appointed time Captain Bainations taken by their the
gallant Preble captured Tripoli and bridge returned to the ship’s cabin,
sent a detachment of marines to relieve watch in hand, and his determined purhrvnHarru
Ana I pose manifest in every look.
Startled
peculiar weaxness arai these- rantivps from
the Barbary States as afternoon while these American slaves at the course that things seemed to be
r it
may well appear were at work in the mines one of them taking the Moor hastily proceeded to unader of history of the suddenly exclaimed: “1 sweifr I hear button several waistcoats and from the
almost to the opening Yankee Doodle! I work no more!” He inside pocket of the fifth drew out the
•■mil way without much
■..-ion of ‘'To the vic-

-7--

■■

We would like those indebted to
us to settle and all bills against
the company should be presented at once.

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY

Around,

The grateful shade of a lonely [line,
Which the salt wind stirs with a soothing

sound;

The peace of

Above,
t

a

dav that is wholly mine.

The blue, blue depths of the summer
The tinted clouds that slowly move
To realms where the dreamer’s riches lie.
—John Clair Minot in Youth’s Companion.

Cut Flowers
FOR

SALK

APPLY TO

18tf

MISS ALICE M. DUFFIE,
27 Charles Street, Belfast.

FOR RENT
The store, 66 High Street, next Memorial

building.
9tf

Apply to the
_WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
Belfast, Maine..

SEARSPORT.
Amos

Capsized

D. Carver arrived Tuesday from New

Barge Nesquehoning sailed Friday for Perth
Amboy.
Barge Bangor sailed Friday for Perth
Amboy.
Miss Elizabeth Nickels arrived Saturday
from Boston.
was

in town Mon-

day

Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln Colcord arrived Tuesday'from Brooklyn, N. Y.
See advertisement of W. E.
another column of The Journal.

Grinnell in
^

Judge J. W. Black, who has been confined
the house, is again able to be out.

to

L
HO>4
BAKlNCr

Leon Blake has entered the employ of Capt.
Frank A. Curtis in his grocery store.
%
Mrs. Sarah P. Staples is visiting her son, Ed-

mund B. Staples, in Winthrop, Mass.
Dr. F. K. Sawyer, who has been absent the

I

days, returned home Monday.
Miss Esther M. Beach, who spent the winter
in Medway, Mass., returned home Friday.
Capt. Henry G. Curtis bought a fine driving

past

ten

I
I

horse last week of E. R. Conner of Belfast.
Mrs. Henry Colson, who has been in Boston i
for medical treatment, has returned home.
Miss

THEO.LV

BkK,:?J™DE*
ROYAL CRAPE

POWDFR
Vff

P

Absolutely PUI*G

CREAM OF TARTAR

B

1
6
I

Edward Park arrived Tuesday from L^n,
Mass., and is the guest of his sister, Mrs. Marlboro Packard.
Mrs. Harry L. Perry, who spent the winter

The boys of J. F. Wheaton’s Sunday school
class netted about $16 from their public supper,
given Friday night in the Upper Conference
The
room of the First Congregational church.
home
Saturday lads served the supper themselves in a very
in Brooklyn, N. Y., returned
for the summer.
fine manner, the only assistance they had beSch. Ida B. Gibson, Capt. Israel Closson, lum- ing that of their mothers in the kitchen. The
ber laden, which put in for a harbor, sailed j menu was tempting and a good sized crowd atThe
tended. There was no entertainment.
Friday for Boston.
worked hard and much credit is due them.
W. F. Runnells ot Newbury port, Mass., was i boys
in the class: Archer
He is on a business trip on The following lads are
in town Thursday!
Gilkey, Harry Carleton, Carle Carleton, Harold
the coast of Maine.
Frank
McCausland, Kenneth
McElhiney,
were in
^Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Chase of Belfast
Holmes, George Kellock, Geo. Innis, Malcome
H.
Mrs.
town Sunday, the guests of Capt. and
Foster, Ro5Sb1 Monroe, Fred Whittier, Frank
G. Curtis on Water street.
Young. The funds made will be devoted to
Nehemiah Roulstone has been in town the making minor repairs on the parsonage.
unpast week w hile the steamer Camden was
Many Searsport men have received the foldergoing repairs at Hampden.
lowing invitation, and it is needless to state
Mrs. B. E. Larrabee, who has been visiting* that
every invitation will be accepted if posher father, Mr. Clifton Whittum, returned to sible:
her home in Islesboro Saturday.
“Come brothers and husbands and all that wear
pants,
Fred C. Kane and Edward Bond of Boston arCome grandma’s and sweethearts, no ‘won’ts’
rived Tuesday and are at Swan Lake for a
and no

‘can’ts,’
On the 19th of May, at Nate Gilkey’s estate,
You must guess who your ghost is or else buy
a plate
Of delicious ice cream, made by this same
ghost.
You’ll have a good time, for the Stars are the

wreek, trying the trout and salmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. Webber of Beverly,
Mass., were in town last week, the guests of
Mrs. Kate Wallnutt on Union street.
Melvina Crockett and daughter, Miss
Crockett, arrived Tuesday from Brooklyn, N. Y., where they spent the winter.
Mrs. Janies B. Parse and daughter Edith and
Mrs. B. O. Sargent, who have spent the winter
in Brooklyn, N. Y., returned home Saturday.
Mrs.

hosts.

The time is seven-thirty, so try not to be late,
For ghosts are impatient-and don’t.like to
wait.”

Jennie

(Signed)
opposite page

On the
ten, “If unable to
C. Gilkey by

THE GHOST.
of the folder is writplease notify Mrs. J.

attend,
Monday,%ie 16th.”

Sch. Baker Palmer, Capt. McAlony, finished
discharging Monday at the Penobscot Coal
dock and sailed Tuesday for Newport News.

STOCKTON

Nichols and daughter Lewene, who have been visiting in Dorchester,
Mass., the past ten days, returned home Tues-

SPRINGS.

Mrs. Charles M.

The frequent whirr of the automobiles

V

the

time.'’

We

Mrs. H. L.

who spent
Peave^
returned to

has

approach

good

of “The

for the
to wel-

are

The last of house-cleaning is engaging
Stockton housekeepers at present and painters
and paper hangers are in great demand.

her.

C. B. Clark, Capt. Strout, finished discharging 300 tons of coal for the Searsport
Coal Co. last Thursday and was towed to Ban
gor by tug Hugh Ross.
Sch.

The Current Events Club was entertained,
Wednesday afternoon in regular session, by
Mrs. Elmer E. Thompson, Church street.

The many friends in town of Mrs. Emily F.
Hodson, who underwent an operation at the

Mrs. Ralph Morse and cousin, Mrs. C. J. Hall
of Houlton, left the middle of the present
week to visit relatives in Augusta. They will

Bangor for appendicitis, are gl#i to
know that she is rapidly improving.
return next week.
Mr. George L. Morrill of Bangor has resignMiss Morrow of Sangerville, Maine,
ed as bookkeeper for the Penobscot Coal & guest of Miss Edith Fletcher the
past
hospital

old

glad to see Mrs. Walter F. Trundy
occasionally upon the street; nd earnestly
hope she may be spared lurther illnesses.

the winter in

Searsport
are glad

Her many friends

summer.

near

Mr.

Point.

come

nounces
summer

an-

W. C. Loud left last Saturday to spend a
few days with his parents in Hampden. Mrs.
L. remains in town.

Sch. Henry W. Cramp, Capt. Nash, arrived
Saturday from Newport News with 2,775 tons
of coal to the Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s

Brooklyn,

in

Wharf Co. at Mack’s Point and Charles C.
Havener of this town has been appointed his

was

the

week at

home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
N. Fletcher, West Main street.

the

successor.

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet, socially,
Brookfield Review* received by this, Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. Edmund
friends of Cassius C. Roberts, Esq., announce N. Harriman, East Main street.
A goodly
the death of his eldest daughter, Mrs. Parepa company is expected by the hostess.
Roberts Bennett, which occurred at Hollywood,
Mrs. Walter F. Kimball and daughter, Miss
111., Sunday, May Sth
Trances, arrived from Boston by Friday eventrain for a brief visit with her sister,
Rev. J. M. Frost of Waterville will deliver a ing’s
Miss Mabel F. Simmons, School street.
Conference
lecture in the

Copies

of the

Congregational
Miss Edith Fletcher arrived home from West
Friday evening. May 20th, at 8 o’clock,
under the auspices of the Verbi Gratia Club. Upton, Mass., May 10th, having been absent
Subject, “Half-Baked Men.” Admission, 10 through the winter. “Welcome home!” say her

room

many

cents.
game

distnnrp

good hostelry

at tart.

Capt. Lincoln A. Colcord of the steamer Virginian of the American Hawaiian line of the
transferred to the
Atlantic division and taken command of the
steamer American on the route between New
York and Puerto Mexico.
Pacific division has been

Lehigh Valley Coal Co. of Pennsylvania
has made arrangements to ship hard coal to this'
port, landing at Mack’sPoint and shipped from
there to large coal pockets which the company
s building at Northern Maine Junction,which
will be their distributing point.
The

and Mrs. C. R. Hines entertained at Five
Hnrdred last Thursday night the following:
Misses Agnes Williams, Sallie Dow, Ethel
Dodge, Helen Morrill, Mr. Edward Gilkey and
The score cards were
Mr. Rupert Colcord.
dainty and nice refreshments were served by
Dr.

the hostess.

friends and old schoolmates.

We sincerely regret the departure of Mr.
Frank Worcester from our hotel, and heartily
hope some successor may be found to open
‘The Stockton,” at once. The town needs a

of base ball played by the High
school teams of Stockton and Searsport last
Saturday afternoon at Mosrnan Park resulted
in favor of the home team by a score of 17 to 1.
Tb 3 game was fast at times, which w*ere a iong
A

}

in the village,
Although rathei cold the weather for the
past week was pleasant, and a fewr days were
quite summer-like. The unseasonably warm
March and April causes us to notice the chill
in the atmosphere this month.
^apu Minona
to rejoin his

day
a

week’s visit

mcnuorn leit home

last Tues-

vessel in

Philadelphia, after
with his mother, Mrs. Robert

Hichborn, and his sisters, Misses Emma and
Nellie Hichborn, West^lpin street.
Mrs. Manley S. Grant and children arrived
home last week from Norfolk, Va., where they
spent the winter in order to be with Capt.
Grant, who was running a coal barge to and
from that port and was at that city a portion
of each month.

Mrs. Perry Sprague left last Friday to join
her husband in Brooklyn, N. Y., for a visit before his departure on a large yacht for a six
months' cruise to South America. Before her
return she will spend some time with her sis:er, Mrs. George Ginn and family at her home

Dodges’Corner. H. Peabody Farnham and
Wm. Adams of ^alem, Mass, arrived last Satn Brooklyn
City.
urday night and are boarding at the Chapins.
_Mr. Ed Wentworth is building a field rock
The Ladies’ Aid Society recently passed a
fote of thanks to Mrs. Desiah G. Harris, (now
chimney in George Webster’s cottage “Sunny
Bide”_Chester Wood of Prospect called o n i iving in New Haven, Conn., with her son, Mr.
his cousin Mrs. Geo. E. Chapin last Sunday.
; Sverett S. Grant, and family) for her thought-

*

ful

owner

is

highly pleased

with

the accommoda-

tions found there.
Can any Stockton citizen be other than proud'
an exalted vein, of our great American,
Theodore'Roosevelt? Whoever reads Walter
Wellman’s article in the Review of Reviews
must wonder at the unique position he holds
in all foreign countries, among monarchs and
people alike. Certainly, President Taft has
chosen wisely in designating him to represent
America at the funeral of King Edward, whom
England may well mourn as a wise, farseeing
and popular sovereign.
in

The sad

news

of the recent

death of Mrs.

Somers R. Smith for Rockland and B. F. Wilfor Castine.

liams

uur
loung Peoples Guild extends hearty
thanks to the Belfast company—twenty-two
individuals—which so kindly furnished the
highly appreciated “Darkey Jubilee,” presented May 10th in Denslow Hall under the
auspices of said association of young ladies for the benefit of their
church-painting fund. Over $40 beyond expenses were
which
sum
taken,
augments the money al-

ready

on

hand

suffiriently

to

insure the much

needed coats of paint ftn the building during
the summer. The Guild hereby tenders its
sincere thanks to the Masonic Lodge, F. & A.
M., for the free use of its banquet hall and kitchen for the supper, provided for the Belfast
guests and to all individuals who assisted in
furnishing food and flowers. The decorations
of the stage, which were most attractive, were
due to the artistic eye and skillful handiwork
of the Misses Lizzie B., Evelyn L. and Ethel
Colcord, while the singing, choruses and negro
character work of the “Colored Minstrels,”
were most enjoyable to the
large audience
Our community thanks the Belfast
present.
friends for so much pleasure given gratui-

inciin

•

on

Mr. and

Sagua.

Henry Crosby,

Tampa, May 10. Sailed, sch. Harry
Hayward, Baltimore; 15, sld, sch. Augustus
Port

T.
H.

Babcock, Hoboken.
Ne\«jrt News, May 13. Ar, sch. Jane Palmer, ^arsport; sailed, sch. Elizabeth Palmer,
Searsport; 17, ar, sch. Singleton Palmer, Searsport.
Norfolk, May 12. Sld, sch. Edward E. Briery,

Bangor.

Savannah, May 11. Ar, sch. Carrie Strong,
San Juan.
San Juan, P. R., May 12.
Ar, sch. Adelaide
Barbour, Norfolk (8 days’ passage).
Wilmington, N. C., May 14. Ar, sch. Herald,
Bermuda.

u

In a vision I can see them
On that May day long ago when
Her dear father made them one.
Hear him say, boy cherish, love her,
["here J was a large number of callers, dainty For there’ll never be another
Like my girl you iust have won.
1 efrfeshments, prevailing good cffee^ and nuHe haB ever been her sWeetheart,
1 nerous presents, including several gold coins
Proving true “Till death do we part,”
« ent by absent nephews ef Mrs. Ames, who
Giving counsel wise and good along the way.
1 lefore her marriage was Miss Mary Carley, a Here’s love and tender greeting
For those dear ones you are meeting
<
Rev.
Hugh Carley.
laughter of
On their Golden Wedding Day.
Warren
Haskell
came
from
Camden
up
Capt.
The happy occasion will long be remembered
1 ast Saturday on a motor-cycle, making the by
1 the people of Stockton Springs and vicinity,
1 un —31 miles—in an hour and a half, which
and the many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Ames
ras rapid transit indeed.
He returned Mon- unite in wishing them a long life and the great
lay morning to superintend the spring over- happiness
|
they so richly deserve.
1 willing of the yacht belonging to a Boston
Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you
1 gentleman of which he has been in command*
crazy. Can't bear the touch of your clothing.
1 or several years. The craft has wintered at Doan’s Ointment cures the most obstinate
1 Camden for the pasf two seasons, sad her
cases. Why suffer. All druggists sell it.

Several Stockton citizens called

S. Schuster, Baltimore.
Mobile, May 11. Ar, sch.

xx.

Misery

ler

fuly.

Charleston, May 11. Sailed, sch. Humarock,
Philadelphia.
Port Inglis, Fla., May 10. Ar, sch. Winfield

CHORUS.

for Over Six Years

So drive away all troubles from this best of

couples.

Gather round and sing my little lay,
And though far away from each friend
Yet in spirit I’ll attend
Their Golden Wedding Day.

Read what Mr. Hoffman, landlord of the
Webster Hotel, writes:
"I suffered misery and intense pains from
stomach trouble for over six yearH, and all the
doctoring that I did or medicines I used were
of no avail until about two years ago, when I
ised a treatment of Mi-o-na. The first few
days’ treatment helped me-greatly and upon
■sing it awhile I was made entirely free from
, iny stomach trouble or complaint whatever.
have regained
1 Since the
cure by IMi-o-na I
1 ny weight, I eat and sleep well,
am never
lervous, and my entire general health is mi|ch
letter.”—Max M. Hoffman, Webster, N. Y.,'
August 2, 1909.
Mi-o>na stomach tablets relieve distress in
ive minutes. They act like magic. They are

guaranteed to cure sour stomach, eructations,
leartburn, dizziness, biliousness and nervousless, or money back. For sale by druggists
iverywhere and by A. A. Howes & Co. for 60
sents a large box.
Try Booth’s Pills for constipation; they never

iisappoint, 26c.

j

RETAIL PRICE.

RETAIL MARKET.

Beef, Corned,

13!Lime,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20;Oat Meal,
780nions,
Corn,
Cracked Corn.
73!Oil, kerosene,
Corn Meal,
73!Pollock,
22
Cheese,
Pork,
Cotton Seed,
1.851 Plaster,
Codfish, dry,
8a9jRye Meal,
Cranberries,
lOShorts,
18 Sugar,
Clover Seed,
Flour,
6.50a7.25:Salt, T. I.,
H. G. Seed,
2.50 Sweet Potatoes,
16 Wheat Meal,
Lard.

1.10
5
5
13al4
6
16
1.13

3&
1.45
6
40
6

Valuable Information is Here Given

by John

Bird Company.
In studying the cost of living, too much attention cannot be given to each and every article of household supply, but do you know that
in the present excitement on meat prices, other
excessive costs go unnoticed, and often in our
purchase of small articles we are inclined to
buy what comes to 5 or 10 cents each, without
regard to the value received. We simply say

worth, from habit; now take for instance, Essence of Peppermint, used and suppbsed to be always in the house; for generations we have| gone to the store for a 10 cent
! bottle of Peppermint and^accepted any brand
passed out, so long as the price was but 10
cents, and thought nothing about it. Now, in
doing this, let us figure out to you what the
people of Maine lost annually in purchasing
this one small item. We give away to the retailer samples of our Three Crow Brand of
Peppermint (to be again given away for this
ten cents

demonstration,

and

we

are

always pleased

Bowden. In

George Bowden, a son.
Gott. In Tremont, April 9,

to

your ten cent
find the glass

Fowles-Elms. In Belfast, May 14, by Rev.
A. Smith, Elmer E. Fowles and Annie
B. Elms, both of Belfast.
Knowlton-Small. In Citypoint, Belfast,
May 11. at the residence of the bride's parents,
Harry C. Knowlton and Bertha E. Small.
Oliphant-Dunton. In Lincolnville Center,
April 25, by Rev. Henry Jones, Clarence Duncan Oliphant of Boston and Ellejenette Dunton
of Lincolnville.
Perry Brown.
In Camden, April 24, by
Rev. S. E. Frohock, Leland Perry of Appleton
and Miss Nina Brown of Eagle Island.

In W'est Rockport, May 10, Mabel
A. Andrews, aged 47 years and 6 months.
In Hallowed, May 9, Charles P.
Anderson.
Andrews.

Anderson, formerly. of Stonington,
years, 3 months and 24 days.
Rahbidge. In Rockland. May 12,

aged

69

Mass.

J

$1.00 Down

•

$2.00

*

4

a

PERFECT
Belfast

CONFIDENCE.

People Have Good Reason
Complete Reliance.

for

Do you know how—
To lind quick relief from backache;
To correct distressing urinary ills;
To surely cure sick kidneys?
Just one way—your neighbors know—
Have used Doan's Kidney Pills;
Have proved their worth in many tests.
Here’s Belfast testimony.
L. Morse, 8 Congress sreet, Belfast, Maine
says: “In February, 1905, I gave a testimonial
for publication and in it stated that I had used
Doan’s Kidney Pills, procured at the City Drug
Store, with the most satisfactory results. I
can add today that I have more confidence in
the remedy than ever. About a year ago I had
a return of kidney troubles and my kidneys became so weak that it was a common thing for
to get up six or seven times at night to pass
the secretions. I also had more or less backache.
As before, Doan’s Kidney Pills checked
the too frequent passages of the kidney secretions and relieved my backache. I cheerfully
recommend this remedy a second time, as 1
know it can be relied upon to remove all disorders arising from the kidneys.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take no
other.
me

List of Officers and Corporators Elected at
the Annual Meeting of the

Searsport Savings Bank,
Searsport, Maine, May 14,

1910.

OFFICERS:
Pendleton, President; James P.

baby carriage
Bg

n

j

i„

do it pi
ly. Bring in your wheels ana
them re-tired.
14tf
can

;j

H. E. McDONALI
70 Main Street,

•

CARLE & JON ES.

Belfast, M

*

\ PROBATE NOTICE
♦

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast,
for the County of Waalo, on tin*
May, A. D. 1910.
j. fau.ki noham.
1 ).>ns Marie 1 >* t>. mini
he
Doty, late of Searsport, in sant Conn
deceased, having presented a petii
for a license to sell at public or pi n.
convey certain real estate of said m
ed in said petition.

I
I

Maitie

Flower Seeds
Seeds.
We have seeds of all kinds, the

biggest variety

have every carried.

we

SEEDS in packages and
SEEDS in bulk.
SWEET PEAS and
NASTURTIUMS.

ordered. That the said petitioner g
all persons interested hy causing a
onb r to be published tine.- weeks
I he Republican Journal. a new*
ill
lishcd at Bt'ltast, that »11• -> n ay up)
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, wit
said County, on the i4th day
19lo. at ten ot. the clock before n*
cause, if any they have, why the p:.
petitioner slum d not be gram d.
OEolO.F B. doll Nsn
A true copy.
Attest:
(Has. 1* 11 A ZB I TIN 1

I

j
)
j

At a Prob te Court held at Belfast.
for the County ot M aldo, on the
May, a. I>. 191<>.
k lovvki.l. widow..t
late of l’i^mp.-ct, in >a.

Hannah
l.owell,

ldo, deceased, having pi.
playing for an allowance out
"

]
<

a

'■•nr-

t the
late of said deceased.
Ordeied, That the said petit oi.ei
all persons interested by causing
older t« be published tlnee wet ks s::
The Republican Journal, a newspa;
at Belfast, that they may appear
Court, to he held at Bellas!, within
County, on the 14tli o.iy of .tune,
at ti n ot the clock bcteie noon. .<m
il any they have, why the prayer ot
cr should not be granted.
HFo. K. dull Ns*
A true copy.
A ttest:
CHAS. P llAZKl.riNP.

1

_

Hamilton.

Florist, will not sell

seeds this year and we have bought his
stock and will supply his customers.
Mail orders will have pfbmpt attention.

& Co,

GROCERIES,

J)RUGS

\ceit
wib
AND

FOR

Chas. W. Lancaster and J. E.
Staples received May 10th

weigh-

ing from 1000 to 1500 lbs.
They can be seen at the Haytord stable on Federal Street.
19tf

Veterinary Hospital,
oppo. Revere House,

Dr. W. L. WEST, Ex. U.

S. Veterinary

Inspector Proprietor.
Treats all diseases of domestic animals.
lhtf
Phone.

Holiday Closing

The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
stores have agreed upon the observance of
holidays as follows: They will close for half a
day Memorial Day; on the 4th of July all day:
Labor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas will
20tf
close all day.

Auto for Sale.
STEAMER, SEATS 4.
Great hill climber. Speed 50 to 60 miles an
hour. This machine is in perfect running order. Price $150.00. Reason for selling—bought i
20tt
Must have the room.
a new car.

i. AUSTIN

ij

|
;

1
;

j

instrument, purporting

}

tor

probat.*,

;
:

j

t>

that Thomas .1 t
Bangor. Me., maybe appointed a.lmi
sa
d
t!u* estate of
deceased, with the
ed.
Ordered, that notice l>e given to al
terested l»y causing a copy of tins
published three weeks successively
publican J< urnal, published at Be da
may appear at a Probate Court, to !.«•
fa*t. wnInn and for said County, on t
Tuesday ot June next, at ten ot
before noon, and show cause, if any
why the same should tot be prove
ami allowed a id prayer of p titiom r
(JKOlit.K K. JOHNsn'
A true copy. Attest;
CllAS. 1‘. H azki.i in p.. 1
a

DM1 N ISTliA foil’s NOTICE

(
i;

j
I
!

J

|

I

Tl,.

A hereby give- notice that In- lias
pointed administrator ol the estate oi
HARRIET A. STK\ KNS, late ol
in tile County of V;iido, dt-eeaseil

I

bonds as the law din ets. AI pet-demands against tin* -!;itr of said
desired to pieseut the same toi sein*
all indebted thereto are requested t<*
nunt immediately.
Harrison s i
<

1

Jackson, May 10,1910.

WEST
Spring St.,

;

j

and testament oi (>wm >
in said County of Mai

presented

SALE.

twentv head ot horses

nn

petition praying

a

HORSES

}

At a Probate Court lu-iat Belfast
for ti e County of Waid*.,on the s.
day of May. a. I), into.

Frankfort,
|.f
Having been

MEDICINES.

Libby. In Belfast. May 12. Sarah M., widow
of the late Capt. David H. Libby, aged 82

^

-do this work and

i

Month

on

out and it has been

to send the wheels away to
tired. I have bought a maet

] Phonographs j

%

years, 2 months and 6 days.
Rowe. In Pasadena, Calif., May 5, Herbert
J. Rowe, formerly of Morrill, Maine, aged 44
years and 5 months.
Whitmore. In Somerville, Mass., April 30,
Capt. Joseph M. Whitmore, formerly pf Ellsworth, aged 63 years.
White. In Union, May 11, Jonathan B. White,
aged 82 years.

The rubber tires

♦

years

Marlboro,

Re=Tired

I

Margie,
daugnter of Mrs. Melvin Babbidge, aged 4

and 5 months.
Dunham.
In Orland, May 10, Harvey L.
Dunham, aged 4 years, 7 months and 11 days.
Fayssoux. In New Orleans, April 25, Sarah
A. (McLellan) Fayssoux, a native of Warren,
aged 80 years 9 months and 7 days.
Howe. In Brockton, Mass., April 27, Irene
B. widow of Lewis
of WarH^we, formerly Burial
at
ren, aged 73 years an« 6 months.

Baby
Carriages
wear

EDISON

I

A. S. HEAL.

thousand dollars. If you use Essence of
Peppermint diluted five times too much, who
pays the loss on four-fifths of thirty-six thousand dollars, or twenty-eight thousand dollars
every year in Maine. Three Crow Brand Extract of Peppermint does not sell for 10 cents
per bottle, but buy it, try it, test it, you will
Isave money and never use any other.

Willis E.
mi:i>

I

six

of Winter Harbor.

Ashley

Reservoir Vases

of Peppermint used annually in Maine is estimated by us to reach an expmditure of thirty-

Farm and Garden

mai:icii:i>

B

At the Marble Room.
Phoenix Row.

bottle, you will be surprised to
containing only 1-5 as much of

Berlin A.

Coombs-Smallidge. In Winter Harbor, May
7, Ira Coombs and Miss Hilda E. Smallidge, both

Bouquet Holders

on

Three Crow Brand to be much stronger, more
delightful in odor, and more pleasant to the
taste than that from the ten cent bottle, containing five times more. Now, what are we
losing by using 10 cent bottles? The amount

1|

||jj|
S

large vaiin(j

a

...

to

Mr. and Mrs.

Gott, a son.
Gott. In Tremont, April 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Gott, a son.
Limeburner. In Brooksville, May 4, to Mr.
and Mrs. Myrl K. Limeburner, a daughter.
Nickerson. In Searsport,%\ay 10. to Mr.
and Mrs. W eldon Nickerson, a daughter.
Stahl. In Camden, April 28, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Stahl, a daughter.

We have
Also

of charge by mail to anyone who is
unable to get the sampla from their dealer.
Now, you take this free sample, or buy a regular bottle, the quality of both being just the
same, take two glasses containing an equal
quantity of water, put into one glass one teaspoonful only of Three Crow Brand Peppermint, and into the o^her five teaspoonfuls from

\

Castine, May 4, to Mr. and Mrs.

Metallic Ifesl

send free

4^

150 UN

Carver, Savannah.

Bridgeport, Ct., May 16. Ar, sch. Carrie A.
Buckman, Bangor.
Georgetown, S. C., May 14. Ar, sch. Mark
Pendleton, New York.
Charleston, May 15. Ar, sch. Edward Stewart, New York.
Fernandina, May 16. Sailed, sch. M. V. B.
Chase, New Haven; 17, ar, sch. Brina P. Pendleton, Boston.
Bangor, May IT. Ar, schs. Gen. E. S. Greeley, Newport News; Julia Francis, Jersey City;
Gilbert Stanclitfe, Boston; 13, ar, sch. C. B.
Clark, Searsport; sld, schs. David Faust, NorWillis & Guy, Boston; 14, ar, schs. Lizzie
tously for so good a cause. Is it “more bless- walk;
D. Small, Southwest Harbor; M. H. Read,
ed to give than to receive?”
Sandypoint; C. B. Clark, Searsport; sld, steam
A GOLDEN WEDDING IN STOCKTON. yacht Aria, New York; sch. Lula, Dark Harbor;
16, ar, schs. Abel W. Parker, Camden; Irene E.
Meservey, do; William Jones, Bucksport; 17, ar,
A delightful occasion on Friday
May 13, sch. N. E. Ayer, Augusta; sailed, schs. David
1910, was the celebration of their Golden Wed- Faust, Norfolk, not previously. General E. S.
ding anniversary by Mr. and Mrs. Lemuel L. Greeley, Rockland.
Searsport, May 11. Sld, sch. Addie M. LawAmes of Stockton Springs.
Their beautiful
rence, Newport News; 13, sld, barge Nesquenew home was prettily decorated with
roses, honing, Perth Amboy; 14, ar, sch. Henry W.
pinks, potted plants and a variety of flowers. Cramp, Norfolk; 15, sld, barge R. & R. L. Co.
The guests were invited from ten a. m. to ten ! No. 5, Rockland.
Stockton, May 10. Ar, sch. Susie P. Oliver,
p. m. and more than seventy were present dur- i
Elizabethport; 11, sailed, schs. Elsie A. Bayles,
ing that time. Mrs. George Sylvester of Port- New York; Forest Maid, Bangor; 14, ar, schs.
land, Mrs. Will Kelley of Brewer, assisted by Mount Hope, Baltimore; Lizzie J. Clark, PortMisses Ella and May Kelley and Mrs. Lottie land; sailed, tug J. F. William's, Castine; 16, ar,
sch. Henrietta Simmons, Boothbay; sailed, sch.
Ames, served dainty refreshments in the Lizzie J. Clark, Portland.
prettily appointed dining room. A large wedhi, ov.il. vaiuiuie
uuunspuu, me.,
ding cake, heavily frosted and decorated with Gray, New York.
West Sullivan, May 12.
Sld, seh. Mary B.
an old fashioned couple standing hand in hand
Wellington, New York; 15, ar, schs. Charles
on the top, was placed in the center of the
L. Jeffrey, Boston; Georgietta, do; Thomas H.
table.
Many gifts were received, including Lawrence, do; Winchester, do; sailed, sch. Nat
gold coins of various descriptions, a beautiful Meader, New York.
Vinalhaven, Me., May 12. Ar, schs. Mollie
dinner set, silver knives, forks and spoons, oriRhodes, New York; Jordan I. Mott, do; 13, ar,
ental vases, rugs, etc.
schs. Lavolta, Gloucester; Woodbury M. Snow,
Much music was enjoyed during the day; do; Thomas Hix, do.
Stonington, May 10. Ar, schs. James H.
also appropriate poems were recited by Mrs.
Hoyt, Wm. H. Davenport, Flora Condon and
Flo Marden and Mrs. Sarah J. Clifford of Stock- Andrew Nebinger, all to load stone; sld, sch.
ton Springs. A very pathetic original selection Mary Farrow, Jonesport for Boston; 13, ar,
sch. Ira B. Ellems, Rockland; sld, schs. Flora
was sent by Mrs. Maggie Carley of West NewCondon, New York; William H. Davenport,
who
was
unable
to
be
Mass.,
It*
ton,
present.
Philadelphia.
was to be sung to the tune of “Put on your old
May 12. Ar, schs. Irene E. Meserj Camden,
New York; Sadie Willcutt, do.
vey,
gray bonnet.”
Halls Quarry, Me., May 10. Sld, sch. Henry
uai,
R. Tilton, New York.
Down in Maine there is a couple
FOREIGN PORTS.
Who have weathered all life’s troubles.
Puerto Mexico, May 9, noon. Sld, steamer
Fifty years they've wed today.
Californian, Delaware Breakwater; 15, sailed,
They have been good comrades ever,
stmr. Oregonian, Delaware Breakwater; 16, 6
Be it rough or sunny weather,
a. m., ar, stmr. American, Colcord, New York.
And the years have sped away.
Turks Island, May 6. In port, bark Penobin
others
shared
gladness
They’ve
scot, for Boston.
And shed tears with those in sadness,
Salina Cruz, May 14, 5 a. m. Ar, steamer
Being ready with a helping hand each day.
Columbian, Colcord, San Francisco.
Though I'm far away from Stockton
Their home door I oft have knocked on
And was welcpme as the May.
Stomach

five years.

donatio^

Mrs. Richard Bennett of Stockton Springs
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for and Mrs. Albert Crosby of Sandypoint are the
of Mrs. S. Fitzherbert in East Broadguests
be
cured by
any case of Catarrh that cannot
way.—Banger News May 13th.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
PRODUCE MARKET.
PAID PRODUCER.
and financially able to carry out any obligations
18.00
.Apples, per bu, 50a75 Hay,
made by this firm.
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
7^a8
2.50a2.75 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
”l0
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
Beans, Y. Ey 3.25a3.50 Lamb Skins,
30
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo.
28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
8
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, act- Beef,
sides,
48
6£aSi Oats, 32 lb.,
the
blood
and
mucous
surfore
7
ing directly upon
Beef,
25
quarters,
Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
faces of the system. Testimonials sent free. Barley, bu,
11^
18 Straw,
8.03
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists Cheese,
16 Turkey,
Chicken,
26a28
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.
Calf Skins,
13 Tallow,
3
22 Veal,
Duck,
lOall
20
Wool, unwashed,
25
Eggs,
NEWS.
Fowl,
14.Wood, hard,
4.00a4.50
Geese,
18'W'ood, soft,
3.00

HIGH COST OF LIVING.

SHIP.

to their treasury, which evinces
continued and unflagging interest in her
>ld home and the Universalist parish. A long
ife of usefulness has been hers.
She will
: -each the nintieth anniversary of her birth in

Arbor Day was observed in the public
I schools. At the Union building there were
V
appropriate exercises, and not only that but a
good deal of manual labor was done. The
alders along the brook were all cut away and
the course of the brook changed to make way
for a tennis court which the young people are
to build. A good many trees were plained.
JNo sessions were held.

without warning, a hurricane swept down over
the high banks, lifted the little sloop out of the
water and then, before sail could be shortened,
S
The Brooks school library recently received
tipped the boat on her beam ends and she filled
and sank. Capt. Atwood was just able to cut sixteen new
books, the gift of Mr. T. A. Elliott,
the painter and make his escape in the tendef
before the sloop sank, nothing of the cargo Supt. of schools, and of Mrs. Elliott. The colcoming to the surface except some of the lection includes, among other standard works,
apples which he had bought and loaded in bas- a fine set of Macaulay’s History of England.
kets. After he had rescued bis faithful dog
The library
and some of the floating stuff, oars, etc., he Such a gift is much appreciated.
pulled for the shore. He went down Friday to was started this year and is the result of the
see if hh could locate the craft, with a view to
work of students and teachers.
It now conhaving it raised.
tains 127 volumes, including the works of
American poets, fiction, about two dozen song
London’s Sensation.
books, and a four-volume set of up-to-date
“The Baggage of Fortune,” which will begin reference books. The number of books loaned
in the Boston Daily Globe Friday, May 20th, is to the
pupils since January 3, 1910, is about six
the story sensation of all London.lwhere it is
hundred.
appearing in the Daily Mail. The Boston Globe
has bought the New England rights and thus
Rev. J. J. Lowe, who assisted in the Chapinsecured a great treat for its readers. Another
Alexander services, and later has held a largeDaily Globe feature of great interest is the
series of letters by William E. Curtis, the ly attended serieB of meetings in Freedom and
famous traveler and correspondent. The Globe Thorndike, will begin a series of meetings in
prints every day a letter from Mr. Curtis. The Brooks, May 24th, to continue for two weeks.
Boston Daily Globe is not only a great newsMr. Lowe is said to be a very able and earnest
paper, but is as well an excellent magazine,
filled with stories and pictures, puzzles and speaker. His lectures are illustrated by movletters
for
housekeepers,
poetry, information
ing pictures, and music by a chorus under Mr.
from girls and women, and something-for all,
ftb,we’s instruction will form an interesting
old and young.
part of the program.

Parepa Roberts Bennett, in Chicago, was received by herfmaternal uncle, Capt. Melvin E.
Colcord, last Saturday, through a newspaper
AMERICAN PORTS.
sent by her father, Mr. Cassius C. Roberts, at
New York, May 14. Ar, schs. Northland,
whose home the funeral took place. No par- Stockton Springs; Ellen M. Goulder, Halls
ticulars have yet reached her relatives or Quarry; Annie B. Mitchell, Somes Sound; W.
D. Hilton, Stonington; Nellie F. Sawyer, do;
numerous friends, in this, her native town.
Lizzie Lane, Stockton (will discharge at New
Deep sympathy is extended to her husband, Rochelle); Almeda Willey, St. John, N. B.; 15,
father, and sister in their irreparable loss, by ar, sch. R. L. Tay, Sullivan; 16, ar, sch. Helall who remember her sweet childhood in our vetia, Rockland.
Boston, May 11. Ar, bark Kremlin, Fernanvillage. [An appreciative obituary will be dina; cld, sch. Star of the Sea, Real and San
found in another column. Ed.]
Juan; 13, sld, sch. Wm. M. Douglass, Newport
schs. Ida B. Gibson, Bangor; W.
From Mr. M. P. Field we obtained the follow- News; 15, ar,
D. Mangam, do; Franconia, Sullivan; Maring shipping report from Cape Jellison docks, garet, Milbridge; Fred A. Emerson, Bangor;
Monday afternoon: May 10th, schooner Susie Mabel E. Goss, Stonington, Maine; William
Silver Spray, Roc^cport, Me.;
P. Oliver arrived with a cargo of cement from Thomas, Calais;
John J. Perry, do.; 17, sld, sch. James W. Paul,
New York. May 14th, steamer Boothbay ar- Jr.,
Philadelphia.
rived with a party of gentlemen to inspect the
Philadelphia, May 10. Cld, sch. Mary E.
immense piers, and shipping facilities; also the Morse, Savannah; 13, cld, sch. Mary E. Palmer,
17, ar, sch. Wm. Mason, Somes Sound.
Bangor;
Tug Somers R. Smith from Rockland, and the
Baltimore, May 10. Ar, sch. Pendleton Sisschooner Susie J. Clark with a load, of roofing ters, New York.
New London, May 10. Sld, sch. Stanley H.
gravel from Portland. May* 15th, steamer Mt.
Miner (from Norwich), Savannah.
Hope arrived with a cargo of railroad iron from
Darien, Ga., May 12. Ar, sch. Joseph W.
Baltimore. May 11th, schooner Elsie A. Baylie Hawthorn, New York.
San Francisco, May 4.
sailed with lumber for New York and schooner
Sld, stmr. Hiloian,
Forest Maid, light, for Bangor. May 14th, Tacoma and Honolulu.
Jacksonville, May 11. Ar, hark Mabel I.
steamer Boothbay sailed for Belfast, and
tugs Meyers, New Bedford; 15, ar, sch. Clifford N.

Norris of
We are indebted to Mr. Charles
Grand Island, Neb., for a copy of the Grand
Island Daily Independent, which is booming
that hustling Nebraska city. The paper gives
a fine cut of Mr. Norris, who is a native of
Searsport and who has been a prominent busi
ness man in Grand Island for the past thirtyThe alarm of fire at 6.20 Monday evening
was caused by the explosion of a gasoline tank
on the power boat Annie Lee, owned by Capt.
Barbour of Stonington anu which was moo red
at the Searsport Coal C6.’s dock. The fire
department responded promptly and had the
The damfire under control in a short time.
age to the boat was about $60.

Mrs. Holwsy of Belfast recently bought a
nice wagon of Isaac Staples and a nice harness
of Leander Staples. Beth gentlemen are noted for good work in their respective lines and
what they say can be relied upon.
We like to
have people come from Belfast to trade with
ua, and try to use them well.

How's This?

Rowena Colcord arrived Tuesday from ;
where she spent the winter. :

Medway, Mass.,

day.

|

The News of Brooks.

Capt Joseph Atwood of Brewer, who runs a
summer store at McKinley, had a narrow escape from drowning in Penobscot narrows
Thursday afternoon. Capt. Atwood had just
Bailed from Bangor in his 30-foot sloop, loaded with supplies for his store. In the Narrows
there was scarcely a breath of wind when,

“York.

Frank 1. Moss of Bangor
on business.

In The Narrows.

McKEEN, Belfast, Maine.

EXECUTOR’S NOTICE. The aubsci
by gives notice that lie lias bi.
pointed executor of the last will ami

I

COLSON, late of WintCounty of Walifb, deceased
demands
against tin estate
having
ceased are eesired to present tin* -am
ROSE E.

in tlie

ment, and all indebted thereto are r»
make payment immediat- i\
VI AN LEY L
W interport, May 10, 1910.

EXECUTOR'S

NOTICE.

v

The-ub-

by gives notice that be has be**
pointed executor of tin* last will ami
of

S. EATON, late of Wild
County of Waldo, deceased, v
having demands against tin* estate
ceased are desired to pieseut ilit* s:»
tlement, and all indebted thereto anto make pay ment immediately.

AMELIA

in

the

•>

FREDERICK Si

!

Winterport. May 10, 1910.
EXECUTRICES

I

NOTICE.

The

hereby give noDee that they hav.
appointed executrices of the last will

ment of
ELIZABETH A, BARNS, late of Iin the County of Waldo, deceased, a
having demands against the estate
ceased are desired to present the san
tlement, and ail indebted tliereb an
to make payment immediately i«* Ellen
of Belfast, Me., our authorized agent
ISO LI ME N.
v HATTIE B. o
Bristol, Rhode Island, May 10, 1910

We Want Agents

II!

local and traveling. Age 25 to 50. Employment
the whole year if desired. Outfit free. Pay
4w20p
weekly. Write for terms.

Frank I.
Nichols, Treasurer.
F. I. Pendleton. C. E. Adams, B. F. Colcord,
N. CHASE &
Jas. N. Pendleton, J. A. Clement, J. C. Blanchard, C. O. Sawyer, Trustees.
AUBURN, MAINE
NURSERYMEN,
CORPORATORS:
J. A. Clement, C. E. Admas, J. N. Pendleton,
J. E. Wentworth, W. C. Pendleton, Fred B.
Smith, B. F. Colcord, L. M. Sargent, J. A, ColCARD OF THANKS
son, S. Lancaster, A, H. Nichols, F. E. WhitWe wish to thank our neighbors and
comb, S. M. Webber, F. K. Sawyer, E. C. Pike,
The hotel known as the "Manor Inn,” situ- for courtesies and
sympathy at the
J. F. Wheaton, F. L Pendleton, A. M. Ross, A. ated in the
village of Frankfort, Maine, ia for I and death of our sister.
B. Blanchard, Fred Perkine, L. W. Wentworth, sale
Fifteen hundred dollars in
a bargain.
at]
MRS.
DORA ROGER?
F.
C.
0.
A.
W. M. Pane, F. W. Treat,
Sawyer,
repairs' made in 1908-9. Fine,stand for busiMISS HATTIE A. U*’1 >K,
Curtis, J, P. Nichols, J. C. Blanchard, W. R. nesa. Call on or write
HELEN M. TH
MRS.
Gilkey, Amos Nichola and H. C. Holmes.
20tf
E. P. TREAT, Frankfort, Me.
Belfast, May IP 1910.
Attest: CHARLES E. ADAMS, Clerk.

HOMER

CO.,

The

Hotel for Sale.

City Bakery

